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Valentine’s cards as I do (poor old 
postie, | must give him a tip for 

lugging that massive sack up 
the hill to the Hawkin’s 
manor) then don’t fret 
because on every page 
of this month’s GM, 
there’s something 
special for you. 

The news from Japan 
about Tekken 3 (page six) 
on the PlayStation will be 
enough to set anyone's 
heart a-fluttering like a 
high speed bus ride with 
Sandra Bullock. ue ag 

And just when you'd My, 
recovered from MDK on the ae 
PC and PlayStation, we ' = 
raided Shiny HQ in good old — 
Californ-I-A to find out the latest 
news on the sequel plus all their 
other new games. Turn to page 
24 to find out all the gossip, of, 
including a oe views on 
Saturn 2 and the other next ul 
generation machines. 

Lara Croft has sent an 
extremely important card this year 

in the shape of our darned fine 16 
page Tomb Raider 2 guide. The whole 
game is completed in one installment. 
Have it on us young ‘un and enjoy its 
shapely delights. 

| could go on forever about the joys in 
store for you over the next 113 pages (massive 
reviews of Quake 2, Duke Nukem 64, MK 
Mythologies and our Grip Chimp Joypad review) 
ba hey, that would spoil the surprise, read on folks. 

Marcus Hawkins 

J you don’t receive as many 

We always put the considerations of you, our readers, 
first - from the fairness of our game reviews to the accuracy 
of our tips and cheats. 

Here at GamesMaster we're all devoted oe players 
and put together a magazine which we think others like us 
will enjoy. 

We always give scores as percentages and will not stop 
doing so ~ it's the most precise way there is to assess the 
various aspects of a game, and Blase you to compare 
games accurately. 

We read every letter you send to us, and always answer 
the best ones in the magazine. 

GamesMaster is brought to you by the sound people that 
produce The Official PlayStation Magazine, Edge, N64, 
Saturn Power, PC Gaier PC Format, PlayStation Power, 
Amiga Format, Essential PlayStation,.net, Connect... and 
fa ee more specialist mags. So we get to call on the 
talents of the most knowledgeable people in the business — 
our reviewers are the best ee are. They knows their stuff! 
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Forget Spice 
World. GM 
proudly 
presents the 
pop games 
they should 
have made! 

yas is, " 

SHINY HAPPY 
What have the makers of Earthworm Jim 
and MDK got to offer us In '987 

QUAKE 2 
Is this a blaster from the past of the shoot- 
em-up of the future? Find out here! 

GRIP CHIMP 
Don’t want to feel a right monkey? Simply 
follow our joypad and accessory guide. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE: 
STARSHIP TROOPERS PSX/PC 10 STEEL REIGN 
BLOODY ROAR PSX 17 MK MYTHOLOGIES: SUB ZERO 
SHADOW MASTER 40 DUKE NUKEM 64 
MEN IN BLACK 42 NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB ’98 
CHAMELEON TWIST 44 CLOCK TOWER 
ONE 46 Fl RACING SIMULATION 
AUTO DESTRUCT 48 THE REAP 
AUTOMOBILI LAMBORGHINI DEVIL’S DECEPTION 
STEEP SLOPE SLIDERS NBA LIVE '98 
MISCHIEF MAKERS THE NOTE 
DREAMS TO REALITY MONOPOLY 
SAN FRANSISCO RUSH RISK  
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| GM covers all the latest news from home and abroad 

  
11S OFFICIAL — THE SEqUEL 

BEAT-EM-UP ue iar TIME !
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RT, 
. fter what seems 
> A like a year of 
e waiting, the 

: moment that most 
PlayStation gamers 

have been waiting for has 
arrived. Namco have at 

last confirmed that the conversion 
of their own Tekken 3 will be ready for 
release in early ‘98. 

The news came in the form of a semi- 
simultaneous worldwide announcement from 
Namco (we say ‘semi’-simultaneous, as 

some areas of Namco’s outposts around the 

globe jumped the gun a bit), 
accompanied by the first 

ADS Cte 6 on A 

-ROUND,.1 & * 2 A A 
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i Only a few issues ago you, the readers of 
Tekken 2 the 

2at-em-up of all time! Now its 
is waiting to pounce on an 

mg audience. Here’s a taster of 
= just what you can expect... 

selection of screenshots illustrating how far 
development has come since the game was 
a mere rumour. 

By far the biggest rumours sweeping 
around the games industry prior to this 
point hinted that Sony wouldn't get to see 
Tekken 3 appear on their standalone system. 
Some sort of add-on, similar to the Saturn’s 

RAM cart, would have to be packaged with 

the game if the frame rate, high polygon 
count and hi-res textures of the coin-op 
were to be captured faithfully on a disc, so 
the stories went. Even GM went along with 
this line of thought, until one of 
our fellow computer journalists, 
on a trip to Sony’s impressive      
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Japan HQ learnt straight from the 
source that this wasn’t the case. 

Tekken 3 was on its way. And by 
Heihachi’s ethnic pants, here it is. The Tekken 

3 team have worked their tangerines off to 
optimise the game for the PlayStation without 

the need for any bolt-on memory upgrade. 
How they've managed this is anyone’s guess. 
The word from Namco is that Tekken 3's 
going to push the hardware further than it's 

ever gone before. A thought which turned 
even Les a pasty shade of pale. 

There’s no denying the steam-rollering 
success of Namco’s PlayStation conversion of 

Tekken 2, marrying unmatched playability, a 
selection box of characters and home-styled 

JIN b+ 

  

   news from around.the-globe 

  

Ep 

options as it did. Tekken 3 looks just as good 
as that at this stage. The T3 team are 

currently working to include all the 
characters from the arcade version (a feat in 

itself — will Ogre be in there? Will all his 

moves, for instance?) as well as the modes 

that made Tekken 2 such a long-lasting living 
room proposition. Apart from these scant 

details, Namco are remaining 
characteristically ‘tight as a crab’s arse’ 

about the whole conversion process. 

Despite this, many have seen fit to 
comment on how Tekken 3's transition from 

arcade board to swanky black CD is coming 
on, based on the first screenshots to be 
released from Namco. The Internet has been 

peed HWOARANG 

sigs i 

flooded with commentary, but how 

the bleedin’ rum hell does anyone else know 

exactly how close a conversion it’s going to 
be? We're extremely hopeful though — the 
time and effort being spent on ensuring the 

game will run at a playable rate on the 
PlayStation without the need for an external 
memory booster is impressive 

Early ‘98 is as close as Namco are 

currently getting to a release date, but we'd 
speculate on it being in the shops sometime 

around Easter. There are even strong 
indications that Namco are going for a 

simultaneous worldwide 

release, although this is certain to be a tricky 

thing to pull off given the demand for the 

game in Japan alone. 

Don’t touch that 
dial... GM’ll be 
keeping you up to 
date with T3’s 
progress to your PSX.



   

    

STREET FIGHTER 
excited as PlayStation owners are 

about the forthcoming Tekken 3, 
Sega have confirmed that they’re to 

release Capcom’s X-Men vs Street Fighter 

| na move fo get Saturn fans as 

in the UK early this year. 

Rather like Tekken 3, 

doubt had been expressed 
as to whether the 

impressive 2D smack-em- 
dahn would actually make 
it, thanks to the fact that 
the game only runs with : 
the new 4MB RAM cart (. 

which is currently 

unavailable as an official A 
peripheral in the UK. i‘ 

However, Sega have és 

announced that they are 

  

=U taking the surprising step & ¢ . 
of releasing the game and 
cart bundle for £49.99 
within the next few months 
Great news! 

The game, using Capcom's 
familiar 2D engine, pits the 

toughest of the X-Men against the 

‘ardest of the Street Fighters, as the 

name suggests. But there are several 

      

    
       

      
      

  

   
      

      

   
   

  

    

   
   

    

twists which means it has to have the extra 
RAM to run. Kicking off, it’s not just a case of 
one-on-one action. XMvSF allows you to take 
two fighters into battle, with the chance to 

switch between them when the mood takes 
you (by pressing heavy punch and kick 

together). The fights 

themselves are also 
different as a result, 
with your aim being 
to strip both your 

, Opponents of their 
energy over a single 

“round. Generally, 

you can only 
control one of your 
characters at a time, 

but there’s the 
chance to do Team 
Super Attacks. 
Once your Super 

Gauge is at level 
two, roll your 

thumb in a fireball motion on the D-pad and 
press the heavy punch and kick buttons. Then 

the team-mates will launch into their Super 
Attacks simultaneously. On-screen confusion 
reigns — thanks to the RAM cart. 

But its 4MB-fuelled advantages don’t 
stop there. Despite the size of the sprites 
(wait till you see the full-screen girth of the 
game's boss, Apocalypse), and the fact that 
there are more characters on-screen, there’s 
no hint of slowdown. Complemented by the 
frame-packed silky animation, this goes a 
long way to recreating the arcade experience 
in your home. This is no Marvel Super 
Heroes. Another of the welcome benefits is 
the spicey loading time — you’re not going to 
have time to pick your, your brother's — heck, 
even your dad's nose while you wait for 
rounds to load up. All that data in so little 
time, sigh... 

X-Men vs Street Fighter is set to be a 
benchmark title for both Capcom and Sega 
We reckon you should be playing it around 
Easter time and we'll update you next issue 

  

Nintendo of America have once again 
lowered the price of their software, so 
that the PlayStation and N64 both have 
games at the same price. The first batch 
to be reduced include Turok, Super 
Mario 64, Mario Kart 64 and many 
more. NOA are also claiming that this is 
just the first shot in their renewed war 
with Sony. THE Games in the UK haven't 
decided whether to follow suit yet. Let's 
hope they do, and do it soon. 

Nintendo claim that they are now 
grossing $5 million a day from sales of 
N64 hardware and software. This is 
despite all the recent price cuts. In its first 
three months the N64 sold over 1.6 
million machines, outstripping even 
Sony's achievements when they launched 
the PlayStation. 

Just as this issue of GamesMaster was 
about to head out to the printers, news 
reached us from Midway in America 
that they had some new pictures of 
Quake 64, but this time with the multi- 
player mode up and running. Look out 
for the next issue where we'll have a 
special report. 

Much as we hate to pour scorn on 
games before they are released, we 
can’t help but warn you that versions of 
TV quiz show Wheel of Fortune could 
well be heading to these shores. It seems 
that just because these things are a 
success in America, our friends from 
across the Atlantic assume that they will 
go down as well here. Don’t buy it. 
We've played the American version and 
it sucks. Take Two Interactive (formerly 
known as Gametek) are also bringing 
Jeopardy to the N64. We can hardly 
contain our excitement. 

We've just received a version of THQ’s 
WCW Vs NWO World Tour on the N64 
and you should be seeing more of it next 
issue. Word has also reached us that 
Acclaim’s WWF Warzone is also in 
production and is getting nearer 
completion. It will feature many stars of 
the WWF and will no doubt cause many 
an argument over which is best, WCW 
or WWE. 

Top Japanese developers Capcom have 
confirmed that they have four N64 
games in development right now, one of 
which is definitely a Mega Man game. 
We hope that one of the others is a 
Street Fighter game and who knows, 
maybe they have an N64 Resident Evil 
in the works. Pray for it. 

It had to happen. After the huge success 
of the first game Turok 2 is on the cards. 
We'll be bringing you a special 
development feature soon. Stay tuned for 
more news. 

    

      

        



    

    

  

The PSX smash hit Final Fantasy 7 is 
making its way to the PC, and Tomb 

Raider publisher Eidos have snapped up 
the rights to publish it in Europe. The 
game is currently going under the 
conversion process at Square HQ in 

Japan. No release date has been set yet 
but look out for it late this year. 
g 

A third game based on the Discworld 
universe has gone into development. This 
time a brand new script is being 
produced, rather than basing it on an 
existing book. Terry Pratchett will also 
have hands on involvement. The game is 
called Discworld Noir and it’s due to 
come out in 1999. 

@ 
If you thought Star Wars Monopoly was 
stretching the point a little then just wait 
until next year when Hasbro unleash 
World Cup Monopoly on poor 
unsuspecting PC owners. World Cup 
teams will take the place of the 
Monopoly properties. Weird! @ ‘ 

Heart Of Darkness has been in 
development hell for the last five years 
but it seems that it may at last see the 
light of day. Virgin Interactive had 
virtually scrapped the project but 
Infogrames have stepped in and taken it 
off their hands (for about a million quid). 
They are continuing development and 
should have it ready to go by Spring 
(although they didn’t say which year). 

Pg 
Fox Interactive, the people behind Die 
Hard Trilogy and Croc, have announced 
that they've got a new range of sports 

sims up their sleeves. They'll all be 
released under the Fox Sports label. 
Next year, we'll see Fox Sports Hockey, 
Golf, Tennis and Soccer. No doubt, Fox 

Sports Soccer will be out in time for the 
World Cup. 

Pg 
Our sausage eating chums in Germany 

seem to have a bit of a problem with PC 
masterblaster Quake 2. It seems as 
though some of the content is a bit 
strong for them and it’s making their 
stomachs churn. So Id are having to 
make cuts and changes while the UK 
version has been released completely 
uncensored. Horrah! 

Pc 
Tristar Pictures have committed to a 
Doom movie. Finance has been secured 
and it’s being written as we speak. No 
stars confirmed as yet. 

    
     

If the lift isn’t working then the people at the top of this skyscraper can just 
forget a heroic rescue attempt. I'm not being paid enough to climb up there. 

he film has only been out 

| a few weeks but 
MicroProse are almost ready 

unleash the PC version of one of 
the most talked about sci-fi 
events of the year. 

Starship Troopers the game has been in 
development for almost two years and starts 
five years after the movie's plot. The human 
race have quarantined the marauding bugs 
but now it looks like all hell is about to break 
loose. This is where you come in 

You’re a grunt — a nobody in a 25 
strong squad — who has to carry out orders 
and blast his way to survival through the first 
few missions. Show enough initiative and 
you'll get offered promotions through the 
ranks until you become a squad leader and 
tactical commander. Then the other elements 
of the game begin to kick in. You'll need to 
manage your resources and choose where to 
attack and how to carry out the missions to 
ensure any chance of success. 

However, if you're the kind of person 

who thinks that things like tactics and 
strategies are for anoraks and would rather 
keep a finger on the trigger button and go 

bug blasting, then you’re also catered for. 
After all, the enemy like nothing more than to 

go for all out suicidal charges against your 
team, and the odds won't be anywhere near 

fair, or in your favour for that matter. So, 

happy blasting. The game will handle all the 

ae 

  

Now I've got a brand new combine harvester and I'll 

give you the key. Er, sorry, I'll go and kill some bugs. 

news from around the globe 

LOVE WITH A 
TARSHIP TROOPER 

technical stuff, you just go out there and do 
your thing. 

As you can see from these screenshots 
you view the action from a third-person 
camera (a bit like Tomb Raider). Your armour 

protects you from the various bug attacks and 
also to hold the awesome weaponry you can 
carry (anything from jets to rockets). When 
you've used a giant magnifying glass to fry 
bugs, or some other outlandish means at 

your disposal, you can go back to your ship 
Now you move into the diplomatic stages 
where you have to play all the various 
factions off against each other to try and 
come to a peaceful solution. If you fail, well it 
would be a shame to see all those guns go to 
waste wouldn't it? If you’ve just spent a small 

The bugs have attacked Paris, 
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It's going to take more than a kettle full of hot water or a giant can of Vapona to 
get rid of these bugs. If you haven't seen the movie yet, go now. 

fortune working on a mega-sized bug spray 
then you're going to want to try it out aren’t 

you? It would be rude not to 
Network gamers are being catered for 

in two ways. Up to 24 players can play in a 

big co-operative fight or you can battle it out 
in a batch of deathmatches, disguised as 

training missions. The engine allows for a 
huge amount of polygon bugs to appear on 
screen with no slowdown, which means those 
impressive scenes from the film with bugs as 
far as the eye can see can be reproduced 

The developers are going to have to 
produce something special to match the 
amazing movie, and it looks as though 
they're off to a flying start. It should be out 
sometime in April. 

4 eek ty 
but it smelt so bad that they ae 
abandoned their attempt and i nl | statin at 1 

decided to head off to aun f. eT EAE oe yes eee 
America instead. Wise move. Nagle pp gpd ny ak ira    
   

    

If those aircraft belong to the Russian Aeroflot airline 

the bugs have more to fear from them than you. 

Se Geter yi EPR AT TE 5 et 

¢ fis sae toe 

By the way, in case you didn't know, the headline to 
this story was a very sad Sarah Brightman song.
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news from around_the-globe 

DIAMOND    
   

  

   
   

      

   

  

Gaah! Top Samurai beat-em- up 
Bushido Blade's release date has slipped 
to March which means we're going to 
see it at around the same time as the 
Japanese get the sequel, Bushido Blade 
2, for their PlayStations. The follow up 
features all new characters and even 
smoother head severing graphics. More 
details soon. 

Top news for wallets. Sony have 
announced the latest batch of Platinum 
games. Getting that lovely £19.99 price 
tag this time to cheers from everyone at 
GM is WipEout 2097, out now. That'll 

be followed by Ridge Racer Revolution, 
out Jan 23rd and adidas Power Soccer 
on February 6th. 

    
   

   

  

   

    

    
   

   

  

   

  

   
   

  

   

    

   
   

   
   

    

   

  

   

  

   

  

   

  

   
   
   
   

  

   

    

   

  

   

  

   
   

    

Alter saying it was foo controversial to 
be released in the west, Square are now 
on the verge of unveiling their stunning 
new RPG Xenogears over here. The 
game, due out in Japan this month, 
looks like being the most stunning 
adventure this side of FF7, using 2D 

sprites in fully rotatable 3D realtime 
backdrops with eye-jabbing special 
effects. Update next month. 

Been casting an envious eye at Sonic R 

on the Saturn? Running Wild from RS on 

Universal Interactive features similar 3 

pegging it around on foot action and is r 
set to include a four-player split-screen 
mode. Due out in March, you'll be able 
to belt around a total of 15 tracks and 
race against boss. characters. 

      

Time for som way © 

Gate Bees Righerare Creatures is 
set for a sequel according to French 
developers Kalisto. Due out towards the 
end of the year, hopefully it/ll address 
the flaws of the first one. 

Developers of One, ASC Games, are 

already working on the sequel to their 
top action blaster. The follow up will 
feature new innovations they didn’t have 
time to fit in the first one and will be 
called 1.2, Two, 2 or something. 

Still can’t wait for Resident Evil 22 Well 
whet your appetite with details of two 
new Res-influenced adventures recently 
announced in Japan. Overblood 2’s the 
sequel to the acclaimed Riverhill Soft sci- 
fi adventure released six months ago. 
R@MJ Mystery Hospital from Bandai 
looks like being Casualty with Zombies. 
Surely a good thing. give it a carbon 
fibre look.



So, are you short-sighted or 
long-sighted? 

Short. 

Most fanciable female on 
any series of GM? 

Zoe Ball comes just before All 
Saints but maybe | was trying harder. 

Favourite desert? 
Pants. (This is my stock answer to 

any tricky question). 

Favourife costume for your 
glamourous assistants? 

Totally naked in a wholemeal bap. 

Favourite land mammal? 
Your Mum. 

Least favourite Spice Girl? 
Anthea Turner 

Your mofto is? 
Perfect Preparation Prevents Piss 

Poor Performance. 

* Make Your Mind Up! 
Sega’s follow up to the Saturn aka Black 
Belt, alias Dragon, codenamed Dural is 
now answering to the name Katana. 

That's after the deadly martial arts sword 
and is supposed to be the final working 
title for Saturn 2. 

* Saturn 2 Secrets! 
Far more interesting than the new name 
is a rumoured list of developers working 
on games for the still-unofficial system 
which includes id, EA, Shiny, Core, 
Warp and Climax. Gameswise, there's 

whispers of conversions of the follow ups 
to Sega Rally and Daytona plus a 
intriguing sounding racer that will 
incorporate Sega’s various driving 

games in the same way Fighter's 
MEGAMixX did with their beat-em-ups. 
# Double D Details! 
More details of D2, the epic adventure 
originally scheduled for M2 but now 
coming to Saturn, have leaked out from 
designer Kenji Eno. The game will 
feature Warp’s star character, Laura, 

follow on from the original D and most 

    

    

   
   

    

   

    

   

    

   

  

   

      

Favourite 
dessert? The funniest word in the 

Zoe Ball. English language is? 
Oh | wonder... PANTS, perchance? 

shockingly, feature no in-game FMV. 
Instead Kenji and his mates are 
promising a new 3D polygon engine 
and a full orchestral score in what could 
be one of this year’s biggest Saturn titles. 
D2’s due for a Jap release in November. 

® Virtual Pet Comes to Saturn! 
Evil keyring masterminds Bandai are 
planning to bring the dreaded 
Tamagotchi to the Saturn this summer. 
Expect better graphics, sub-games and 
plenty of opportunity for virtual pet 
breeding. Just say no to this sick craze! 

* Sonic Jam! 
No, really. Toast fans in Japan are now 
able to get their hands on a fruit 
preserve based on everybody’s favourite 
hedgehog. Sonic gets blueberry flavour, 

GAMESMASTER SUGGEST N Knuckles strawberry while Tails now has 
CAREERS FOR MR DIAMOND an orange marmalade with his face on. 

iH ® RPG Dot Com! 
Lucky Japanese Saturn owners are 
getting an on-line RPG to play with the 
Netlink add on. Called Dragon’s Dream, 
it's been developed in house by Sega 
and will feature traditional RPG combat 
as well as chat rooms and the chance to 
share your quest with other modem 
toteing adventurers. But there're still no 
plans to release NetLink over here. 

= Bargain hunter! 
Get down to Virgin for some top Saturn 
reductions. They're doing Tomb Raider 
for £29.99, Manx TT for £24.99 and 
Saturn Bomberman and Sonic 3D for 
£19.99. Search out those vouchers! 

Favourite 
setting for And finally, have you got 
the show any last words for the readers 
from any of GamesMaster before you 
series? leave us forever? 

Heaven! Don’t eat McDonalds.   

  

       
1. POPE... What better career could there be for you, a great 

and highly influential man, than the world leader of the Catholic 

faith? As Pope Dominic the first you could then spread your own 

brand of religion to the masses. 

2. CARRY ON SCRIPT WRITER... Why not put your talent for 

double entendres into action Mr Diamond and recreate the glory 

days of British cinema. Ooooh, Matron! 

3. FEMINIST CAMPAIGNER... You’t! obviously be missing the 

attention of all those lovely ladeees on the TV show. So why not 

put yourself in the midst of a bevy of beauties Dom and begin 

campaigning for womens’ rights? 

4. CHANNEL FIVE PRESENTER... Reach a niche audience lie 

those who can receive or actually give a hoot about the latest TV 

provider) with a dedicated sports programme. What? You do 

already? Sorry, never watch it old chap! 

     

  

      

    

Do you play games at home? If 
so, what are your five favourites 
of all time? 
DD 

      

      

   

    

How difficult is it to be funny 
about video games? 
DD 

    

       

  

Can you remember any 
inspired double entendres from 
your time on the show 
DD        

  

Actua Ice Hockey (18), 
, Grip 

Chimp Review (88), 

    

Who's going fo win Scofland’s 
group in the World Cup? 
DD 
   

   

1 

Secrets Service (102), 
Golden Giveaway (108), 

   
5. WEATHERMAN... Revolutionise the world of meteorological 

forecasting with your own brand of wit. For example, “People in 

the North of the country will be suffering from bad wind.” 

What ever you chose to do we'll still love you Dom. We'll 

always have fond memories of those GamesMaster days! 

Tell us something about 
yourself that nobody knows. 
DD 
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NORWAY NORWAY 
Starring Vanilla 
Style: Action Adventure Sim 
Players: 0 

What the manual says... 
“After going head-to-head with both the Spice Girls and the 
Teletubbies over Christmas — and looking like a bizarre hybrid 
of the two — the Vanilla girls are back! 

“The gruesome foursome have been dumped by their 
manager somewhere in Scandinavia after a series of 
disastrous TV appearances. But things are looking up! 
Norway is looking for a new Eurovision song to help them 
boost their credibility and the gals know just how to adapt 
their (s)hit single ‘No Way, No Way’ for the Norwegian 
market. But can you help them? Using advanced FMV 
techniques and controlling one of the four bints — either Tubby 
Vanilla, Horsey Vanilla, Tesco’s-Checkout Vanilla, or Mildly- 

Attractive-From-An-Acute-Angle Vanilla - can: you foul up 
every public appearance you make in the civilised world? 

Can you make sure you’re always slightly off-key? Can you 
make sure one of you always trips over their own flabby 
ankles during simple dance steps? 

“Or will you play from the perspective of their manager? 
Can you choose the four most blatantly unsuitable girls to 
appear on the front cover of anything (unless it’s from a pre- 

arranged acute angle)? Can you market them in a completely 
implausible and laughably undignified way? Can you make 

sure that they can’t even speak in harmonies? And can you 
convince Norway to adopt the song ‘Norway, Norway’ as its 

new national musical flagship? 
“It won't be easy! God knows it can’t be easy in real life! 

This is a simulator more complex than any flight sim — 
although for once, it’s a journey where you wouldn’t mind if 
the birds got caught up in the machinery...” 

    

ng 
Well sweat . 

RB edition Pop star 

Own palm! Fr 

of dancin 

your prefer 

be 

Comedy’s not the new rock ‘n’ roll — videogames are. And 
that, cherubs, sailors, and readers, is a reet-darned official- 

   

oma dancing do 
9 dots, you'll ney 
red Protegeé’s hair: 

   

  

  

WHAT YOUR MAMA DON’T SEE... 
Starring Gary Glitter 
Style: Platformer 
Players: 1 

What the manual says... 
“Gary's hair has taken on a life of its own and defected to the 
East, taking his shoulder pads, teeth, rubber pectorals, 

platform shoes, corset and contact lenses with it. 

“Now Gary is nothing more than a small, withered old 

man - like a short-sighted turtle without its shell. 
“But here’s the twist... Gary has been made into a 

computer figure by his mad friend Professor Monkey — now 
he can only travel across a screen! Oh no! Kids — can you 
help this kindly old gentleman make his way through the 
Internet, stopping off on various pages to see if anyone's 
found his hairpiece? Has anyone seen his ridiculous items of 
‘glam’ tat, which are scattered with such inevitability over 
various Webby levels? Gary's special move, which will help 
him on his way, is the ‘Do You Want To Be In My Gang?’. 

This is a top manoeuvre, during which Gary chants his 
favourite line while stamping his feet and looking like the 
product of a cruel joke. Ha, someone’s dressed up their senile 
grandfather and released him at the school disco. After Gary 
finishes, the crowd of people around him all shout “NO”, 
with such force that it destroys everything on the screen. 

IT’S OH-SO... FREAKY 
Starring Bjork 
Style: Japanese RPG - IMPORT ONLY 
Players: 1 

What the (translated) manual says... 
“Bjork yes big star. But crazy head! Why not demand she 

sounding factbite. NOW THE SPICE GIRLS ARE TRYING TO TAKE 
CONTROL. No. Don’t do it. Invest your fifty squiddly-diddlies in 

another musical band. We invite you to take your pick... 

  

    
    

walk through many levels to find her igloo? Many creatures 
yes she must defeat with her little friend, Goldie the fish. BUT 
DO NOT POINT AT THE CREATURE! Guide with your 

fingerpad the she-lady Bjork and hear her crazy sing many 
crazy song. What you can press: make Bjork drink special 
helium drink and make voice ridiculously high — she now 
shatter mens’ brains with her songs. Send Goldie with funny 
teeth to eat enemies. Then you simply have to find your igloo 
and make yummy jam. 

“Special Moves, yes: The Ssh, the Hitting-A-Reporter-At- 
Airport, the Hair Jab, the Confusing Scream, The Pass-For- 

Twelve-When-She’s-About-Fifty-three, and the rather 

spectacular Icelandic Rhumba. 
“Music, noisy: All sound for Bjork’s game was carefully 

chosen by Annie Lennox before her death, in 1942. In her 
will, she said it was something she’d often thought about 
doing herself, but that she ‘could never be arsed to’. 

“Difficulty: High. Impossible squawk-words scratch from 
her mouth. Understanding not come easy!” This, combined 
with the added difficulty of having her words altered by the 
Japanese translators, will make for many an awkward hour. 

FUGEE THE HEDGEHOG 
ey: The Fugees 
Style: Cute platformer 
Players: 7 

What the manual says... 
“Everyone knows the great lyrical originality that The Fugees 
can boast. Everyone knows that they’d rather do a good 
days’ work and face their children with pride and dignity 
than simply, say, rip off other people’s tunes time after time, 
changing only a line here and a line there, and adding a 
stupid phrase like ‘one time’ at the end of each refrain. 

“You'll be glad to see these very same values, instilled in 

 



The Fugees , have made it across to their videogame! 
“You play Fugee, a superfast hedgehog, whose fluffy 

friends have been imprisoned by the evil Doctor Bobotnik 
(catchphrase: ‘One Time!’). Together with your friends,’ DJ 

Tailz (a small woman who sings in a very shrill voice), and 

MC Knucklez (a big fat man who just stands in the 

background and kind of sways), it’s your job to bounce, spin, 
jump and flex to beat the evil Doctor once and for all. Until 
the sequel, which will be exactly the same game, only it'll star 

the Super Gallagher Bros. Do you see?” 

PUZZLE BUBBLE: THE CHIMP 
FUN FACTORY 
Starring: Jacko’s pet, Bubbles 
Style: Puzzler 
Players: 1 

What the manual says... 
“Welcome to the Fun Factory - and the world of Bubbles The 
Chimp. Bubbles works for crazy Michael Jackson, making all 
his spare parts. 

“Do you have the brains and quick-thinking to be able to 
survive a day in the life of the King of Pap? 

“In the first level, ‘Pick His Nose’, try and work out which 

nose Michael wants to use today! 
“In the second level, try and find the arm Michael lost 

while playing tennis! It must be around here somewhere! 
“In the third level, go shopping for Michael. Drop round 

the video shop, but don’t get Aladdin. 
“KEEP MICHAEL OUT OF THE SUN! AT NO POINT 

MUST HE ENTER THE SUN! 

“And in the final level, ‘Make A Face’. Can you 
re-arrange the blocks to recreate one of Michael’s many 

famous faces? 
“Fail in any of these tasks, and make no bones about it — 

Michael is a fair man, but very firm. Disappoint him, and it’s 
back to the laboratory for you monkey, love-slave, lacky boy.” 

HELP THE AGED 
Starring: Jarvis Cocker 
Style: Educational CD-ROM 
Players: The Nation 

" 

What the manual says... 
“Many of Britain’s old people will be dead soon, so why not 
brighten up the last few remnants of what was probably a 
pretty uneventful life (despite their tendency to talk fondly of 
the war years) by forcing an old lady or gentlemen (but there 
are fewer of these, generally, so you may have trouble finding 
one) to watch Jarvis Cocker (‘that nice lad who looks like the 

Geography teacher little Cathy from next door almost married 
back in... when was it? Let me see, 1983 — He had his own 

caravan, didn’t he?’), lead singer of Pulp, as he travels 

through the country lanes of South Yorkshire, meeting the old 
folk, Gawd bless ‘em! There's a chance to ‘get interactive’, 

too, as you choose the route Jarvis takes... should he drop by 

   

              

   

    

   
   

  

   

                  

   

    

   

  

   
   
   
   

          

       

      

   

          

   
   

           

the wonderful 
churches of Chapel- 
en-le-Frith? Or 
should he go to 
lovely Keighley first, 
to look at the 
reservoir? You may 
find, however, that 

offering an old person 
this choice may not be 
so fruitful. They won’t 
understand. Instead, offer 
them a sweet and leave 
them while they watch, 
transfixed, as the bright 

moving colours swirl across 
the screen (making sure to 
check they’re still breathing at 
regular intervals, and to notice 
how strange it is that, once 
they've reached a certain age, 
old men start to look like turtles 
-G. Glitter, for example.)” 

FIFA BOYZONE ‘98 
Starring: BOYZONE 
Style: Shameless cash-in 
Players: 1-4 

What the manual says... 
“Join Ronan, Steven... er... Shane... 

and... those other two, for what can only 
be described as a... game. It’s a ‘Boy’z 
own’ (II!!!) adventure, as we programme in 

the names of Ronan, Steven, Shane... and... 

their two pop friends, to YOUR favourite 
footy teams! 

“Yeah, it’s like all the other FIFA games, 

right? Only it’s FIFA a la la la la, as we watch 
the five cocky funsters waltz their way around 
the pitch, along with the normal mix of made- 
up stars of the football field — like your favourite, 
John Baxterton. 

“And for added realism, we’ve made Ronan, 

Steven, Shane, Paul and Ringo into the rubbish 
defenders that no-one ever uses — just because one 
of them looks vaguely like the tubbier member of 
the group! Great! 

“Apart from that - there really are no 
differences whatsoever. Oh, apart from the fact that 
we've now made it so you can see players’ laces 
move in the wind. Yep it’s all cutting edge stuff here. 
But that’s just the way this industry works, child of mine. 
One day you will see. One day we will all see. Oh, 
how | long for that day! That is all.” 
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Goemon is warming bi 
himself up to delight 
N64 owners, while 
Bloody Roar is about to 
spring some animal 
magic on all of us. Power 
Boat and Buggy are set 
to tickle your eyeballs. 
Olympic action with 

° 

GamesMaster unleashes the new hits adud te Hockey too. 
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a small nuclear device. Forget 
mutants/ zombies/ aliens (delete as applicable) 

attempting to overtake the planet. The real threat 

comes from an evil musical troupe who plan to pump 
their durge into every home in the land. 

Sends shivers 

  

What this frame needs is a modern art cum comic ~—_ unto man! 

style KERPOW! Oh use your imagination! 

The game will come in Japanese but with English 
sub-titles... let's get bilingual! 

orget terrorists holding the world to ransom with _ first brought to fame on the SNES in Legends of 
F the Mystical Ninja. Now he’s back on the N64 

and (this time called Legend of the Mystical Ninja 
starring Geomon) he’s all that stands between the 
wicked Neo Momoyama Government and an 
eternity of off-key musak. Thankfully he’s not alone. 
He can rely on the help of a small rotund gentleman called 

imagine... evil duty explosive. Then there's Yae, the green-cropped ninja girl, 

equally liberating playing experience. But this looks like it'll be 

Goemon was another quality game in the Nintendo library. 

       
‘POLE: 

Eds TANG ge Bua Joye 

Ebismaru, complete with top comedy hat tied under =m 
his top comedy nose, what a fella! i 

(Right) The 
svelte figure 
of Yae, Grerer 

Goemon... if you think 
you’re are sufficiently hard...     

     
Will it deliver a 

down your Ebisumaru. OK, he might not be a lot to look at but what blow to SM64’s 
spine doesn’t about Sasuke? Although this little robot, with a shock of top slot? 
it? Just purple hair looks fairly innocuous, he’s actually packing heavy 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
funk, sinful who delivers such a punch that it knocks her foe in two. Heals b re ia eee 

» soul, rotten The plot doesn’t exactly flow seamlessly. In fact it's an his is.going fo be. really important Hille: tortne N64, 
isee a Pae b hee It's got quite a following in the good ole’ J. A. of PAN, 

rap an a ectic mixture of sub-game upon sub-game, mixing ar it'll be a welcome addition to the Nintendo's 
corrupt traditional platforming elements and conundrums. armoury of games over the year. Of course every 
classics. Oh, Konami claim that this is the first game to seriously rival other newcomer and young pretender bills itself as the 

such is man’s Super Mario 64... well don’t they all these days? It certainly rival to Super Mario 64's crown... but what sort of 
inhumanity strives to imitate SM64 and it has the potential to deliver an impact will Goemon have? The place to find out is 

right here in the pages of this hallowed mag... 

Matt Swaine 
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look => 
Let us light up your world in the only way we know 
how... with a tantalising glimpse of some of the 
games that'll have you glued to your machine in the 
very near future. We've got quite a line up for you, 
so find a well lit corner and make sure you have 
some light refreshments to hand. Are you sitting 
comfortably? Good, then we'll begin... 

  

     

       
      
      
      

  

     

BRAHMA FORCE 
Doom-em-up ¢ Genki/JVCe February 
Strap yourself into the hulking structure that is a 
BRAHMA (Bipedal Robotic Assault Heavy Mechanised 

: 

    

    

Armour) and do battle with the Dionisio Vega (the NS 

bleeding who?) It bills itself as a thinking man’s Doom gt) S&P 
set in the gloomy environment of Alien Trilogy and has < ‘ae 

the familiar and = 
patented feel of a 
futuristic distopia. What sets this apart 
from Doom-clones is that it also boasts, 
platforming features and the need to 

strategically handle your onboard life 
-= support systems. Boasting an array of bolt- 

“=~ on weaponry and a host of in-cockpit hi- 
tech stuff, it could well be a winner...   



gy theiPontline this month © 
Goemon @ Brahma Force @ Flesh Feast @ NO @ Actua ice Hockey @ Need For Speed 

@ Poy Poy @ XFIRE @ Die by the Sword @ G.A.S.P @ Power Boat @ Chill @ War 
C @ Bomberman World @ Overblood 2 @ Hybrid @ War of the Worlds @ Buggy 

  

BLOODY ROW 
Size ofa _ cow... It’s a bestial beat-em-up    

  

that delivers a blow for animal fights... 

    

  

The controls are alarmingly simple but allow 
you to pull off some great combos. 

here’s nothing more likely to eek away at the 

| ae male ego than being beaten to pulp by a 

pink, six foot, bunny rabbit. A warthog, 

fine - there’s no embarrassment in being 
hacked down by one of those ugly, horned 
pigs. Even getting a shoeing from an 
anteater is acceptable but from Bugs’ 

lady... never! 
Find yourself up against a meek, pony- 

tailed young lady called Alice and don’t be 
surprised if she starts sprouting large pink ears and 
powerful hind legs. Don’t be surprised if she then uses 
them to deliver the severest whipping this side of Nagasaki. 

Frankly there’s only one thing you can do in a situation 

FLESH FEAST 
Undead-em-u ¢ Segasoft ¢ March 
Legions of the undead face yet more bad PR 
in the shape of Flesh Feast, a title which 
allegedly pays homage to the Zombie flicks 
of George Romero. Cliches abound: not only 
do you have to do battle with a host of 
limbo-stranded tourists to eternity, but also 
face the sinister NASAT Corporation. As the 
jame progresses you discover the source of 

the mysterious Zombie outbreak (our money’s 

firmly on NASAT corp.) 
Interestingly the game does offer two 

distinct forms ar lcy Either take control of 
four characters switching between each of them, or use a 
more traditional point ‘n’ click approach to control them 
simultaneously. Use screwdrivers, machine-guns or 
chainsaws to defeat your rotting foe. 

Blood really starts to fly 
when claws, tusks, 

issue. Oooshkaa! 
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talons and trotters are 
thrown into the equation. 

(Right) Not the most Zé ay bs war < 

attractive of girls but vy, Ni 
she packs one hell of a fa ~ 

¢: Eee) 
7’ We'll be reviewing this next FROM Hudson Soft/Virgin ) 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
Using you powers of transmogrification certainly ups 

the yisual appeal of the game. But It doesn’t seem to 
provide much else in the way moves or combos. Who 
cares? This is a top beat-em-up with appealingly 
accessible controls and on our first look at the game it 
kept us coming back. In fact, people kept sneaking off 
all afternoon to take on the bunny girl time and time 
again and sort out her warthog mate. 

les Ellis 

Visually it’s a treat. There are plenty of mind-bending 
pyrotechnics and cartooney rucking for your peepers to 
hoover up. The controls are much simpler than your average 
beat-em-up since it only uses the © and ®, for punch and kick 
respectively, and © to morph. And combos are satisfyingly 
easy to pull off. It feels more liberating than Tekken and offers 
a much wider range of defenses but does it have what it takes 
to become a classic scrapper? Bloody Roar? Bloody Nora! 

PP ssa \5 4 PlayStation 

74 

Fight for as long as you like as a human and 
the deliver the winning blow as... a shrew! 

like this. Simply transmogrify yourself into a albino gorilla, 
and swing the bunny girl over your shoulder by her ears. 

Mitsuko is a totally different proposition. Sporting 
dungarees and her ‘fuller figure’, she’s the kind of 
woman you'd expect to find campaigning outside 
of McDonalds. With a raise of her eye-brow she 
sprouts horns and a snout, then lunges at you 
with her backside to deliver a lethal butt-punch. 
Bloody Roar is true to its word. It certainly is 

bloody and you can expect to hear the odd roar... 
snuffle, growl, and oink. It’s Fighters MEGAMiX but 

with the added novelty of being able to change form mid- 
fight into a lion, tiger, wolf or anteater (..2) and using your full 

animal-might to finish off an opponent. 

  

N2O 

Blaster © Gremlin © March © 
Forget the graphical wizardry that O01 

AN me the N64 is capable of, this § , 
displays the PlayStation’s abilities (age bal 

\ a to the full. N20, based on the o 
‘ arcade old-timer Tempest, certainly 

does have the most wondrous 
graphics we've ever seen on the 
PSX. Turning barrel rolls and 
shooting off the wildest array of ? 
bombs, lees and things that go ss “58 

ping sends every last drop of af 
adrenaline rushing to your eyeballs. As 
you race down tunnels knocking 

‘3 cockroaches off the walls like a souped up rent-a-kill 
; employee, performing barrel-roll after barrel-roll you'd 

better have some travel sickeness pills to hand. This j is 
as quick and as glorious a game as you'll find. 

     
 



Actua Ice Hockey 

  

    
   

   

ruil Welcome to the Zane Payback memorial stadium. — Zane’s brother Chicane, Canadian striker... .     
FROM Gremlin ) 
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Isit Disney on Ice? Are aliens landing? No it’s the crazy showbiz world of ice hockey! 

ACTUA ICE HOCKEY 
Jolly hockey sticks... get your skates on and 

let’s bully off for this top notch sim! 
      

of 1998 has been devoted to the World Cup, to 

the exclusion of all other sporting activity. But 

fans of curling, figure skating and downhill skiing will 

tell you that this year also sees the spectacle that is the 

Nagano Winter Olympics. 
And while game makers cash in on... (sorry) celebrate 

the planet's passion for footy, with the likes of FIFA: Road to 

fi could be forgiven for thinking that the whole    
High doses of radiation ensure a frantic atmosphere at Payback stadium. 

World Cup. But there is a steady and more voluminous stream fan of the Cardiff Devils or the Shefield Steelers we don’t - were knocked out by the Swiss (darn them AND their surplus 
of sports sims destined to send computer generated snow and expect this to send you into a wave of excitement. But it snow), but by the mystic powers of poetic license, Gremlin 
ice flying across your TV sets. should do, it’s one of the most violent, aggressive and have managed to squeeze Britain into this sim! (It’s coming 

Among them, Actua Ice Hockey is likely to be one of the _ exciting spectator sports around. Forget being awarded a home... ice hockey's coming home... blah, blah.) 
most faithful reproductions of the game. But unless you're a penalty for tripping up an opponent. Try skating at him at All the players have been motion captured using a ten 

high speed before body- camera system to produce a highly authentic level of player 
a er a slamming him into the movement. That's a good thing, as is the fact that the game 

"FIRST IMPRESSIONS 1 Bereet surround! Penalty uses the same engine as Actua Tennis and Soccer 2. 
' Ref2 Nope, didn’t think so. Gremlin also win Needlessly Jargonistic Term of the 

«This looks like it could be a realy fast moving, winner of It offers the full Week with... Ambient Realism. Yes Actua Ice Hockey employs ® a sports sim. It'll probably appeal more to those who ' 
watch or play ice hockey. But any sports fan is goingto 
enjoy the swift ice-action that this provides. It may be a 

compliment of Olympic teams Ambient Realism for heightened gaming fun. Of course they 
and their players. And there’s could have just said that the crowd cheer when their team 

  

* foreign dominated sport but if “you can still play as 1 no need to worry just score and they go “Aaah!” when they almost score. But who 
« Britain, just remember that we're not very good! . because the Brits are in the cares? Big words are big and clever ones are clever. 
i Matt Swaine . _ ("¢ ‘ef takes a time out to clear B-League of international ice It's snow use, icy you'll have to wait for the full review 
a | some blocked wind. hockey teams. Although we and more lame frosty puns in the next issue. 

  

NEED FOR SPEED 3 WAR OF THE WORLDS @ e) 

  

Racer © EA ¢ March C&C-a-like © GT Interactive ¢ Summer 

OK let's face it, Need for Speed 2 was bobbins oe “The chances of anything cons from Mars are Tie 
(excuse my Urdu), but, thankfully for those a million to one they said... uote a line ais 2 

software aesioboee we're.a forgiving lot us from the musical War of the Wo rlds. And guess 
gamesplayers. Its offspring utilises the same what? This year sees the 100th anniversary of % 
graphics engine but it has the attraction of more the classic novel. What better way to celebrate \ 
tracks and fast cars. Included in this new line up» +» . than by launching a C&C style computer game \ 
are the Ferrari series 550 and 355, the Diablo cure a of the same based on the book? Take control of 
SV and Lamborghini’s Countach, all promising a 19th century British forces and do battle with 
realistic driving experience. All ten of the mal ie me * marauding Martian forces. Or why not try 
include shortcuts and alternative routes and the ae +e conducting the alien onslaught and take over the 
computer controlled cS planet? (Oh HG Wells 

would turn in his 
grave!) Could be a 
winner. Cue last bar of 
song: “...But still they vas g 
cooo0OOome!” < ree e. 

opponents you face 
have enough Al to 
muscle up more than 
ee a bit of binary- 
ased road rage. 

    

 



SATURDAY MORNING 

THIS 

  

   
   

  

     

    

    

REALLY 
[USE IT EVERY DAY AND LOOK AT 

   

DO | HAVE TO? 

   YES, THIS IS ONE OCCASION YOU REALLY SHOULD LOOK UP TO YOUR OLDER BROTHER. NEW 

CLEARASIL COMPLETE FACEWASH I$ JUST WHAT YOU NEED TO HELP PREVENT ZITS. USED 

EVERYDAY IT WILL HELP KEEP YOUR SKIN FEELING CLEAN AND FRESH. 

CLEARASIL COMPLETE Is FIVE TIMES BETTER THAN ORDINARY SOAP AT BEATING SPOTS* 

AND I$ AVAILABLE IN AN EASY TO USE PUMP ACTION BOTTLE. 

ITS DEEP-CLEANING MICROBEAD FORMULA AND SPECIAL SPOT STUFF HELPS GET RID OF 

BACTERIA WHICH CAN CAUSE UNWANTED ZITS. UNFORTUNATELY, THIS DOESN’T INCLUDE 

YOUR OLDER BROTHER! 

   

   

   
   

* CLINICAL STUDY RUN OVER 8 WEEK PERIOD. Ys ba



ithe | le GamesMaster unleashes the new hits Power Boat      

    

aa 14 946 
naw O4 
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INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING  DEROGGING FINALVERSION Rather unexpectedly the old replay scene rears its computer 
generated head. 

Mmmm, nodding donkeys really do make for some 
spectacular scenery.     

Forget Tarmac and lose the gravel - like Sony before them, 
Interplay are taking to the Briny for their latest racer... 

nterplay’s new liquid speeder is certainly aiming fo themed to a particular area of the world. From racing through) =" "\—"—" "=== _ = _ = _ 
| broadside the likes of Sony’s own Rapid Racer. the night at Mount Fuji, complete with spotlights and high-rise * FIRST IMPRESSIONS 1 

Boozed up on realism and as giddy as a kipper with buildings, to Monaco with its steamy atmosphere and * Power Boats certainly going to have to push the boat out * 
challenging courses, Power Boat has you skimming simultaneous F1 race, there’s bags of variety. « ouch — to beat Rapid | Racer for atmosphere, but for sheer 
around the world in various locations, trying to be first. 

There are nine circuits to test your watery nerve on, each 

The racecourses themselves are clogged with jumps and, variety and challenge, Interplay’s ae seems like it's going 
obstacles, which again take their design from the site of the to be a winner. The courses are nicely detailed and hugely 
circuit. Take one of the jumps on the Amazon waterway, for ne from what I've seen, and the inclusion of 
example, and you'll find yourself being vomited from the 1 Ware be bana hes this is likely is orpest nore Oe 
mouth of an Inca statue. Race around the rivers of New York" "> “Oe Sun tans Ine We power eect edd: 
and you're certain to come across an avalanche of cratesas Marcus Hawkins « 

a police chase ends in catastrophe at the a aa 

  

The handling will be a key feature of this through to the bone racer. 

G.A.S.P 
Smack-em-dahn ¢ Konami ¢ Summer ‘98 

Gremlins seem to have got to work with this 
First Look in issue 63, so here it is again for 
your enjoyment! Previously known as Shin 
Kakuto (‘New Fighting’): Battle Dancers, 
Generation of Art, Speed and Power 
(G.A.S. P), as it’s now known, is a 3D fist-fest 
in the vein of Tekken and Virtua Fighter, going a7 7 
for traditional hand-to-hand combat, mixed 
with the odd object that can be picked up and 
used as a weapon. You can also create your 
own fighter, save them reap’ 
onto controller pak eA 
and whisk it Toate 
your mates to giv 

them a sound, fet 
solid thrashing. 

poo04so00 

    

docks (and if you're lucky you may even catch 
sight of 007’s Aston Martin flying off a 
bridge). Head for rural England and you'll 

The game’s split into three different styles of play: 
Championship, Slalom and Arcade. The latter option allows 
you to tackle each course in true jump taking, short-cut 

have to contend with the most testing of all finding style, while Championship makes you reach a set 
\: 4 challenges ~ the beautiful British weather. As _ score over the first three courses before taking you to the next 

  

the fog and rain sweeps in, your visibility stage. Slalom is what you'd expect, testing your boat handling 
becomes impaired. skills to the max, as Americans often say. 

  

DIE BY THE SWORD 
Hack-em-up ¢ Interplay ¢ March 

A refreshingly different beat-em-up, DBTS 
throws up more than 20 enemies, each armed 
with their own devilish Al, a single-player 
combat/adventure mode and a four-player 
compatible arena mode. The use of VSIM 
Motion Control is one of the features Interplay 
are confident will make this a big success 
though. It’s an animation system which doesn’t 
use a pre-set sequence of animations when 
you pull off a move, but rather calculates them 
in realtime (complete ve 
with mass and inertia ‘ 
effects). One for the n K 35 -& 
role playing, pointyhat "War" { 
loving types. Moreon pe 5 
this next issue. YS 

Po 
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(ee FROM Gremlin     
b. a ) WHEN April ) 
Plenty of power-ups, like those in Diddy Kong Oooh... Look at the pretty lights... This has got plenty of tracks to keep you happy. We know what P 
Racing, are cumulative. you're like... if you don't get barrel loads of options it's; “Moan, moan, moan,” and quite right to! ITAL DESIG PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING — DESUGGAGRS) HEIR 

I've just cleaned those 
carpets and you go 

. and spread your 

wl ...«. visual residue all over 

ao ae the shop! Pah! 

es Sk - di Z 

Hit the brakes... looks like a satchel ahead! 

Radio-controlled racing hits the PSX... 

  

       
tanding in a cold January playground, I can the (virtual) heat of sunsoaked beaches, marvel at the Pa a a rae re | 
remember marvelling at Fatty Wilson’s brand new —_ (computer generated) splendour of Japanese gardens or " FIRST IMPRESSIONS 7 
radio-controlled car. As the bright red beast hoover up the the pine-saturated (cyber) scent of sylvan "This looks like iastld bea really hiccelige Viale ack ' 

navigated satchels at a high-pitched, top speed we all = woodlands with your nostrils (and a bit of imagination). . : : Mira eccieas Ve dors ; : : : f a great deal going for it and should appeal to fans of less 4 
felt a nagging sense of envy that Fatty’s Christmas had I's all possible thanks to this latest hybrid racer, which « than realistic racers. The version we've played is lacking in 
been just a little more lucrative than ours. could easily be mistaken for the love child of Micro Machines , the Al department, which could spell Rese 4 

But now, thanks to the might of modern technology, we and Mario Kart... Take control of one of 16 radio (actually ] Matt Swaine . 
no longer have to covet Fatty’s radio-controlled fun, stranded —_joypad)-controlled cars. According to Gremlin, some of these 
in a gloomy, tarmaced school yard. Instead you can bask in _ vehicles: “Respond like drugged bison, while others flit 

    

around like pond-skaters in a gale.” Well, that halves the driven (although some probably drive like legless 
choice of cars right away! Who wants to drive a buggy that + wildebeests). And to ensure that it’s no one week wonder 
handles like a medicated bovine? there are also plenty of hidden parts to the game and the all 

P Buggy the game isn’t a simple first-past-the-post racer. important split-screen, head-to-head mode. 
: There are plenty of challenges en route to spice up your drive. So we can’t wait to rub Fatty Wilson’s nose in our joy- 

& Avoid or jump obstacles and should you find yourself in mid- pad guided, mini-buggy fun. Although knowing him, he’s 
P= 3 air, try pulling off a few stunts. (Oooh, I can see old F. Wilson _ probably got his swanky hands on a copy already! 

x s turning green with envy as we 
: £ x aa speak.) And of course there * 

© are also plenty of power-ups , 
- in the guise of rainbow poe 
¥ i coloured gates providing s tt * 

speed boosts and mega-grips. gee ee ee 
If you really excel in the 

stunt driving and race 

Wonderful optical glare effect which can also be achieved on lesser There it goes again, more pictoral pope departments, you'll Guess. what? Lens flare could get to be a litle over used and tedious on 
games by squinting atthe screen... tom-toolery... Nice! ° ind new bugays waiting to be this game! Aintit kinda magical? 

  

HYBRID 
Doom-clone ¢ Elite ¢ TBE 

      CHILL (PC) 
Snow Boarder e Eidos © TBC pooc4#soo PL 

    
   
   
   

   

  

If you haven't heard, it’s really cool to be a The whole planets gone mad! Governments a 
snowboarder. You get to dress up in : have been replaced by the mysterious Council y 
fashionable togs and drop Americanisms into — of Five after a period of famine, plague and 
conversation. Great, er... dude! Thankfully, ees y “i Dad's Army repeats, Hybrid is a Doom: \) = 

there's another boarding game on the way! It _—_ oo perspective shoot-em-up which pits you against zai Le rs 
offers five different mountains and players and “ Ae i hat be’ whores idi ae . 
21 different boards. It aims to recreate the “77 * “ERR: «a:06 felts UE ae eC ct at MUS, Ey      

  

aliens with human-guinea pigs. Only the hybrid “True freedom and self-expression of the sport.” : c , 
off-spring of these experiments proved immune Your goal is to become the most “chilled”     

   

    

boarder on the mountains, which involves to a bio-engineered plague that swept the ier 
gaining the respect and globe. Your job is to as di 
admiration of your blast fear and: 24 ((' \ hh 
peers rather than different weapons at     
   taking off your 

salopettes and sitting 
naked in the snow. 

straight through the 
bad guys’ hearts, who      

PREVIEWS 

    

   
   
   
   
     

     

  

    

   
   
   

   



    

    

He GamesMaster unleashes the new hits First Looks 

FIRST LOOK FIRST LOOK FIRST LOOK 

  

r LOOK 
Sie Gia © Pb Pee 

POY POY OVERBLOOD 2 

Action Adventure © Riverhill Soft ¢ TBC 

Riverhill Soft, a small development 
outfit located in Fukoka (the largest 
of Japan’s southern islands), 
released the original Overblood on 
the PlayStation and everyone in 
Japan cried “Resident Evil sequel!” 
Overblood 2 looks vastly improved. 
The action takes place in East Edge 
City, the site of an infamous car 
racing championship. You play a 
pilot who witnesses a “ieedee and 
gets sucked into the seedy tale 
surrounding it. Lush graphics, 71- 
different pieces of background music 
and a complex control system are 
the order of the day. 

      

Party battle game © Konami © Early ‘98 
Konami have just confirmed that Poy Poy will 
be released in the UK in the spring. The game 
is similar to Bomberman, in that you can take 
on up to four other players in eight different 

3D battlefields, throwing rocks, 
bombs and even your enemies in 
order to become the last one 

Y type of = 
"special attack |e 

as well. But ef Aye” Ae 
you'll need a “See. ¥ 
multi-tap to go 3 
multi-player... ‘“e 
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BOMBERMAN WORLD XFIRE 

Detonate-em-up © Hudson Soft ¢ TBE Gan-em-iain © Viegin © March 

    

  

Kill, Shoot, Maim... etc, etc. 
Billed as a breakneck, fast and 
furious sci-fi, shoot-em-up, XFire 
offers ‘unmatched’ Internetplay. 
Play as either the biologically 
enhanced Genetics, or as the 
technologically advanced 
Puritans (sounds like a clash of 
brains against brawn). The j = 
fights rage through forts, r ss 
spacecratts, caverns and alien as-> ‘ ae 
locations. It also boasts Nad 
aggressive Al. The CPU-controlled inhabitants of 
XFire will track you down and shoot to kill, so 
don’t think that playing against the computer is 

going to be a bed of roses. Fe. 

ha Apa’ cee * 7% ome : Be a. 

ro ote te a       
       
     
    
      
    
    

  

          
   

  

.@As long as your arm and as popular as _ 
Y 4) We your face, the Bomberman series just 

    

    

  

~ _ keeps on fattening. Instead of opting for a 
c fully 3D environment as in Bomberman 64, 

\_ the team behind BW have plumped for an 
isometric engine with rendered sprites. 

   
   

    

    

    
   

   

    

Cc oe 108O0° SNOWBOARDING 

      
Shoot-em-tahn © Konami ¢ March (US) Winter sports sim © Nintendo © February (Japan) 
Konami have just revealed what can only be " 
assumed to be another entry in their popular * noe 
Contra/Probotector scrolling shoot-em-up E ‘ “a 

series. It's being developed by Appaloosa, the ; ‘ 
: company responsible for the admittedly ee) 
slightly disappointing previous Contra on the Ss _ {caer 309 
4 porate (Legacy of War), and is currently y ime : 
_ under the SSE e ae ¥ 5 e f is ae. 3 ; es EEE: _ Joining the ever-growing list of slippy-slidey sports sims, comes this impressive 
a i ap ile z : Ss —~ looking title for the N64 (there are currently Fire lined up for Nintendo's 
‘Beeeenchots eT le é console). 1080° Snowboarding is being developed by the same team that 
«Beans — i Bi ai soe brought us Wave Race 64, so you can expect it to be one of the most realistic 

fakcaitom gee ie Bal a . _ snowboarding sims going — it'll be just like slipping in real snow and 
the 30% open e = ‘ o everything. The analogue stick provides precise control of your board, and is 
complete es : aT _ bound to be prove a Godsend when it comes to pulling off aerobatic 
ren . Ye | manouvres. These screenshots are taken from the 80% complete version. 

  

   
           % oe = ee = 8 FS "6. "6. "6, 

ARMOUR COMMAND Pc NBA BASKETBALL 
Sei fi strategy © Take 2 © February Sports sim © Nintendo © February (Japan) 
From the man who brought you X-Wing and TIE Fighter, comes this 48 ee 
mission-strong futuristic wargame (or “realtime intergalactic strategic combat Smee ce OND 
simulation’, according to aublithers Take 2). Your fob is to stop a hideous ‘3 _ = 
race of aliens from enslaving mankind, but go for the networked option and 
there's the chance for four players to fight for either the heroic Terran Forces 
or the stinking Alien Armadas. As you'd expect, there’s a 3D universe to 
search for (and ultimately mine) life-giving resources, and a variety of 
camera angles (from top-down to tank’s eye view) with which to watch the 
battles. More news on this next issue. 
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¥ Being developed with help from Shigeru Miyamoto’s R&D ey 
group, this basketball title’s currently half-complete but is ts 
already shaping up to be one of the most playable of the Se Aes 
genre. Reports indicate that it's going to stand out in a ai fae 

_ number of ways, including a unique control system...   5 ae



PSX Games! N&L Games! 
Win six Top Playtstation N FO M 2 R. A 1D E R Win six top Nintendo titles of your choice! 

NINTENDO” 

   
titles of your choice! W ff biggest & 
ns coolest computer ake vu ed 

= ap we F i Bo oc ty i ste = game this year salle ST 
ey and see the Sy % > wa be. q 

>> -«% | Luscious Lara . aga oo : sain, 7 x, ts Se ‘ Croft deal with ¢ -' one 4 _ Ay Ee 
.) hernewand ~— *= : np a 

niga lei tnn [Gag improved enemies 0839 404036 0839 404022 mee % ee 
ste A nstant Win fy 

    

    

Win a Pentium) 
0839 404037 

Win PC Games 
0839 404038 Instant Win 

Win a PlayStation 
0839 404024 Instant Win 

Win a Nintendo Bul 
0839 404023 Instant Win 

Win a Gameboy! ! Win a Game.Coml 
0839 404021 Instant Win 0839 404033 . 

Win a V3 Racing wheell 
Win this Great Racing Wheel for the N64 or the equivalent for your machine. idodes that 
you are the new Damon Hill. And it comes with foot pedals too 0839 404027 

  

    O&F9 404031 Instant WIN! B&3ZI 404035 Instant WIN! 

Arrest all SIX Bovver Bruvvers and 
win a Super choice of prizes... : fa 

4 * Sony Playstation! * Sega Saturn * Nintendo 64 * 14” Colour TV * Video Recorder! Ay Al A 4 
ata. 

   

  

4 
yi Zap 3 or more Aliens to win a choice of prizes! 

* Mountain Bike!! * Snooker Table! * Stereo System! * 

WinaCOina ™ 2 Win a CO ina 
= Coke Cant POP ::\\\:-0 Footballl... » 

40 watts of Score over 50 points to start winning! Win an incredible CD 
, power per chan- Personel Stereos solr cronogache player in a Football 

nel and full radios, fashion watches, databanks & other with Bass Boost and 
remote control! cash prizes! a Radio! 

—— 0839 404034 | | 0839 404020 INSTANT WIN! 0839 404026 Instant Win 

  
Calls cost up to £3 so ask permission from the person paying the phone bill! 

Unless othenwise indicated, competitions Close on 26/2/98 ancernwhich taey may be replaced by a\simileleservice Oni thei same Humber GoMpetitions involve MUltPIe Ghosce ques: = 
UOns With vebreaker except Where dnstent Wink isi ShOWh: Instat Win CoMpetivGnhs Have mUluple Choice quesuons pills 4 Game to decide in yOu afelan instante Wwinnhel, Ihe hop 
Five:0 compeucion fas 40 questions Worth 4-10) Dollats cach and Winners muscu Weaud uel OL SCOlEs MOSuSEIMIGeS TEGUITe dione IONE: Ol mules Oh Wihhels: names, sed SAE, 

InfoMedia PO Box 28 Northampton NN 5DS. Relpline 01604 732028. Winners Line 0839 404000. 
www.Infomedia-services.co.uk



Special Shiny Entertainment    
   
   

      

  

      

  

    

  

The folks a Shiny have a lot to shout 
about at the moment. They’ve got a host 
of top games in development including 
MDK 2 and Messiah. And, of course, we 
musn’t forget the small matter of two 
forthcoming movies... 
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ool Spot, Aladdin, Earthworm Jim, MDK and now 

C Messiah. The list of games that the developers at 
Shiny have been connected fo is like a Who’s Who 

of the videogaming world. Especially if you throw in the 
fact that Sega asked them to do a game for the whale- 
sized Sonic series. But Shiny had bigger fish to fry! 

So seeing as Shiny are always keen to try and impress 
GM readers, and California is an awfully nice place to go, we 
decided it was time to bring you up to date with what was 
going on at one of the world’s top developers. 

Things have certainly changed. They've 
turned from one hit console wonders to highly 

respected PC coders, thanks to MDK, and 
merchandising uberfiends, thanks to the EWJ 

money making machine (and the hype 

surrounding the MDK movie). And now, instead 

of having just one game in development a year 
they have four, with more on the cards. We 

collared head Shiny honcho Dave Perry for the 
lowdown on Shiny’s activities... 

   

  

    
    

                        

   

  

around like headless chickens at the moment with four 

    

cts on the go simultaneously. There’s Me projects on the go sim ltaneot sly. There’s Mess    

  

R/C Stunt Copter and our first multi-player tit 

     Three are for 1998, so this'll be a year of 

    

" Just exactly how much EWJ merchandise is out there? 

Come on then Dave, what are And when’s the movie going to 
you up to at the moment and what You could fill a small countr y 

state are all your projects in? The English might object, though 
The State of California. Things As for the movie, the deal 

are hotting up here. Which is odd people talk to my people, who 

  

because it's winter, but that's turn it into a concept, and from th 

  
California for you. We're all running — we can have a meeting about hov    



  

Messiah has an odd concept for a game — a chubby member of the heavenly host 
senton a mission to vanquish evil from the face of the platiet- 

why is it going to be THE BEST THING EVER? 
DP: Because everybody secretly wants a game that lets them 
occupy the body of a prostitute. 

GM: Why is it now leading on the PlayStation not the PC? 
Have you found yourself a PlayStation development pixie? 
DP: NO, it’s just that Sony like to have things out for 
PlayStation first. 

It will only be about two weeks ahead of the 
PC version. To be honest, it also buys us a bit 
more time to support more funky 3D hardware 
for the PC. 

GM: MDK2. We know it’s happening so come 
on, spill the beans. Tell us all about it. 

DP: It is the follow-up to MDK . It'll be multi- 
player and will tie in directly to the MDK movie script. 
Coding has not started, we are buried in 

contracts at the moment. 

GM: Do you think that the amount of 
sequels and clones (Doom and C&C 
especially) are going to be detrimental 
to videogames in general? 
DP: Yes, they already are. They tie up 
potentially talented people that are 
forced not to take risks. At Shiny we 
like to gamble... Maybe it’s cos we live 
close to Las Vegas or something? 

   

    

   
   
   
   

   
   
    
   

  

   
   

    

   

   
   
   
   
    
   

  

“ FBW will be the first game designed 
se © specifically for the analogue controller. 

GM: Will we see any more Shiny games made into movies 
or cartoon series? 
DP: Probably. We're in talks to bring MDK and Wild 9 to the 
animated screen. 

GM: There's been a war of words between you and Doom 
creators id on the Internet lately. Who started it and what's it 
all about? 
DP: They started it, they don’t believe that our technology is 
as good as we say it is. That's fine, they'll soon see. They're 
going to crap themselves when they really see what we can 
do. I’m quite prepared to issue a Challenge of Engines to id. 

Let's get the Quake 2 engine together with the Messiah 
engine and see which one runs fastest and looks the best 
using 3D hardware or even just software. Any time, 

guys, any place, the gauntlet has been thrown down... 

GM: Shiny have always been known 
for their innovation, but how much 
further can you see yourself 
pushing current technology? 
DP: Watch 
hitp://www.shiny.com 

GM: What'll the next 
generation of super consoles 
be like? 
DP: Hardware manufacturers 

often complain about software 

mind So, ° oe, 
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Wild 9 has had a wild time in 
development hell. But it’s back. 

   

    

£9 Cornplete 

    

developers not being original anymore. | turn the table on 
them... Come on guys... Surprise me. 

GM: So then Dave, PC domination with MDK, major console 
hits on the way with MDK, EWJ 3D, Wild Nine, one of the 
most popular videogame characters ever and a multi-player 
game on the way, you must be a bit chuffed with the way 
things have worked out since you left Virgin? 
DP: I'm very happy. Looks like | got out just in time, too. 

GM: Where do you see gaming going in a year’s time? 
DP: Everyone will be focused on throwing away their crappy 
DOOMEY or VOXEL engines and trying to get realtime 
tessellation and deformation like the Messiah RT-DAT engine. 
For a lot of teams, that’s going to means going right back to 
the drawing board or sending Shiny a very plump check in 
the mail. We feel we're currently driving a great deal of this 
innovation in the right direction with games like Messiah, 
you'll all have to wait and see.    

      
    1998



     GM: Messiah’s technical specs are very impressive, but 
«=<», why will GamesMaster’s readers want to play it? 

™: be . 

4 

ME Because it’s new, it’s different, and it lets you 

kill your enemies in the most gruesome fashion. 
Possess them and walk them into a giant cog 

é Ss. — and watch it drag them up the wall leaving 
ete ~ a huge smear of blood behind. Or walk ° 

© és » them off a drop and break their legs, 
then pop out of their body, possess 
someone else, come back and shoot 
them in the arms and watch them 

; slowly die. Instead of just looking 

| at great enemies and shooting 
- Pr them, you can take control of 

them and ‘be’ them. This allows 
‘for some pretty amazing 
gameplay. Neat stuff, eh? 

  

GM: Who came up with the idea of using ta 
cherub as the hero in the game? 

é Mt David had a vision one night. It may 
have been from God, but we’re not sure. It 

=, — might have been Jim. He told us that there 
was a bright light and he thought he:saw a 
pointy head and heard what he thought 
sounded a lot like ‘Groovy’... 

GM: One of your guys said that the game 
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is a mixture of Quake and Tetris with a bit of Zelda and 
Asteroids thrown in — but it’s not a first person, 

puzzle-solving shooter. What's he on about? Can you tell us 
exactly what the game is like and how it will play? 
Mfr It's a third-person shooter with puzzle elements. The 
puzzles are mostly environment based — opening doors, 
finding secret areas, starting or sabotaging the giant 
industrial machines in the cities — that kind of thing. Some 
puzzles will involve sneaking past guards (you need to 
possess a cop to do this). 

GM: No multi-player mode? Why not? Surely with the likes of 
Quake 2 and GoldenEye 007 showing off how 
good multi-player games can be you'd be mad 
not to include it? 
ME: There's been some debate about that 
here. Journalists like it, and people in 
countries with cheap phone bills like it, 
but everyone else couldn't really care 

Oh dear. First there was Lara. Then that bird in Pandemonium. 
Now even Shiny are getting in on the girls in games craze with this 
latest offering. Nice costume but the boots let it down. 

In Messiah, if you're jealous of 
someone's body, you can steal it. 
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less. As it happens, Messiah would lend itself well to 
deathmatch, and the current thinking is that there will now be 

a multi-player mode for the PC game, but not for the 
PlayStation version. 

GM: Can you explain how being able to take over other 
people’s bodies will be a real aid to gameplay. It’s been done 
before (in games like Paradroid) but that wasn’t really all that 

successful. 
ME Paradroid was a superb game, but | think | know what 
you mean. It’s a very tough thing to get right, but as long as 
you design the game to NEED the possession in order to 

progress, then you should have no problem. Bob, the 
cherub, is powerless on his own. He needs to 

possess others to survive, and we've thought 

long and hard about the characters and level 
designs, and how they'll work with this 
ability. The best thing about it is that 
unlike, say, Tomb Raider or Quake, you 
get to play a whole different cast of 
characters, which keeps the gameplay 
varied and exciting. You should see some 

of the characters you'll be able to possess! 

GM: Will the PlayStation version offer any 
enhancements, or will it be a 

cropped down version of the PC game? 
ME The 
important thing 
to remember 
about the 
PlayStation 
version of 

Messiah is that 
it will be exactly 
the same as the 

PC. The technology that we're using to generate the 
environments and characters allows for a 30fps game with up 
to 8000 polygons per character. It already looks incredible on 
the PlayStation. Add to that the fact that it will take full 
advantage of the Sony Dual Analog controller (ideal for Bob’s 

OOO 
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Paradroid did it first. but Shiny's Messiah is aiming to do this whole 
Invasion of the Body Snatchers thing a lot better. 

Move over Lara, this one’s 

even more of a babe. 

  

   

   

  

| wonder who changes that 
monstrous nappy when 
cutester Bob fills it. 

game? Which bits are flying antics!) and, if anything, the 
you most proud of? PlayStation version may have a slight 

  

advantage over its PC cousin. ME Messiah is only 14% 
complete at the moment, 

GM: The game uses your Saxengine. What does that have so it's hard to say what we’re most proud of. | guess the 
that something like Quake 2 doesn’t? Why do you think it’s technology is what we're really pleased with right now, but 
the best 3D engine out there? that will become less important to us as we really get stuck hoping for too much. It would be nice to see the same kind of 
ME It’s called The Messiah Engine now, to avoid confusion. Its __ into the gameplay aspects. We have the best engine out there, generational leap that was achieved as the industry moved 
big strength is its RT-DAT ( Real-Time Deformation and bar none. We have more detailed characters than Quake by _ from 16 to 32-Bit happen with the next Sony and Sega 
Tesselation) technology. This creates amazingly real looking about a mile, better animations, a higher frame rate and far consoles, but it would be a tough job. 
characters, with bones, skin and muscle (not necessarily in bigger levels. You could fit most of Quake into just one of the 
that order...) that sit beneath a ‘shape’. The ‘shape’ is drawn _ levels in Messiah. 
from the 200,000-300,000 polygon render of the character 

                      

    

and placed into the game. The engine then uses anything GM: Have you seen the new Project X machine from VM 
from 80 to 8000 polygons IN GAME to render that shape as __ Labs? If so, what do you think? And while we're at it what do 
closely as it can, on the fly. To keep the frame rate up to a you think of the M22 
constant 30fps, the engine constantly asks the PC or ME: M2 is dead and gone as far as we're concerned. Project 
PlayStation how many polygons it has spare, and alters the X2 Wait and see. If that dream can become a reality then we 
numbers on screen accordingly. This way, you are always will look closely at what it can do, but at the moment the 
seeing the maximum number of polygons that your system can PlayStation and PC are our main concerns. Sega’s Dural is 
display. The other great thing about it’s that it is smart, and looking hot, too, but we can’t talk about that! 
when it removes polygons 
from characters as they GM: What do you think the next generation of super consoles 

from Sony and Sega should be like? What 
hopes and expectations 

have you got for them? 
Mr: What SHOULD 

they be like? Like 
nothing on Earth, 

but that’s ° 
probably 

move into the distance, 
it only takes them from 
unimportant parts of the 
body. It would never, for 

instance, knock the 

polygon that forms the nose 
off, but instead take one from 
inside the thigh. 

     
      
     
       

      
      
      

     

   
  

GM: What are the highlights of the 
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qyhy Special Sti ‘iiler'ainmen! 

      

GM: So, a remote control chopper sim. Hardly sounds like the 
most exciting of games (not like a military fighter sim or 
something like that). How are you going to pull this off so that 
your normal PlayStation and PC action games freak will want 
to play it? 
RS: Firstly, at the moment, it’s primarily a PlayStation title, 
designed with the Sony Analogue Controller in mind. Those 
gamers will want to play the game for one very simple 
reason: it’s hugely addictive. The flight mechanics make it a 
real challenge to fly the R/C chopper, and the analogue pad 
gives the player precise control over the virtually unlimited 
numbers of stunts available. Everyone that picks up the 
controller has a hard time putting it down. 

GM: How did the idea come about in the 
first place? 
RS: | was talking to David Perry about 
flying model helicopters, and we got to 
thinking about doing a game, as no-one 
has ever made one. The hobby itself is so 
much fun, we figured we could make a 

great game out of it. 

GM: Just how realistic is it going to be? 
RS: As realistic as you want it to be. 
There will be three control modes, from 
basic to advanced. You won't have seen 
it in all the helicopter flight sims out 
there, but the true physics of flying one of 
those things gets pretty complex. Ours is the first helicopter 
sim that requires you to really fly the damn thing as you 
would in real life. The courses, though, will be a little less 

realistic, particularly when we let loose the Shiny humour. 

GM: Why shouldn’t someone just go out and buy a helicopter 
sim instead, there are loads of good ones out there? 
RS: | don’t think PlayStation owners are that keen on 
helicopter sims anyway, at least not those military ones. 
They’re just so...well, PC, aren’t they? So dull. We've got you 
looping the loop, putting out fires, building small structures 
and negotiating crazy courses in a toy helicopter. It’s simply 
more fun. It’s more like a toy. 

     

GM: If someone has a remote control helicopter, they take it 
out, lift off, fly around a bit, land and then go home. What 
have you done to spice up the game a bit? 
RS: Like | said, once the trademark Shiny humour gets loose, 
they'll be plenty of spice. Not that you've all had enough of 
Spice, though, eh? 

GM: What sort of options will be available 
in the level editor? 
RS: It's a bit to be able to tell right now, 
but you'll be able to create your own 
courses from scratch. 

GM: ls it really a game or a simulator? 
RS: Both, depending on how detailed you 
want it to get. We're building all the 
options in to take you from mucking about 
to learning enough to fly a real R/C copter 
without crashing it! 

GM: What sort of gamesplayer do 
you see this one appealing to, action 
freak or flight sim anorak? 

RS: Both. 

GM: What kind of tech specs has the game got? 
RS: It's going to be ina 
hi-res mode and will 
be silky smooth. 

GM: Which bit are you 
most proud of in the 
game so far? 
RS:The physics. It really 
feel like an R/C copter, 
instead of a ‘car-in-the- 

The blades will make 
short work of a balloon. 

    

   

  

Fly By Wire may 
be a bit of a 
weird idea, but 
then so was a 
worm wearing a 
space suit and 
that seemed to 
work quite well. 

  

Dave Perry almost crashed his chopper during his first 
helicopter flying lesson. Best stick to the toys eh, Dave? 

~ Hunt for the balloon that actually waited for 
Branson to get in it before it took off. 

     

air’, which is how most helicopter sims feel. 

GM: Will there be any multi-player options in it? 
RS: No. 

GM: What have been the main problems and how did you 
get around them? 
RS: So far, there haven’t been any. We've been pretty lucky. 
Give it time, though... 

GM: Have you seen the new Project X machine from VM 
Labs? If so, what do you think? What about M2? 
RS: NO, | haven't seen it. M22 Isn’t that a Japanese car? 

GM: What do you think the next generation of super consoles 
from Sony and Sega should be like? 
RS: More than just graphics monsters. They should offer 
something new, and they should be well designed so that 
programmers can bang on the hardware. 

     
Last time | went up in a chopper the 
pilot hit when | asked him to turn the fan 
off because it was getting a bit nippy. 

29x Complete me 

29x Comete



   

      

GM: A’right, fella.. How’s Wild 9 coming on? 
SH: I's going really well for a change. The team, mostly new 
people from around the world, are really making some 
significant progress. As we're moving forward, a lot of really 
great new ideas and features that will probably be put into 
the remaining levels. Expect a great finale when you get your 
hands on the game. 

GM: The game seems to have been in development hell of 
late. Any reasons for this? 
SH: The game's only been in development for 2 years. Seems 
like most quality games that have been coming out usually 
take 18 months, so realistically we’re about 6 months behind. 
Like any Shiny game, we try to take our time to make sure 
that each game released is as good as it possibly can be. 
There have been a few redesigns, some staff changes, and 
just a bunch of stuff that we're trying to cram on the disc and 
into memory. Getting all the pieces to fit takes time. 

GM: Who's on the team? 
SH: Well, here’s a run-down of the current team, along with 
country of origin: Erik Drageset (US), Malachy Duffin 
(Ireland), Gavin James (US), Martin McDonald (England), 
Kevin Munroe (Canada), Lloyd Murphy (England), Rich Neves 

(US), Sadie Peet (England), Jean-Michel Ringuet 

(France), Lori Sears (US), Tom Tanaka (US). As you 

can see, over half the team have been 
‘imported’ from faraway lands to work on 
this project. Malachy and Gavin are our 

    

    

  

    
   

  

   
   

  

   
   
    
   
    

  

     

   

Big guns, huge explosions and plenty of weird 
action. Sounds like a run of the mill Shiny game. 

Now that /s going to leave a mark in 
the morning. Some of these 
weapons are hideously cruel. 

    
programming team for this project, and 
the rest of the team are artists, animators, 

and designers. 

GM: How would you describe the game? 
SH: Brilliant. We've really been 
concentrating on the ‘feel’ of the main 
character controls and the weapons. 
When you fire off the rig, you'll know 
how powerful it really is. 

GM: Will there be a multi-player mode? If 
not, why not, everyone loves a multi- 
player game. 
SH: No, since it’s on the PSX it'll be a 
single-player game. 

GM: What bits of the game are you most proud of? 
SH: | don’t really want to slight any of the team members, 
here, so I’d have to say the way the team has interpreted 
Tom’s original level designs and mechanics and brought them 
to life on the screen. It's like reading a Beethoven score and 
then hearing the London Symphony Orchestra play it. 

GM: How disappointed were you when the 
Saturn version got canned? 

SH: It was a bit of a disappointment, but we 
rebounded fairly quickly. If anything, it 
got the team more focused on making a 
great game for the Sony hardware, 
rather than trying to keep the two 
versions looking identical. 

GM: What are your influences? Where 
do you get your ideas from? 

SH: The members of the team have a pretty 
wide range of influences and sources of 

inspiration. With a group as diverse as ours, 
everyone brings something unique to the team. If you 
were to come through our offices today, you’d see 

My God, they're using scenes from Waterworld by the looks 
of it. Please, no more Kevin Costners.    

Wexis destined to become a new 
kind of videogame hero. 

    

    

    

   
   a Disney 

movie at a cinema near you er... ever!. ~ 

books on architecture, movie 
special effects, invertebrate 
zoology, Hong Kong films, science 
fiction, comic books, our 
competitor’s games. The office is 
littered with toys, action figures, 
and other funky stuff. Not to 
mention that we're located in a 
very ‘art intensive’ community, so 
there are plenty of exhibits and 
galleries within walking distance. 
Heck, everything around us on a 
daily basis influences us. 

GM: When's it coming out? 
SH: Summer 1998 

GM: Have you seen the new Project X machine from VM 
Labs? If so, what do you think? 
SH: Haven‘t seen it. But, it sounds interesting. Competition is 
usually healthy for any industry. Will they be another ‘player’ 
in the hardware battles? Only time will tell. I'm sure the big 
three have all got plans for new hardware up their sleeves... 

GM: On that subject, what do you think the next generation of 
super consoles should be like? 
SH: They should be cheap, and neither promoted or produced 
until at least the year 2000. C’mon, the current systems aren’t 
all that old, and I’d rather wait an extra year for something 
that’s REALLY cool at an affordable price, rather than getting 
a marginally better machine for $400. 

GM: Where do you see gaming going in a year’s time? 
SH: It'll continue to expand in size and the age range of 
players. Smaller companies will continue to be bought out by 
larger publishers. In a few years, our definition of interactive 
entertainment will expand tremendously to encompass things 
that we're just beginning to realise are possible. 

  
What with this being a Shiny game, you wouldn't expect it to be a 
straightforward platformer, would you?    
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    side, with you raising and breeding horses, 
then taking it through a season using real 
horse and race info. Hideously popular, a 
series like Stallion sells a million 
copies across different formats whenever 
an updated version is launched, hanging 
around the Japanese Top Ten for weeks. 

  

  
But neigh-ver fear, Namco, in a frenzy of 

ungulate passion, are giving arcade-goers the 
chance to indulge in a bit of hot saddle action. 
Dumping the brain-numbing sim side in favour 
‘of pure action, Final Furlong features one of the 

| most well-designed cabinets we've seen in a 
tat 

    

   
62 UEREAT SEEM Be : 

Engage whip number one and watch his eyes light up. 

     

> ec COPAT CLE 

Stop getting so excited, time to rock a little slower! 

  

long while. You'll appreciate the way you're 
supposed to ride the things if you caught a 
glimpse of the Page Three stunnas writhing 
around on them on the TV show. Namco’s 
origins can be traced back to 1955, where a 
little-known ride developer placed rocking 
horses on the rooftop of a department store in 
Yokohama, and it brings a tear to the eye to 
find Namco returning to their roots. 

Up to four players can compete on linked 
cabinets. It is best to take on a few of your 
mates — you'll look a bit of a pranny rocking 
around on your own, a-whoopin’ and a- 
hollerin’ for your nag to speed up. It’s one of 
the most energetic, exciting coin-ops we've 
played recently and recommend you give it a 
go if you fancy a real change from the stream 
of beat-em-ups, blasters and racing sims. 
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| ts a Valentine 

| Someone orders Valentines’ | 
cards in bulk judging by 1 

| amount that turn up at i 
| Rob's, and the handwriting? 
| is always the same (his). 
| I bin mosely playin’.. 

One, Shadow Master, Auto 
_ Destruct, Duke Nukem 64 

l= a Valentine 

e lovely Claire in A 
_ ‘loads from Tia Carrera and | 

| the other gorgeous guurls | | 
| that hang around on the 
| wall behind his desk. 
| 1 bin mosely playin’... 

Quake 2, Duke Nukem 64,) || 
_ Chameleon twist, One Bh 

Gets a Valentine from | 
The list is longand 

| ‘distinguished (he wishes) © 
| but young Kate never 
| forgets (and never forgets 
| the ‘mystery’ cards either). ? | 
| I bin mosely pilayin’.. 

| Quake 2, Quake 2, Quake; || 
2, Quake 2 and Quake 2 * } 

  

— Gs) 4 

AUTO DESTRUCT 

  

What he’s 

    

and layin 
Andy's been — Peggers has | After the madcap) MUI (1):] AMBO INI 

pale Not, + prak Reta er El STEP SLOPE IDERS par ge 
eth ws ; j >, Driving —— ste with i} MISCHIEF MAKER 
eal le S| im * weil ee) em ena] DREAMS To REALITY pe 72 
were in his | head, ion | Auto Destruct. PlayStation Pow and Risk. L ‘AN 

: . STEEL REIGN. 4 :¥ PSK 16 

, playing s " eee A 7 DUKE NUKEM 64 N64 78 
_ | but Tim has | his Stormin’ } . L OE ¢ 

es ell CLOCK TOWER PSX 80 
Nukem 64 an i| and Scooby Doo | 

hee oad THE REAP PC 82 

NBA 98 : PSX 84 
0 NOTE. 4 3 

m NOPOLY PSX «86 | QUAKE 2 
| CAN ID REALLY PUSH THE 

: | BOUNDARIES OF GAMEPLAY 

Vas) } A BIT FURTHER OR WILL 

& 7 THIS EAGERLY AWAITED 

BLASTFEST SEQUEL PROVE TO 

} "BE MORE OF THE SAME. TURN 

7 TO OUR MASSIVE SIX PAGE 

REVIEW TO FIND OUT IF THE BEST 

\ HAS JUST GOT BETTER... 
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  When this guy leaps at you from nowhere you better be prepared to 
double your washing powder load for your next smalls wash.     
     
     

       

         
   
   

  

       

     oe 

tary? I should most certainly coco. Shoot 
someone and they go down in a reassuring 
‘manner, now they’re out of the game. But 
your back on them for a minute and they're 

ly 0 manage one more parting shot before they 
How the head off a monster grunt and they'll 

here firing before they slowly crumple to the 
down a corridor and you may hear 

= you're about to walk into an ambush 
<an‘t see where it’s coming from. Don’t 

try, you'll find out soon enough. 
“Quake Z's not only one of the finest — if not the THE 

t of shoot-em-ups ever to grace any gaming system, 

iso one of the most atmospheric playing experiences 

   

     

Saye 
elo 

   

   

      

         

    

       
Hello girls. This may not be the most PC of all PC games, if yousee what! This cyborg looks like he's just come out of the toilet after a heavy curry 

mean, but it ain't sexist to completely blast these pigs: session. Maybe he tried one of our Matt's homemade efforts. Poor sod. 

Bh caweswasten os reoruany 1996 (34) news Previews MMMM srccracs ries Jeerters



  

You think you've 

discovered the way to the 
next level and all you have 
to do is swim to reach it 
You're wading away when, 
all of a sudden, a group of 
these piranha wannabes 
come at you at high speed 
with teeth-a-gnashing. 

: " Ue Backtrack while firing 
madly and hope they don't 
get behind you. 

Not the nicest of monsters 
to come across when 
you're in a tight space and 
low on ammo. They run 
straight at you, trying to 
get close enough to land 
an uppercut with that 
spike. The only solution is 
to back off just before they 
swing for you and fire. On 
later levels they can also 
fire at you from a distance. 

LS 
, 

[oan | Things start to go a little 
weird with these guys. 
When they find you (oh, Not only one of the rere 

finest shoot-em-ups re 
with your vision. There's 

@ ye r [ t S a $ 0 0 i] e nothing worse than 
on oe | A " tussling with a room of 

mutants when suddenly 
0 i @ i} 0 S you go partially blind. 

- . You've been warned. 

me a BN ) A pretty basic, talentless 
r ( ) 0 a) e grunt, but still more than 
a F] h a a enough to wipe out 

valuable energy. When 
these guys get blown into 

See meaty chunks hordes of 
pe . flies will surround their 

bodies. Gross or what? 
Three or four shotgun 
blasts will be enough to 
deal with these fellas at 
close range. 

     
ee 

A futuristic version of 
y Now maybe | could try and jump this? Hunter, except this one has 

never copped a snog from 
, Ulrika-ka-ka. These chaps 

can't squeeze through 
narrow gaps but they carry 
a railgun, which will put 
some serious holes in any 
level finishing ambitions 
you may have. It also takes 
a lot of artillery to drop one 

No way through until you turn these off. of these suckers. 

eave you gripping one-player experience 
from your brow onto n.made.up for. it) : 

be straining to catch any soun ¢ Now these are REALLY 

; to what lies ahead. you'll annoying. As you can 
guess they fly around and 
it takes a lot to kill them. 
They're also quite nippy so 
you'll find them harder to 
hit than you think. It's 
probably easier to lure 
them inside to a small 

    corridor and take a 

few potshots at 
them there.



This may look like a reject 
frop.a-Tim-Burton movie 
but come across one when 
you're low on powerful 
Weapons and you'll soon 

regret it. It can fire at you 
very accurately and one 
thrashing from that swirly 
stuff and you'll join those 
poor sods who've have 
experiments performed on 
them in the prisons. 

It may be a dull name, but 
it sums up these annoying 
drones quite nicely. They 
fly around levels, waiting 
outside for you. They're not 
easy to spot from a 
distance so you'll have to 
listen out for their clicking 
noises. Once you hear 
them, don't move on until 
you know exactly where 
they are. 

This is the first kind of 
guard you'll come across 
and they're very easy to 

kill. They don’t pack 
much of a punch, but 
can move quite quickly, 

making them tricky for 
beginners to target. You'll 
also find that they shout a 
lot when you see them. So 
you can always tell when 
they're around on a level. 

  
Lara Croft isn’t the only 
female appearing in a 

game this year. 
Unfortunately you won't 
find one of these on the 
cover of any classy 
magazine or making a 
movie. They're horrible, 
ugly and a real pain in the 
ass when you're in their 
sights. Try to take them out 
from a safe distance. 

Doesn't look like there's 
too much wrong with this 
character. You'll come 
across this in a network 
game, as it's how players 
are shown on the screen. 

You'll also find them on the 
prison level, but they don't 
look quite as healthy as 
this specimen. The armour 
makes them tough, but 
not invincible. 

a 

50 called because when 
you come across this guy 
the first words to pass 
your lips will be, “Oh 
sh...” Well, you get the 
idea. It's best to find a 
platform above or below 
this dude to take him out, 
or keep on the move if 
there's nothing handy. 
Grenades or the mini-gun 
work best against him.     

Mad, bloodthirsty 
action to mood 

exploration, and the 
atmosphere doesa t 
let up for a minute. 

The machine gun will slo 
this guy down fairly well. 

weet? 

    
Circle around as you fire so 
that you take fewer hits. 

Just as well this guy is such a had shot. It won't take 
him long to line you up more accurately mind. 

  
Experienced players would prefer to shoot the barrel 
to take care of this mutant in spectacular style. 

‘orm, there’s someone lini 
‘don’t keep'on'the move, 

sae the icing on th 
  

ards) th 
2DEX 

  

stmas list didn 

g it’s an improvement is like saying the 
rls are heading for. a tumble. It looks fan-- -. 

-tastic. All those textures on walls, floors, monsters



It's a warm welcome back for the most powerful weapon in 
Doom. /n its latest incarnation it hacks through monsters like a 
warm knife slips through lard. 
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One of the best weapons, packs a real punch and reloads fast 
enough to make it a viable weapon to use ina firefight. Looks 
dead flash as well. Use it! 

You're surrounded. Get out of here and you'll The atmospheric lighting is very impressive Use the +MLOOK command at the console to 
live to fight on. Stay and you'll die. but monsters can hide in the gloom. activate the best control method invented. 

Surely the best sound effect of any of the weapons. Listen to it 
whine and scream when you're blazing away at some lowly 
boss character. Eats ammo mind. 

Don't worry, it'll come out in the wash. 

Bit of a monster gun this. Will stop almost anything in a hurry 
and fires at a hell of a rate. Problem is that it guzzles ammo and 
always runs out when you need it most. 

Er, | suppose a date is out of the question? 

Sleek and with plenty of punch. Makes the standard blaster look 
like a pea shooter. It's a bit slow to reload, so only use it if 
you're low on shells for the super shotgun. 

You can bounce grenades off walls, ceilings and round corners 
with this, making it great for ambushes and taking care of the 

’ bigger creatures. Learn to use it and fast. 

ks just.as scary. Of course, you'd :be.dead, but at ‘ou. off with one more powerful weapons under You'll notice that when you fire this it tends to fly into the air, so 
you'd know he still looked scary. their command. _] you'll need tight mouse control to keep it centred on a target. 

_ Asaone-player game, Quake 2 can’t be fa king at Very effective and quite conservative on ammo. 
oaster ride that has. you oO: 

your hair out the next as you try and figure sss YOU ShOUIG $e this one makes in.a room’ Sng Si hoy 

ode and you'l en 

Swallows ammo like you wouldn't believe but one shot 
is all it will take to become completely addicted to this 
first class shooter.  



   
» Quake, battle don’t stroll! 

‘An absolute must... when walking into a 
room don't just wade in with all guns 

: { blazing. Take your time, sidestep through 

\ : and jump back. That should draw out 
¥-) anyone close. Then look up to make sure 

No clues as to what this does, or what it'll do to any poor q \ he “t 10) no-one is lining you up fora cheeky shot 

monster that finds itself on the end of an accurate round. Tight A tk from a higher platform. Fire into dark 

spaces and rocket launchers don't mix very well. mk Ese) corners or into the gaps between crates to 

make sure nothing is crouched in those 

gloomy places. If you're on a high platform, 
take some time to look over the edges and 

Fa. | shoot off a few rounds at anything below. 

       

       
                    

  

     
     

  

     

  
  
     

     

     

Surprisingly useful when all else fails. If you're on a crate or 

high platform then lobbing a few of these around is a good 

way of getting rid of any monsters waiting for you below. 

It may be weaker than 
a Teddy Sherringham 
penalty but if you've got That's a very long way down. Maybe I'll find a way 

nothing else, this is more of extending this bridge to the other side. 

than capable of getting you out 
of tight scrapes. 

The machine gun is more 
than enough to deal with this 
Icarus, providing you can 
keep the barrel down. 

Four super shotgun blasts will 
This is the door to the nightmare of the prison be enough to deal with this 

complex. It isn't pretty in there. winged peril. 

  

  

  

Notice how 

damage appears 

on monsters 

before they die. 

    

  

    

Without a aoe on a Eerie and atmospheric. 
they’re L - Ever been scared to 
pe be card ne oe walk in a room? You 

will be. Top gun effects. 
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48 MegMemory 39.99 _. \# 8MegMemory 24.99 
. 40 Meg Memory 39.99 

  

    

  
   

    

   

  

    

    

   
    

  

ee py D> >| NINTENDO@64 
_ Action Replay 39.99 ie= Pe — iP & ft A. | Action Replay 39.99 

Game Killer : = a a: _ Game ier 29.99 

Racing Champion SATURN 

Combat Champion Action Replay 39.99    pet 

ds of cheats for the 
at and best games plus 

loads of additional features 
      

      
card slot 16 
easy access to 
dozens of cheats 

JOYPAD ADD-ONS 
SHOCKWAVE FOR N64® 

brings your joypad to life ONLY 
£24.99 

     

  

     
    
       

     
     

The shock sensor in ShockWave 
brings force feedback to ALL games 

not just Rumble games PLUS built-in 1 meg memory card 

    

GET THE FIRST ISSUE OF 
Prices quoted do not include postage & packing 

Sega & Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. REE! WHEN YOU ORDER 

PlayStation™ is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Co. WITH ACCESSORIES DIRECT 

NintendoG4 is a trademark of Nintendo Inc. Vv 
SY yO



   
     

      

  

These red Alien clones are the 

standard fireball-throwing baddie and 
no less tough for it. You'll waste 
hundreds of these by the end. 

Urk, scuttling, many-legged, spider 
thing ahoy! Luckily your sights auto- 
aim when they're in range. Not one for 
arachniphobes out there.       
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onces! Poseurs! Tarts! Ilias can't hele 
p=: themselves, can they? Where other softies 

are content to chuck out a game with a poor 
quality FMV intro, a few bog standard explosions 

and a soundtrack done by a mate of the 

programmer, Psygnosis always seem to be aiming 

for gleaming, chrome-tinted perfection from the 
Sony screen onwards. Like nearly everything 

they‘ve released recently, this first-person shooter 

  

of him either. 

So, you're proceeding across a rickety old 
wooden bridge and from the water below 
appears this behemoth of the deep. Cue 

Jaws-style music. 

Look at the mirror-headed, polygon built 
monster! Get it in your sights and make 
merry hell on the fire button (another 

exclusive GM tip for you there). 
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You've got primary and secondary weapons After letting off a Star Wars Trilogy quantity 

: to hand, both of which can be powered up _ of laser, Nessie finally shatters into a 

' to awesome levels. You'll need them to million pieces. That'll upset the Scottish 

combat some of these monsters. Nessie fans. 

    

And this is its Mum, judging by the size Now that's just being plain rude. This 
of those jaws. She won't be washed 

down the plug hole or or trapped under and spews a load of blue mess over 
a glass then thrown out the window. 

as on swanky sci-fi graphics, throws polygons 
“around seemingly af will and features special 
effects lit by God’s own torch. 

They're just showing off now. But if there’s any type 
of game that's due for a bit of a graphical going over, 
it’s the first-person shooter. You know, Doom. Still the last 

word in running down a corridor with a very big gun, 
on the PlayStation at any rate, but looks-wise, something 

even its mother couldn't love. Cue the cool people from 

  

Shadow Master ‘s got Doom’s, 
temples-and-tombs look provided 
by arch elf-scribbler, Rodney 
Matthews. No, we've never heard 

Just to show you the sort of quality monster you're dealing with in 
Shadow Master, have a gander at this chrome-dipped sea monster 

who pops out of the water and spews blue balls all over your buggy. Polygon-mongous! 

Sig aa aR SOLES ROE sor 

Shadow Master's disciples of evil are some of the ies wrong ‘uns we've seen in a PlayStation game. Not only are they constructed from polygons (with no discernable 
slow down even when there are five or more on the screen) they've been well designed to look fantastic close up. Not that you want to be close up to this lot. 

These auto-firing guns pop up like 
mechanical. death fuelled sunflowers 
and fire beautiful bolts. You'll have to 

keep an eye out for them. 

  

silver sea monster pops his head up 

you. Cheers.         

             
       

   

  

   

     

      

    And this is what happens if you eat too many greens children. 
Psygnosis who come 
strutting in and with a 
Fonz-like click of their 
fingers give us 
Shadow Master. 

Forget those Dolly 
the Sheep like Doom 
clones we've seen 
before (including 
Psygnosis’ very own 
Tenka), this might share 
some DNA with id’s 
classic but is best 
thought of as a distant 

and far better looking, polygoned-up relation. The age 
old, move-about-in-the-dark-shooting-things element is in 
here but this time at no wear to the soles of your combat 
boots, as you trundle about in a heavily-armed 
batllecraft complete with laser sights and a Heads-Up- 
Display. There’s no lugging of weapons, in Shadow 
Master you sit behind a hi-tech windscreen with the 
stereo tuned to Death Metal FM. 

Thankfully your space age death-mobile is fairly 
manoeuvrable and can roll sideways, making it ideal for 
strafing monsters as well as getting into tight parking 
spaces. Occasionally, it'll get stuck on a wall but the 
smooth motion of the buggy coupled with a look up and 
down view, hi-tech weaponry (powered up by collecting 
crystals) and a sight to squint through help make this feel 
significantly different to what's gone before. 

There's usually plenty of space to cruise about in 
too. There's been no attempt to copy Doom's miles of 
passages or claustrophobia with levels:opening out into 
wide open expanses just waiting to be filled by monsters. 
Before you've had time to admire the ancient alien 
landscape, your senses and shields are assaulted by a 

(Left) The explosions 
are up to Psygnosis’ 
usual:standard: 
(Below) The Heads- 
Up-Display handily 

» shows you alittle... 
icon of what you're 

            

    

Now that's just wrong. One thing you don't 
need to see is a sea monster chucking up 

blue balls all over the shop, especially on a 
full stomach, eh folks? 
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Kill any of Shadow Master's dozens of 
monsters and you can see the polygon 

construction as they fly into little bits. 
Anything PCs can do, PSXs can do too. 

 



  

It's almost worth getting shot to experience some of Shadow Master's 

mouth-watering special effects, close up. 

pa Your.sights lock 
onte the nearest 

‘Shootable thing. 

  

(ete Gorgeous visuals might 
sound a little poncey but it 

. F does describe the greasy- 

G3 > a - 

ae pp 

CHamepuiiendicy (0 

It's not all blasting (well not quite). Trundling through 
a level involves opening doors by solving very simple 
puzzles. But with everything coming in a straight 
forward linear sequence, there's no scouting around 
looking for things. This means more action but much 
less tension and excitement. 

een ill 

This death mobile.is what you're sitting in for the duration of the game. 
Luckily, it can move sideways for those essential strafing moves. 

  

er. (Left) Thanks to 
‘ , Shadow Master's a 
a om * winning way with 

“t a ; \ “polygons you can 
i Y ShelHiS close ton See those mystic symbols above that tomb? Remember 

    

  

i + od res their sequence well, young adventurer... 

= Fan _ Sao-rough 
* net 

a ~~ “pixelised edges. a 
ans sa \ 
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- 3 
... for inside you need to shoot these blocks until they 
match the pattern outside. 

smooth look-of Shadow 

Master better than ‘brill 
>, graphics’. 

spectacular array of bad and evil things. The whole look of 
the game, from towering temples to silver sea monsters 
emerging from pools of slime, have been designed by elf- 
worrying, rock-god record sleeve artist, Rodney Matthews. 
And as much as we prefer a bit of drum and bass or even All 
Saints to the likes of Yes (ask your Dad), the fact that 

everything looks like it could be painted onto the back of a 
biker's jacket (turn round Les!) fits the game perfectly. 

t’s all down to that sense of doom (with a small d) you 

see. Shadow Master manages to create a bell-clanging sense 
of ill-omen that fair puts the willies (whatever they may be) up 
you. The grinding, Quake-like industrial soundtrack helps but 
mainly it’s the monsters that are real stars of the show. Not 
least because they're fully constructed from polygons unlike 
Doom’s now past it sprites, and rarely fail to drop your jaw 

before trying to eat your buggy 
The only real problem comes in how Shadow Master 

dishes out its denizens of evil. In many ways, there seems to 
have been a conscious decision to make this more like a 3D 
shoot-em-up than a first-person, creature blaster. With Doom 
and Quake, you get the feeling that the monsters are free to 
roam about the level like you are, upping the tension no end. 

  

  

ea 

sa aay 

Great green balls of energy fly about like they 
were going out of fashion. 

  

Huge polygon monsters, 
sed rH sourcing, 
very special effects, 
Psygnosis spoil us again. 

  

  

They-look bad but you should hear the shriek that 
Comes out of their alien gobs. It's areal fingers- 
down-the-blackboard noise, 

Here, things come in separate waves, you blast them into 
submission, pick up the power crystals they leave behind and 
move on. It’s actually similar to a classic scrolling blaster like 
R-Type in structure, right down to the mammoth end of level 
bosses and constantly improving weapons 

So the emphasis is firmly on fire button bashing and 

  

dodging projectiles. There’s litt 
switch finding with your route 
A to B with plenty of laser-fuel 

le of Doom’s back-tracking and 
through the game strictly from 

led action on the way. And 
although there’s nothing wrong with that, we can’t help 

thinking the Doom-feel would 
unsettling if there’d been more 

than just lighting them up with 

have been tenser and more 
exploring the shadows rather 

your lasers 

This opens a door just round the corner. There's not a 
massive amount of exploring required. 

You can look up and down Quake -style to solve 
puzzles and target more effectively. 

We'd recommend Shadow Master to anyone who wants ~ 
plenty of action and the air full of plasma bolts rather than a é 
tense meeting down a corridor with a shotgun. You might find a 

the relentless blasting gets slightly dull. But approach it as a b 
fantastic looking 3D shoot-em-up that twists Doom’s gameplay 

rather than wrings its neck, and you won't be disappointed 
This offers solid shooting in the company of some truly 
spectacular monsters and is well worth a long, lust-filled look 
for any fan of laser death. Robin Alway fi 

  

  

Once through the door you'll need to shoot these 
blocks which clears the way for...    
... this mechanical. caterpillar tracked, laser tank 
dealer of death. Needs 50 hits before falling over. 

16 levels spread over 

Get these. well whatever they are, fo power-up 

your.energy levels.and current weapon. 

Rapid-tire solid 3D 
blasting with feel of 
it’s own but o Bit on fi 
repetitive side. 

The industrial death 
metal might not to be 
everyone's taste but it 
fits perfectly. 

seven.worlds. A real 
our ~ thallenge to 

Strafing skills. Tough. 

se 
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TENTREX CORPORATION m ey “ 

TRAVEL MAX 

INSERT TEMTREX CASH CARD 
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Here come the men in GM, defending your wallet 
from the scum of the gaming world... 
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license. Following the theme of last month’s 
Judge Dredd (where you got the name but 

not a hell of a lot more related to the 
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has suddenly lost the ability to 

| t’s a disaster for Hollywood. Will Smith 

utter a single cool phrase or ad- 

   
       

libbed one liner. And Tommy Lee ~ ¢ O, license), Men in Black borrows three 
__ Jones has suddenly turned froma &, characters from the movie and not 
i smooth talking, wise-cracking & er a lot else. Well, it doesn’t really 

a Seeking Moke AN dle. 2 pi ll alae 
The last line of = -y. big action movies will Z IM tries to convince you that they 
defence against the % need to look around rs} Py really are Will Smith, Tommy Lee 

um ofthe = 4 ; for some other big 4) => Jones and the coroner bird from 

pee r) ‘A pe ae e > ee the game is based 
oe e they're . | worst nightmare, but 7 yy around the comic book - we guess the 

~ goingto luckily the disaster is <7 7 uv 3" license must have been cheaper that way. 
es = HL a ~The game itself is a rather average third a funeral? 

at 

v contained in Gremlin’s new movie — 

| 
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You're going to need a pretty beefy weapon to get r id of the aliens <i’: not strictly a movie license, they can include bits that weren't The MiB HQ is exactly like it was in the film. Not that it matters 
in this section. And there're four of the buggers as well in the film. There's something nasty hiding in the basement. because you can't go downstairs or do much else. 

he > 

‘ By ash 

a 
‘ 

, ei L ‘ 3 

Even Will Smith would find it hard It's bleedin’ cold in this section but Put your cash in the vending machine Did you know that Will Smith ad-libbed a 
to look cool in this dingy level. you're not allowed an overcoat and give it a good kicking to get a drink. lot of the film? Ain't he clever? 

     

TaiNHVOURA TAN 
You couldn't expect to go out and rid the 
world of an alien menace without a little 
bit of training. So head to the training 
room at MiB, pick your standard 
sidearm and blaze away for a bit Try to 
avoid the friendly aliens and the 
innocent civilians (in other words, 
anyone who isn't carrying a gun) and 

progress through the rounds until you Draw your gun from the armoury and Complete that with a satisfactory rating _—_‘This goes on until you have three or Ifyou only shoot the threats on this 
reach the training boss who you must _ it the first section. You'll only get one —_—_and you'll be on to the next section four targets on screen at the same stage you'll get some hand-to-hand 
engage in hand-to-hand combat. target at a time so it’s easy. where you get multiple targets. time, some of whom will be innocents. combat with a boss-type bloke. 

Bh camesmase cu EASE MARY



The first puzzle you come Below: Don't explore the room too 

to seems simple enough much. Just go through the door to 

but unless you know the left for the first puzzle. 2 
exactly what you're doing ; 

you'll end up getting the | i 

painful end of a big / i | 
explosion. Click onthe i 

flashing red light to reveal | 
the bomb. Then wait for | } 
the circular light to reach ¥ ; j 

That central core of MiB HO is where you receive briefings the biggest section of the a eceresaspi eerie 
and select which character you want to play as. timer before you pull the | i Above: The flashing red light 

wire. Get it right and 1 i indicates the bomb. Shoot the 
you're a hero. Get it H robber and click on the bomb to 
wrong and you'll wind up | got hold of it Then pull the plug at 
as pigeon food. 1 i the right time to defuse it 
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This looks like the kind 
of place you ‘d find 
Sigourney Weaver 
fighting chest bursting 

aliens, not Will Smith 
pulling off one-liners. 

  

    
    
    
    
    

     
      

    
      

     

  

   
   
   
   
   

When you line up an 

  

   
      

    

person perspective puzzler and shoot-em-up. to make aiming easier. Paradoxically, the sight is Woudon tiara ta wear alien your sight will turn 

On the positive side, the game is nicely balanced, awkward to aim, especially if you've got more than one hl : into a target. Fi 
lack to kill people. gel. Fire. 

as both of those elements are as flawed as the other. The alien u on the screen. And of course, while you're Se ac 

puzzles prove to be one of two extremes. Either they‘re shooting one anya ee other i is quite happi etn pot 
far too d     It and don’ t provide you with any clues or oe ae 

      they're it’s almost insulting. This in itself wouldn't ra licen = fe 20tential 

be much of a problem if there v vas plenty to explore, but disappointing effort. It's o very average reel 
the game is just too linear. It takes you by the hea and lone that features : e ideas. It also bo 

    

  

guides you painstakingly through the 
with little feeling of freedom. 
The shooting and fighting side of things is let down - pe in and | ith Ee 

by a fiddly control system and some appalling be od iner. But hee    
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      animation. Just wait until y will Smith tr try and oo 
fight. He may look smooth on the big soot a & Zone 
like a string-puppet on electri shock therapy inth ca 

> 

oon When ve try to oe one a sight cppears     

This bridge leads to one of the trickier 
sections in Men In Black. 

Jump from crate to crate until you can 
reach the roof. How imaginative? 

Did you know that Will Smith Fun on the rooftops — after defusing     
   
    
    

    

     
    

has a phobia about being the bomb at the start of the game 

covered in slime? The scenes you have to chase that peeping tom 3 eo 
at the end of the film where he across the roof. gunning down ADIN BLAC y 
gets slimed were a nightmare. anyone who gets in the way. 

  

A” VERSION REVIEWED GER Arn ess ba at OVERALL 
The ed is a bit “| Crude attempts at g ' toir bit “ do, & will 

NO. OF PLAYERS as a joke althou gh some of humourous speech but keep you playing for a 
qu the locations Took spot effects ona a wns 0 an it but Janae cd you can 

are seriously n joth departments. f= the fae impressive. 
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Tongue in cheek, ants, bosses and wrapped 
around poles. It’s Chameleon Twist... 

he chances of anyone coming up with comparisons with Mazza by making this 
| ea to beat the masterpiece that is more of a puzzle game in a 3D platform — 

Super Mario 64 over the next few months are — world. There’s still a lot of jumping and 
as slim as an anorexic’s leg or a GamesMaster pay cliched platform game shenanigans 

  

packet (just as well we do it for the love of the going on, but you're going to have to 
mag then, eh?). figure out exactly how to clear every room if you want to And the whole idea of going through a series of rooms, 

So when a new 3D game with platforms in it turns _ perform them with panache. each containing one puzzle with one solution, before 
up in the office, it's with a fair amount of trepidation that Chameleon Twist has one gimmick, that makes it going on to reach a boss ~ most of which are killed 
we bung it in the slot and fire it up. Thankfully (you'll see stand out from other platformers. It’s the way - in the same way - wears a little thin. By the 
why later), Sunsoft have tried to steer clear of direct you have to use your tongue to conquer all time you come to some of the more open 

‘a __ the platforms and puzzles. This is ho. : levels you're thoroughly bored with the 
wi f certainly something to lap up, at least —— — whole affair. Chameleon Twist even 
o Muitisnayer malness! Ray a Mee decsoce much with _ goes so far as to give the player 
nz ; __ it that it takes the programmers all of EA a control of the camera, a la Super 

There aren't many platform games that can offer a multi-player two levels to use up every possible a -s Mario 64. But unlike Mario, where it 
option hut Chameleon Twist does. Up to four of you can battle it += tongue and obstacle/puzzle . worked perfectly and played a very 
out over special battle arenas but unlike most multi-player combination possible. From then on / important part in getting anywhere in 
games this doesn't add much to the overall gameplay. Good for you know how to solve just about every ¢ the game, Chameleon Twist doesn’t 
a laugh but the novelty wears off pretty damn quickly. riddle. After this it’s simply a case of “really require it. In fact it’s preferable not 
SS waiting until you get the timing right, and : — to, as fiddling 
CTR ‘ a positioning yourself for those all important jumps. with the camera has we 4 ~ a’ a 

no benefit =     
en   
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no way of seeing what is going on. Bie eres Twist i is certainly cute and 

  

Lash out when you see the gap and, 
when you manage to manoeuvre 
your tongue onto a post, your little 

blue body will automatically get 
dragged across the gaping chasm 
to safety. If only Tarzan had a 

tongue like this he could give up his 

vine swinging antics. 

  

Make no mistake, 
  

lies aay WAL OULE ANNO AIUIAFARLONEUe! 
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Some of the platforms are just a 
little bit too high for old Twister to 
jump onto. Luckily, if you pull off 

this little more you will be able to 
reach them. It's also handy for 
picking up power-ups that are 

floating in mid air throughout 

the levels. 
Se
 

  

with its infinite continues it’s extremely easy for any 

  

    

  

   

  

this 

      

appeal very quickly. 

the wonky 

e way th 

  

/ ing is repeated to death 

Les Ellis \* 

experienced Mazza player to complete in one session. Soll 
kes it one for the less refined gamesplayer. 

camera angles, the repetitive puzzles 
some levels, the rooms are simply 

ae ould be for y 
ith more nee i 

woe 

The main offensive use of your 
tongue is to grab hold of creatures 
and spit them back out, killing other 

creatures. You can carry a huge 

number of creatures in your gob 

and fire them out one at a time or 
all in one go to create some 

utter carnage. 

A AAA rAD 

  

Hook up to a post but hold onto the 
button and press a direction. 
Instead of going straight across, 
you'll swing around in a sweeping 
circle, picking up power-ups and 
killing anything your tongue comes 

into contact with. Especially useful 

in killing certain bosses. 

Js ; ; 

  

  

     

      

   

    

  

  

    Simple 3D objects and ie little mpoors and ixtu 
creatures that prove to wheeps with sparse plat 
be adequate, rather spot tects. fothing to pi 
than impressive. write home ai bee Payeh isn 
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Much like the stiff tongue trick 
except you take a run up to get 

some extra bend in your tongue. 

Release the button and you will fly 

onto platforms inaccessible even 
with the stiff tongue trick. It's tough 

to pull off in tight spaces and 

small platforms. 

ge 
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Kil yensboss| 
Run through enough rooms and eventually you'll come across 
a boss. The pattern is almost the same for all of them, with 

just the odd exception. Wait for them to drop off some little 
creatures and pick them up, or pick up any ones that are 
already on a level. Then line up the boss and fire them off. The 
exceptions come when a post appears in the room. Then you 

have to use your tongue to swing around it and knock the 
boss over, then kill it with litle creatures. 

ov» 
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There he is, John 
Cain, One's hero. 
seen on the left 

copping another 
blast and below, 
looking moody in 

green trousers 

    

   

    you like your action. Standing 

room only? Busy enough that you'll give up 

your seaf fo a pensioner with shopping? Squeezed 
in so tight that someone'll have fo stand on the lid 

before you can close it? Tick all of the above and 

this 3D scrolling shoot-em-up could be just the sort 

of over the fop notch, bottom-kicking experience 

you yearn for. 
There's no getting away from it. One is all out 

action from the moment you've configured your joypad. 
As soon as your gun-for-an-arm character John Cain is 

blown into the first level on the back of a 

T:- us exactly how packed    

Your primary 
weapon in One is 
the plasma cannon 

that can be found 
Where your arm 
should be. But 
destroy enough of 
the scenery and 
you can uncover 
new and exciting 
weapons to give 
your gun-hand a 
bit of a rest. GM's 
favourite? Why, it's 

a mm 

a 

We can't remember seeing 
any other game that 
features explosions as 
fantastic looking as One's. 
And they're not just 
reserved for end of level 

A mighty D-cup dome of orange 
with obligatory flying man. 

bosses but go off all over bts vaadlndel 
the shop constantly. Even 
punching an enemy 
soldier or inconspicuous 
crate results in a yellow 
blast and some smoke. 
Lovers of whacking great 

Ka-Booms should feast 4 good standard blast and you 
their eyes on this can't argue with that, Solid, 
wonderful selection... dependable stuff. 

  

Helicopter gunship attack. Hide yourself! Fan that flame with no regard for others. 

  

Just when you get used to the —_—_‘This is either an explosion or a 
flames you'll get one of these snap of John Cain’s Stars and 
blue energy shocks. Stripes boxer shorts. 

This is a classic ‘Tunning- And this blue crystal 
away-with-massive fireball- coming from a fully enraged 
behind-you’ explosion. John Cain. Blimey Moses. 

  

One man, on one mission with one arm that isn’t a 

    

(Left) Somebody's heen a bit 
careless with their flame- 

thrower, we'll be bound. 

great big orange Ka- 
Boom, there's rarely a 
moment when the screen 
isn't ablaze with gun 
shots, burning enemy 
soldiers or fantastic 
looking detonations. 

Purely on explosions alone — not including chunks of 
flying masonry or laser bolts mind — this scrolling 3D 
shoot-em-up knocks them out at a rate to induce Vietnam 
flashbacks in people whose military career stopped with 
Action Man. You almost expect to see the A-Team Van 
screaming past in the opposite direction, Mr T wiping his 
brow and shrugging his shoulders in failure. 

No, as they're always saying in American action 
movies set in terrorist ridden hotel complexes, 
"Gentlemen, we have a situation here." What One is 
really trying to do is to bring back the laser-heavy thrill 

tpt St he 
a am 4 

plasma cannon. Oh and 32 zillion explosions. 

     
    

    

      

    of 16-Bit titles like Super Probotector on the SNES. 
Games that never bothered with one explosion when 50 
looked better and ladled on the pyrotechnics until you 
needed a bit of a lie down and a flask of hot sweet tea. 
Only this time it's all in 3D with an intelligent camera that 
pans and zooms to give you different, but rarely difficult, 
views on the carnage. 

By packing in such a bewildering amount of 
explosive effects, One manages to look spectacular even 
when the usual camera view means you're a fair way 
from your character. There's rarely any Lara-style close 
ups as the game swings between side on, above and 
from behind perspectives, but by keeping its distance you 
can always see what faces you in the often large, always 
enemy strewn levels. And even though your crater- 
causing route through the game is fairly linear, the 

(Left) One's fire 
effects are 
fantastic and 
real enough 

the flame -hrower, — Spread fire around like flaming jam and _ This doesn't so much pulse as fire a 

of course. your enemies turn to toast. continuous beam of plasma energy. 

Is aiming becoming a chore? Pick up 
these and watch the pretty fireworks. 

even for an  



There might only be six of them, but One's levels are smartly designed and full of exciting ways to kill and 
damage. Each level looks really different to what's gone before and there's rarely a moment when you re 

not being shot at, blown up or suffering from some form of Semtex-inspired unpleasantness. 

gunship 
lets rip. 

Lots of 
climbing, 
plenty of 
jumping 
and 
mucho 
shooting. 

A nuclear 
reactor 

defusing 
nightmare 
greets old 
Cainy boy 
in this 
level, 

variety of platform leaping, hand-to-hand combat and 
good old fashioned running around shooting people 
means you won't notice. 

There's also an innovation in how your energy's 
marked out. John Cain (obviously annoyed at the way the 
plasma cannon grafted onto his arm doesn't let him get 
the last few Pringles out of the tube) has a Rage Meter. 
This acts as a multi-purpose energy and power-up bar so 
the more things you shoot, hit or flambee the more 
powerful John Boy gets. Get on a good run of destruction 
and you'll positively glow with power. But take too many 
shots from the enemy's laser-sighted rifles or find yourself 
at the epicentre of an explosion and you'll get weaker 
and weaker before losing a life completely. This simple 
but effective system gives One a careering, TNT-stacked 
momentum that rarely lets up, as you're blasted through 
the game on a shockwave of excitement. 

The only real problem with One is that it sometimes 
trips over its own feet trying to be exciting. You can avoid 
helicopter gunship fire, dodge guided missiles and see off 
hordes of abseiling soldiers only to die by stumbling off 
the edge of a building. 
Although you've got quite a 

(Right and Below) Power your rage 
meter to the max and you'll 
develop a fetching blue aura. 

FROM |ASC Games 

PRICE /€39.99 

@ AVAILABLE | Mid= February 

Boasts oot o the ‘the 
greatest explo: 
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A brilliantly 
done belt 
over the 
rooftops 
and there's 
fire all over 
the place. 

So you're 
ona 
speeding 
train and 
there's 
this 

robot... 

Underwater 
tubes, huge 
octopuses 

anda 

flame- 
thrower. 

Can we go 
mum? 

  
range of moves to your name, there's a worrying lack of 
precise control. It doesn't matter for much of the games 
Robotron-style laser-fest but then you'll be expected to 
make a series of difficult platform leaps with the 
frustration of having to restart half a level earlier resulting 
from one small slip. 

Such cheap and embarrassing deaths don't sit 
comfortably with a game that's straining at the rivets with 
crisp touches and the sort of bold level design that 
squeezes plenty of wanton destruction into its six stages. 

Just when you think you've got a grip on the game's 
running and shooting, you'll be thrown on top of a 
speeding monorail and chased by a giant robot or need 
to deactivate a nuclear reactor every 30 seconds. If 
you're sick of messing about with Materia on FF7, bored 
of that bleeding Opera House in Tomb Raider 2, One 
comes highly recommended. It plays differently to 
practically anything else around at the moment, ditching 
thinking in favour of military standard action. If you like 
Very Big Explosions, you'll love this One. 

Robin Alway ‘*’ 

  

(Above) Take out this 
giant red robot by 
shooting the monorail 
thing above. Time it 
right and itll fall 
down and trip the 
bugger up. Learn him 
a lesson, that will! 

diiezese effects f y 
decent Toeaigck 

ever, lovely effects o§8 radio messages Fag 
fine looking levels. plenty of tension. 

iJ UD G E MEW EMT  Anintense and = action-fest from the word go that’s only occasionally let down by some frustrating deaths. 

  

That John Cain is an angry person. Build up his Rage Meter 
by killing people and breaking things and he'll get more 
furious and more powerful. This gives you greater fire 
power and a more troubling physical attack. Take hits and 
he'll get weaker, lose his glow and finally cark it 

The wide 
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The graphical programming does 
leave a little to be desired. 
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here are so many things going for Auto 
Destruct, that it’s strange it should get a 

minor slating. The reason it does so is that it 

simply becomes boring and repetitive. And no 

matter how good a game looks, how many genres it 

draws on, and how many missions it offers, if you 

don’t want to play it, then it’s scuppered. 

In short, Auto Destruct is a mission-based car combat 

game. At length, you could liken it to a slow Urban Strike 

in cars, with a hint of the driving element of Die Hard 

Trilogy, a touch of G-Police, and perhaps a hint of 

Speedster. And although they are fine influences, unless 

you capture the very essence of their greatness, you re 

not going to come up with a winning formula. If you 

simply take bits and pieces ot great 

— Sob Story... 
  

    

It’s like Bullitt with bullets. 
Unfortunately itll drive you crazy. 

  

games and throw them into a 

gaming bundle you invariably 

come up with something less than 

the sum of its parts. And so to 

Auto Destruct. 

Your role in the 

proceedings, as ever, is to stop an enemy 

trom wreaking havoc killing innocent people taking over 

the world and generally making a nuisance of himself. In 

this instance the enemy is Lazarus and his evil cult. You 

play a former World Champion Racing Driver (handy 

eh2) whose wife and kid have been killed at the shopping 

mall in one of the cult’s latest evil deeds. Called up by 

some foxy chick in a dimly-lit laboratory, you're offered a 

Knight Rider-style car and given the freedom of the city to 

try and stop Lazarus 

After a briefing of your initial mission and the current 

state of play from the constantly-chattering female 

voiceover (again very reminiscent of Knight Rider), you 

set off picking up cash by driving over large icons and 

getting a feel for the car and your surroundings. Then 

intermittently throughout the overall mission, you Il be 

lisse NY 

  

   abksardeestieeientntine tae 
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given incoming messages telling you where to go and 

what to do. You might need to buy petrol (like you do half 

way through a mission), find the enemy (a compass affair 

and helic opter are there to help you in this end), or pick 

up weapon icons and so on 

Mission objectives involve either picking up icons 

such as jewellery on some sort of treasure trail ferrying 

somebody from one place to another blowing someone 

up, or stopping someone else being blown up. And so it 

goes You potter about completing these missions in an 

attempt to save the citizens that you aren’t randomly 

running over on your travels 

The driv ing aspect of the game is simplistic and cars 

 



Learn ee, Ha 

are easy to control. They look a little stupid as they bump 

roughly into buildings and cars, pinging off unscathed, 

but there is nice inertia on grass and some reasonable 

effects. There's hardly a need for breaks, but then this isn’t 

a full-on racing game, driving is a means to an end. 

Using the compass you then zip around the streets of 

San Francisco (then Tokyo) like an orienteering taxi driver. 

The directional compass is a nice touch but makes 

everything a little too easy. The map on the other hand is 

useless — how you can expect to discern one of America’s 

largest cities from something the size of a postage stamp 

is beyond us. There is instead some element of 

remembering where to go, but because of the compass 

and arrows you don’t really need it. 

As for those surroundings, both San Francisco and 

Tokyo are beautifully realised, being massive 3D 

landscapes. There's always the feeling that it’s all front as 

the cities are far from interactive, but the graphics are at 

times stunning. Knocking gates or doors off their hinges, 

however, reinforces the shallowness of this game the 

movement is often blocky and strange. 

Given that it's not a driving game then, you'd assume 

that the combat and strategy elements would therefore 

save the day, but again these are equally half-arsed. A 

barrage of instructions means that you don’t get the 

opportunity to think for yourself enough. Which leaves 

you with a game that lacks any sense of freedom. It 

doesn’t help that the female voice keeps guiding you and 

she’s also far too flirty... “Now you've two weapons 

options you luc ky guy”... Hold up, this bloke’s wife and 

kid are hardly cold yet, you scheming hussy! 

And completing the trio, even combat doesn’t help 

much, It’s either very easy to win with your array of 

weapons (homing missiles, machine guns etc), or it’s 

incredibly hard if the enemies change their style. But in 

that case you simply learn from that and it becomes easy 

again, there’s no progression of skills 

Ultimately, the potential is there in all departments 

The driving and battle parts need tweaking, the cities 

need fleshing out, the movement needs to be improved, 

but it’s the strategy which requires most attention. Too 

easy and repetitive, it needs more twists, more sub 

missions, and more than anything the need to think for 

yourself. Less direction is required both metaphorically 

and literally. pi 

Rob Pegley 
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Videogame superstar Lara Croft 
is back in Tomb Raider 2 and 
GamesMaster brings you this 

comprehensive 16 page playing 

guide. Every level is laid bare, 
every puzzle is solved and every 
secret is found. For all that Ms 
Croft has to offer you need 

look no further. 
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Cake on a plate! Have you ever 
seen so much intense tippage 
gatieee together in one place? 
elcome to the ultimate Tomb 

Raider 2 guide with EVERY level 
solved and EVERY secret found. 

Step forwards out of the darkness and 
head for the water to your right. Waste 

the tiger then climb onto the block. Your 
goal here is to make it to the building at 
the fop of the cave wall. Just watch for 
jUmpable er jumps and work your-way 
up to the opening in the wall: Stand on 
the crumbly grating and fall into.a 

room. There’s a switch in the corner. 
Throw it and go through the door. 

On the Great Wall 
You're now on top of the wall. Kill the 
crows and fall into the water below. The 

key for that door you saw lies at 
§ the bottom. A flare will 

   
    

  

   

  

   

help you spot it. Once you've got the 
key climb back up and go through the 
door — taking out another tiger en route. 

The Guardhouse 
Spiders? Waste the lot of ‘em! You‘ve 
got infinite ammo, so get your, guns 
blazing. Climb the ladder dead. ahead 
and find the Rusty Key. Use it to go 
through the locked door. Through there 
you'll find a useless skeleton, some more 
Shotgun Shells and a large Medi Pack. 
Watch out for more spiders then pull the 
block and leave the room. 

The Traps 

  

This next section is a bloody nightmare! 
The first chamber contains dart guns-in 
the wall. Time your steps forward to 
avoid being shot: Climb out at the far 
side but beware — spike pits lie dead 
ahead. Save your game here then run 
forwards over the pits and turn right. 
You'll be chased by two boulders. Keep 
running and jump the spike pit and 
you'll land in another chamber where 
some Automatic ammo is up for grabs. 
Take it and climb into the opening 

ahead.— be quick, the-walls are-closing 
in. Save again here then run down the 
corridor leaping the ankle breakers 
and grab the Jade Dragon: if you 
want it before:climbing out-and 
avoiding the moving walls just one 
more fime. 

The tricky bit’s over. Now just run 
along the corridor — those spiked walls 

  

to safety. 

The Chamber 

Get the’small Medi Pack 
and ayoid the blades. Take 
care.of the spiders, ready your 
Shotgun then have a go 
on the rope slide. 
Upon landing, 
take out the two 
tigers and go to 

the door in the 
next chamber 
to finish the 
level 0 

    

   

     
   
   

      

   
   

    

   

interesting Lara Fact", 

1) Lara has two lady bumps. 
That's them there. 

On her chest. 

closing in look dangerous, but they 
won't catch you — and head for another 
collapsing tile. Step on it and you'll fall 

   

   

    

   

   

   
        

     
   

   ® Secret 1: 
Stone Dragon 
Halfway up that first 
wall. Keep an eye out for 
a short pathway. It can be 
found at the end. 

® Secret 2: Jade Dragon 
You'll have no problem finding it. The 
only question is whether you'll have 
time to pick it up before the two 
spikey walls mangle your head. 

® Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
Don't take the rope slide down. 

Instead look over the edge and locate 
some brown rocks. Drop down onto 
them and head right to find an 

opening where you can pick up 
some extra flares. Climb 

down the ladder and 
pop your guns out 

ready for the T-Rex 
that attacks! Once 
he’s copped it you 
can retrieve the 
Gold Dragon from 
the far side of the 
chamber. 

Where the 
hell is it? 
The Guardhouse 
key is in an 
underwater cave 
at the foot of the 

wall. 

To find the Rusty 

key you'll need to 
climb up the ladder 
and go into the 
Spider house.



- Venice 

Make your way out of the alley and 
waste the dog and the sniper on the 
balcony. Continue and take care of 
another pair of man and beast. Have-a 
look-around. The canal had doors at 
each end while more doors lie opposite 
you-and high in a wall. You can'swim 
beneath that door ahead = this the 
Boathouse and inside — hey! — there’s a 
boat: Throw a:switch inside to open.a 

+ “door. Now return to dry land;-tind the 
* ladder nearby and climb to the top of 

the building, using the switches to open 
the various frapdoors on the way. At the 
top, ‘shoot the windows and climb 
inside. Shoot out the next window, climb 

ut and leap onto-the awning. You can 
rdw jump to Where the first sniper had a 
pop*at you. He'll have dropped the 
Boathouse key there. Return to.the 
hallway and enter the door opened from 
the Boathouse switch. 

The Doors 

  

Waste the dog and flip the switch. This 
opens the high-up door you' saw earlier. 
Leap from‘the window here onto the 
awning then onto each awning making 
your way to the now-open door. Throw 
the switch inside'to 6pen a canal door 
below. Job-done, you can return to the 
Boathouse (rubbing out a new baddie 
and knicking his Automatic-Pistols’on the 
way), use your latest key and take your 

new speedboat into the tunnel. 

The Lock 

  

    

   

      
   

  

Head leftish 
and/find a jetty. Climb out of 
the boat and waste a rat or   

i ‘Interesting Lara Fact! 

two and a bad 
guy. Now pull the 
boat forwards 
through the open lock 
doors and swim back to 
the jetty. Enter the small room here, 
knick the Shotgun shells and throw the 
switch. The lock doors will shut and, 
when you climb up the ladder, you'll 
find your boat waiting for you, much 
higher up than before. The switch for the 
outer lock doors is below the water on 
the left-hand wall. Find it and throw it 
away. Cool. 

The Steel Key 

~ 

  

Take a left out of the lock and climb out 
on.the docks before the parked 
gondolas: Climb onto the box there and 
jump to thé awning opposite, hauling 
yourself up. Turn rightto see the top of 
an overpass. Jump across, killing a dog 
and bloke: ofthe way. Enter the 
courtyard nearby, wasting a bloke and 
stealing the’Steel Key he drops when he 
cops itThis opens the locked door in 
the courtyard. Go through and fall 
through the hole in. the floor then throw 
the’switch there to raiseia steel gate. 
Climb back up “and waste another 
baddie before returning to your boat, 
crashing it through the gondalas and 
locating the second speedboat with its 
gun-toting guard, 

The Speedboat Leap 
The canal ahead is:the exit to the level 
but it’s booby trapped with mines: You ~ 
must sacrifice one of your boats in order 
to clear them..Get.aigood run up then, 
at the last moment; leap out of:the. boat 
to avoid death. You'll. lose:a boat but 
you'll clear the mines blocking. your 
path. You might want to practice a bit 
first. And save your game. 

The Iron Key. 

Take your new boat down the canal 
(avoiding or dealing with any snipers 
on the way) smash the pair of 
gondolas parked at the dock and 
climb out. Kill the bad guy and 
enter the door, kill the rats and 

throw the switch. Get back to the 
boat, spin it around and take the 
narrow channel on the left, then left 
again at the next canal. You'll find the 
door you just opened here and 
inside, a baddie his dog and the Iron 
Key. Return to where you picked up 
the second boat: The Iron: Key door 
is here. Go through, killing the bloke 

within and throw the switch. 

The Escape 
Your escape route is now clear. Take the 

2) Lara is not a real lady. She's the 
product of a furtive computer 

programmer's imagination. 
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boat past the Iron 
Key door, left and 

into a room on your 

right. Point if at the 
ramp ahead, kill the bloke 

here and go to the switch. This next 
bit is tricky - when you throw the switch, 
the level’s exit (where the mines were) 
will open. But when the clock strikes 
twelve, they'll shut again. Save your 
game then throw the switch, jump into 
the boat and pelt dead ahead, up the 
ramp and through the windows. Peg ‘it, 
via.the narrow.canal,-back. to the level 
exit. If you're quick you'll-do it. 

@ Secret 
1: Stone 

Dragon 
After picking up the 
speedboat and taking it 
into the dark tunnel. light a 
flare and abandon ship, entering a 
passage to the right. Here you'll find the 
Stone Dragon and, if you explore the 
chamber, some Uzi ammo. 

@ Secret 2: Gold Dragon 
Take the speedboat into the tunnel, make 
a right and leap over the waterfall. The 
Gold Dragon is in this large pool. 

@ Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
From the dock look up to see a window 
ledge within leapable height. Jump up. 
grab it and haul yourself up then blast 
the window and climb through. Inside 
you'll find the Jade Dragon. 

Where the hell is it? 
The Boathouse Key is dropped by a bad 
guy on a balcony near the start. 
The Steel Key is dropped by a bad guy in 
the courtyard and the 
Iron Key is on the 
floor in a water- 
logged room 

  

   

  

    
    

    

   

‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

3) Rhona Mitra is a lovely lady paid by Eidos 
and Core to pretend to be Lara Croft. She is real but, 

» ironically, her breasts ARENT. having been surgically 
enhanced by her father, Mr Mitra, a top plastic 

=» surgeon. Proof positive that (tabloid) fact |S 
STtangexthan fiction. o 

    The Hall 

  

Climb out at the first. jétty:and head 
left to find & switch,someé rats and a 
bad guy. Throw’the switch Which 

opens the main doot, releasing another 
baddie. Waste*him and go inside. There 
are rats, another guard and, above you, 
a sniper. Take care of business then 
smash through the windows: to the left, 
kill the two dogs, .and-take the goodies 
at the far end of the:yard. Back:indoors 
there are three:statués. guarding.a 
corridor. Stay to the right.and time your 
run to avoid being:hacked. Find and 
throw a switehtin the gloom atthe end. 
Brave the statue’s, whirling blades once 
more and find the sloping. block by a 
balcony: Jump backwards onto it and 
you'll be catapulted forwards. ‘Hold 
down grab'to catch the-edge of the 
ledge and haul yourself, upy Move the 
block here out of the way, allowing you 
to jump across to the other balcony. 

Once there, head for the opening 
in the roof. ‘Climb the walls and emerge 
into the daylight. Take care of any 
guards, they'll shoot when you pop your 
héad up. Turn left and leap to the 
awning on the other side of the éanal, 
Hold grab to ensure you catch hold of 
its edge as you slip off. Shimmy left until 
your back faces another balcony, back 
on'the other side of the canal.:You‘re 
going to have to try to climb-up here, 
then just as Lara finds her féet then slips, 
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hit jump to perform an amazing backflip 
onto the new balcony. Nice! From there, 

jump to the next awning then jump 
down to the open door far below. Grab, 

haul then toast the dogs. 

The Mansion 

  

Climb the stairs, kill the guard and find 
the switch hidden in the wallpaper 

‘Interesting Lara Fact’, 

4) Eidos, the famous earth-swallowing 

publishers are mad keen on taking the credit 

for Tomb Raider when in fact they had nothing 
to do with it Core Design made the game 

pattern. Throw it to open a door 
revealing the Stone Dragon. Shoot out 
the window in the room, climb out and 

waste the baddie. Smash the next 
window and kill the two guards and the 
dog. Now where? Well, the back of the 
fireplace is a moveable block. (Sneaky.) 
Push it until you can climb onto it. 

Tricks and Traps 

  

Jump left and kill the rat, then leap into 
the water below you and to the right, to 
avoid the trap fotally. Climb out then 
stand on the tile there that snuffs out the 
burners. They only stay out for a short 
time so you'll have to be quick running 
and leaping across the burners. If you 
do get caught in the flames there’s a 
pool of water near the end so you can 
extinguish them. 

Waste the guard and two dogs at 
the end and climb up to the lowest 
chandelier. From here leap.to the 
window and throw the switch there. The: « 
door it opens is behind the fireplace in 
this room. Job done, return fo the lowest 

chandelier then leap up and along-to the *"f 
next and from there over to.another 
ledge and another switch. This moves a 

painting to reveal the Library 
Key. Now, via that 

central 
chandelier, 
leap up to the 
highest one 
and from 
there up to 
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‘ he highest and Eidos bought them so that they nsnig 
could look cool. Be ledge. Watch 

out for the rats. 
Make your way 

along the roof constructions, finding and 

killing a bloke on the way, and find'the® 
final switch. Throw. it and it'll alter the 
height of the chandeliers. Backtrack 
slightly and drop onto the chandelier 
below. Leap across the chandeliers to the 
one opposite the Library Key. Run, jump 
and grab to get it. Then jump back to 
the nearby chandelier. Make your way, 
to the chandelier at the other end and 
back to that ledge again. Go outside 
and turn right. Hang then-drop into the 
water behind the fireplace. 

The Library 
Enter the library and kill the guard: Go 
through the open doors and climb the 
bookcases to your left to find some rats 

and a switch. Throw it and return to 
the main library 

chamber and kill the newly released 
guard. Enter this room and climb the 
bookcases, making your way up and 
across to the window. Blast it, jump to 
the ledge and save your game: Tricky bit 
coming up now — slide down the slope 
then jump and grab the balcony 
opposite. Haul yourself up and then turn 
around and jump back, onto the tiled 
roof ahead. From there leap onto the top 
of the wall. See the hut on stilts outside? 
Right, that’s where you're going. Kill the 
guard inside and get the Detonator Key 
from the table. 

From outside the hut jump.back 
across to the:gate inthe wall which will 
open’Gnd reveal a goon. Take his large 
Medi Pack and head back to the main 
chamber and finally throw the switch 
that you passed by a while ago. Enter 
the room and kill the guards, taking their 

ammo once they've copped it. If you’re 
collecting secrets, now’s the time to head 
for the third. 

Go back outside — swim and climb 
up fo the Detonator box. A sniper will 
haye a pop at you high to your left. Kill 

him:then use the key in the box to blast 
the building ahead. Go to it and pick 
your way up through the rubble to the 
right, then back left again before 
emerging out on the tiled roof and 
finding the path to the exit. 

A 

@ Secret 
1: Stone 

Dragon 
Remember the door 
you dropped down to 
and the two dogs and a 
guard? Examine the wallpaper up the 
stairs carefully and you'll find a switch 
which opens the large door in the 
hallway outside. Go through onto the 
balcony to find the Stone Dragon. 

@ Secret 2: Gold Dragon 
Outside the Library Door you'll find 
yourself an underwater switch. This 
opens the doors there. Swim through and 
make your way down and to the right. 
Light a flare or two and make your way 
through, keeping an eye out for a narrow 
opening near the bottom of the wall. 
Swim through and look left. Grab the 
grenades then turn right and swim along 
to find the Gold Dragon. The switch 
nearby opens a trapdoor in a vertical 
shaft above which allows you to swim up 
and catch your breath. 

@ Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
Don't blow up the building yet! Run along 
the top of the long brick wall and 
make 
your 
way up 
the blocks 
at the end and 
through the 
window (blast 
it) to find the 
Jade Dragon. 

Where the 
hell 
is it? 
The Library Key is 
behind the picture in 
the chandelier room 
The Detonator Key 
is in the hut on 
stilts outside 

the library 

     

  

    

  

- The 

Opera House 

  

The Ornate Key 

  

Kill:the baddie below you and dive into 
the water, Alright? Now, plummet into 

the water..Go left to find a ladder, climb 
itand jump off at the first floor. Throw a 

switch there'to open the roof up. Now 
return to the ladder, continuing to the top 
where you ¢an-then jump across the 
water to a white platform on the 
building opposite. Make your way back 
towards your start’point, near that 
swinging block. 

Line yourself up carefully and leap 
into the opening in the roof opposite. 
Once inside’ quickly deal with the 
baddies jiiside.and get the Ornate Key. 

The Window: Mistake 
Once again’ make your way to the 
platform’ near the swinging box: Go 
past it and jump to the bit of roof 

above the square opening, in'the 
brickwork. Hang above it, release the 

grab button and then hit it again and 
you'll fall, catching the window ledge on 
the way down. Haul yourself up. This is 
not an ornate gate that requires the 
Ornate Key, or’any other sort of key for 
that matter — it’s just'a window can be 
shot out like all the other windows. Bum! 
Climb through and-head left, crossing 
the glass by holding the walk button and 
picking your way through it: Climb the 
ladder you'll find and use the Ornate 
Key to emerge onto a rather dodgy 
looking roof. 

Best save your game here before 
making the series of tricky jumps 
required to make it over the collapsing 
sections of roof. “A death-defying leap 
and grab combo will allow you to get 
your fingertips on that final ledge. Phew. 
Kill the guard and two dogs before 
dropping down to meet them. You are 

now on the roof of the Opera. House 

The Opera House Roof 

   You should beware of four or 
five baddies patrolling around 

here. Kill the lot and nick their 
ammo and Medi Packs before 
going to the far corner of the roof 
section and leaping-onto-the 
dome itself. From here you can 
jump to that strange swinging 
box — or rather jump to miss that 
strange swinging box. Light a 
flare ‘cos in the darkness you'll



find a switch on the wall. Hit it to open 
the roof. You're in. Make your way to 
the hatch, killing the emerging baddies, 
and clamber inside: 

Throw the left switch to open the 
gate to your left: Go through and throw 

the wall switch to close the gate again 
then climb up the ladder and gate. If 
you set off a rolling bolder stay against 
the wall near the switch and if/ll' miss 

you. Bat-a-bing! 

Inside the Opera House 

  

Kill the baddie below and drop down. 
Mind the falling sandbag. Over where 
the bad guy came from you'll find a 
switch and broken control panel. 
Remember. if well, Make a mental-note 
of their.position..Or a physical one if 
you. prefer. There are a fair few guards 
patrolling the three floors of the Opera 
House so be’ ready to be shot in the 
back-without:a moment's warning by an 
invisible sniper. Keep your guns out and 
ready your trigger finger. 

Make your way to the stage, 
finding a handy underwater block to 
stand on, allowing you to climb onto the 
stage. Be ready for the dog that rushes 
from the left: Find and throw the:switch 
in the room stage left. This opens up 
stage right, activating a couple of 
baddies. Kill ‘em then pull up to the now 
open ledge, walk slowly through the 
glass and to the’raised plank. Turn left 
and ledp to the crack in the wall. Hold 
grab while doing so and you'll hang on. 
Shuffle:left then, when you can, pull up 

and throw the switch’ there. Return to the 
walkway (mind:the glass) and continue 

across the now lowered plank. At the 
énd turn left.and leap to the opening 
above. Kill'the pesky rat there then jump 
back again, this time arriving on the 
level above. Work your way back 

“again, dedging the sandbags of course, 
and throw the switch to trigger a 
sandbag which crashes through the 
stage, revealing a pool of-water below. 
Run.and jump from your vantage point 
(a few steps short of the edge} to fall 

through the hole and then drop safely 
into the water. 

There-are three areas here..One 
contains. the level's first.secret, the_other. 

contains-a switch_ (which you- should 

throw) and the third contains the vital 

Relay Box at the bottom of a ladder. At 
the top is the door you opened with the 

switch. Climb up and plod all the 
way back to the corridor 

Mt with     

  

   

  

   

the broken control panel we made you 
remember. Whop the Relay Box into the 
panel and throw the switch nearby to 
turn on the elevator. If you want-secret 
number two. incidentally, now’s the:time 
to get it. 

The Elevator 

  

After using the elevator kill the bad guys 
and use theelevator again, this time no 
climbing aboard: Once it’s out of the 
way'you'll:see a pool of water far 
below; Jump in’and-head toward the 
grating you can see then go left. Follow 
the steps and:there, in the corner, is the 
Circvit Board: for the:control panel way 
back'at the entrance to the Opera 
House. Backtrack to that grating and 
throw.a switch on’ the-wall allowing you 
toclimb out (killing. rats as you do so) 
intoa hallway. At one-end there's a 
room. Shootout the windows and drop 
down into it! 

The Fans 

  

Tricky bit: Throw the switch to open the 
door then’ save your game. The instant 
you step-through you'll begin sliding 
down a slope. Jump near the end and 
grab a ledge abovelyou to avoid being 
diced by the fans."Clamber up:and grab 
the Ornate Key. Turi rightand climb-up 
to the top before’ turing right again-and 
leaping onto-another slope. Once 
again, you'll need to jump at the last 
second and grab a ledge above and 
climb up. There's a rat just around that 
corner ~ kill its Two sneaky slopes lie in 
the darkness Ghead. Stealthily. sneak 
up fo them then leap across. 

A giant fan is dead 

ahead: Turn through 90° 
then perform.a.sideways 
leap toward it.-Pull-it off and 
you'll land on the shelf above “Si 
the-fan, fail (due to being stood 

either too close or too far away) 

and you're mincemeat. Perhaps you 

should’ save the game before trying. this 
one, eh? You have to repeat this trick 
again at the top. Pull the box at the top 
to reveal a switch. Throw it to open the 
door then push and pull the block out 
through this door and back into the 
dressing room. Push it until it meets a 
two foot high step and will go no 
further. Now climb into those mid- 
height windows. There’s a baddie 
waiting for you inside along with 

another block which you should push 
and. pull-out through: the window 
and onto: the top: of the first block. 
You can now stand on the step and 
leap and grab the top edge of the 

top block and make your way out of 
the room! 

Fixing the Control Panel 

  

Kill the baddie at the top and make your 
way to the top level of the Opera House, 
climbing, up the-shelves.in.the Jif: shaft to. 
the top. Once there, trot round to the 

switch and use your Ornate Key to open 
the shady wooden door to its'left. Turn 
and leap ‘through. Watch. out for 
boulders! Throw.the switch and climb 
the ladder returning to those fwo 
switches at the. Opera house entrance. 
Use the Circuit Board in the control 
panel and throw the'sWitch fo the right 
to raise the-torn backdrop on the stage 
and reveal:a door. Go there: 

Back on the Stage 

  

Brace yourself and take out three 
baddies and.adog before heading 
through the doorway into a room 
packed with boxes. Pull a box in the far 
right corner to.find a switch. Throw it 
and restore the backdrop to its original 
position. Now climb the boxes, 
emerging above the stage. Take out the 
bad guy below then jump onto the Royal 
box. overlooking the stage. Climb and 
jump up to the entrance there and, 

: ‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

5) Lara has hairy knees. Hence her being 
able to explore snowy Tibet without being 

nithered and dying of chronic knee- 
knocking cold-induced death. 

By : 

bamum Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

6) Her sheepskin jacket is, in fact, made 
from a thousand stitched together 

VOLES! Fact! 

bypassing the sandbag and swinging 
crate arrive in a large room. 

Drop down to floor level and you'll 
find Bartoli {who is best taken from this 
world, virtual though it may-be, using a 
large shotgun) and some dogs and 
henchmen (kill ‘em however you see fit). 

Take whatever they drop. When the 
coast is clear go to the other. end of the 
room and climb up onto the blocks. 
Make your way back towards the 
entrance, pausing only to throw. a switch 
to open the level's exit, where your 

planesis ready. for.take off. And about 
bloody time, eh? 

@ Secret 
1: Stone 

Dragon 
After falling through 
the stage one of the 
chambers here contains 
the Stone Dragon in plain and full 
idiot-pleasing view. 

@ Secret 2: Gold Dragon 
At the elevator, where you use it a 
second time, walk onto the roof as it 
rises, then turn and jump right to grab a 
ladder. Climb up to find the Gold Dragon. 
Not only that, but if you throw the switch 
to the left then go through the glass you'll 
find some tasty Uzi ammo too. 

@ Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
Remember those two sideways-leapt 
fans? Well at the top look back to see a 
dark tunnel. Jump and climb up, perhaps 
igniting a flare, to find the Jade Dragon. 
Mind the fan there though won't you? 
Just take care, that’s all we ask. 

Where the hell is it? 
The first Ornate Key is behind the boxes 
below the opening roof 
The second Ornate Key is by the fans 
The Relay Box is through the hole in the 
stage. The Circuit Board is 
under the elevator. 
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‘Interesting Lara Fact’, 

7) Toby Guard invented Lara. He's now dead 
famous and has loo roll made of tenners and a harem 

chock full of the world’s most beautiful women. He 

was going to leave Core Design but they gave him 

enough money to choke a whale. : 4 

So he didn't ‘ 
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now safe’er here you ca : ; 1 other will Save the right 
climb ‘hioadh 3 ¥ “and a THIRD’ closes in fron 

eects was : ; _- ERK When you've 
e bloody the head: : ~ find the box on'the landing tind push 

and pull it to oan access to the high: 
_ opening in the Wall. Waste the blok in 

~ the hall then throw ‘the stvifely 5 ind 
fo fill the tank. h_ water. G 

right, up the stairs an the and drop back: 
the door before killing her pd a Et AZ swim across the: 
ea In the next re pen a ae (Mg ide of the p Pipes you [Fine 

‘i ‘Throw it) to: open | that 

/ ( j Vhs trapdoor yee left behi 
ae 2 ammo and, Tose ‘im * sage Return. to the trapdoor, 

What? No gure? No. sinioes Puff -- from the table. Sea ntre bu é 00d ‘slide down the ramp then 
Daddy! Move the boxes to cledr'a quick — here too to find so atic pistols ~ piel . “leap into the water. 

path between the switch (currently and ammo. Finally, hit the button on ; a 3 

~. -obscured by boxes) and the door (open __ the last bunk and quickly climb onto. _ oe : Swim for it! © 

only for a'limited time). Bomb through the end bunk and leap. | there t : maa = 

~ and head left, past the bad guys and make it into a hallway. 
~ get them to stupidly shoot out the > Slide down the ramp here then 

: window at the end. Clamber through climb down the ladder where four huge - 

~ and go right. Throw the switch there athe bar your way. Fortunately, 
_ ~ then leap into the water and swim up __—smoving'the-two:boxes here will allow 

through the now open bomb bay doors __.. you leap to the ladder where you'll find. 
in the seaplane. Nice! Another switch another guard, who drops a Red Pass 

awaits you, this one shuts off the Card upon his demise. Return to the 
plane’s engine. __alarm button and Yellow Pass door 

; < | where, affer an incline, you'll find 

room > 

‘ladder, leaping across # 
gap in it. The next guard. 
carries a shotgun — get it ~ 

‘then go right then left 
and:head upwards: 

~- You'll find one last guard 
who protects the Green Pass 

- Card. Smash fhe glass and ~ 
= grab it Backtrack. tothe ;  



‘Interesting Lara Fact! 

8) Lara’s feet are size fifteen and 

entirely flat. scaring off all potential 

= suitors. o 
2 

  

tothe Green Pass Card.lock. Watch out 
for another guard en-route. 

Open the Green Pass door and 
throw the switch to allow you to‘swim 
through the tunnel. When you get there 
you'll find a switch. Pull it to open the 
passage then; at the top, climb out and 
head for the exit. 

@ Secret 
1: Jade 

Dragon 
Go through those 
windows the clumsy 

guards broke and head left. 
There's a waterlogged room here and, 

beneath the surface a passageway and a 
switch. You'll need to catch your breath 

then swim through, heading down when 

you get the chance, emerging behind an 

underwater fan and in the presence of 
the Jade Dragon. 

@ Secret 2: Stone Dragon 
Remember the guard who dropped the 

Red Pass Card? Just climb up the ladder 
there to find it 

@ Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
It's at the end of the catwalk after 
dropping through the trapdoor and 
sliding down the slope. Easy one, that. 

Where the hell is it? 
The Yellow Pass Card is dropped by a 

baddie at the start 

The Red Pass Card is dropped by a 

haddie in the hall above the bunk room, 

The Green Pass Card is in a smashable 

case in the water-filled room. 

- Diving Area 

  

The Blue Pass Card 
Leap from the ledge to-the-ladder'and 
push the button you find to stop the fan. 
Swim through and grab the grenades 
then pull the switch in’the central 
chamber to open the door. Go through 
and kill the baddies before crossing the 
vat, via the pillars, avoiding the hooks. 

At the slope jump from the-bottom to 
reach the walkway. 

Use the ladder then drop*into the 
hole there and. jump and catch the 
ledge. Pull up, then catch the ledge 
again when you slip down. Now drop, 

grab then pull up and waste the 
baddies. The Blue Pass Card is in the 
hole at the other end of the large 
chamber. Jump from the catwalk 
through the narrow opening, aiming 
for the slope directly above the hole. 
Once attained go down the tunnel back 
fo the ladder and use the Blue Pass 
Card. 

Once through, kill:the Flamethrower 
bloke quickly then head for the left-hand 
corner of the room. Kill the dogs, ” 
second Flamethrower bloke and yet 
more dogs. Once there you'll find four 

doors, two of which can be unlocked. 

      

  

The Doors. 

\ hoe 

ww? 

Behind one door is a stairway which 
leads to an ending, frustratingly, with a 
locked door. Behind the door where.the 
stairs lead down are three baddies and 
the Red Pass.Card. Move the block there 
to find the control panel. You're going to 
need:the Machine Chip. Jump into the 
water and go. through the tunnel (watch 
for'a diver) and throw the pair of 
switches there. The first opens.an 
underwater passage. The 
second, down:that 

    

  

      
    
    

   

newly opened 4 s make it'to the 
passage, opens bam opposite side 
that sealed door 9) The person in charge of promoting Lara of the pool. 
at the top of the and Tomb Raider is a leather jacket wearing Jump over 
stairs: Ahhh! feisty babe herself. She is Suzie Hamilton, the’boxes in 
Keep going and she’s sex ona stick and the corner 
make right turns we all love her. Cand push the 
past that until you see ae wall button. Take 
a-door ahead. It opens as you 
approach’. Go left’on the other side of 
that door to head back toward the large 
pool. Kill:the baddies you find through 
the tnlocked:door at the top of the 
stairs. At the-far end of that large-area 
is a small‘chamber. and a hallway with 
two. burners’on the floor. In.there you'll 
find’a button to the left, a switch’ to the 
right and a trapdoor. Best of all, at the 
end of the hallway lies the Machine 
Chip. Before getting it throw the switch 
on.the right. to putouttheclosest burner, 
Now run down the hallway and fall 
through the trapdoor. Grab the M-16 
and clips:there then climb out and get 
back before the burner comes back on: 
Now throw: the’ switch, push the button 
and peg it.down the hallway, leGping 
the frapdoor afd’ grabbing the.Machine 
Chip. Phew. Now go and put it in that 
control panel: 

  

What... another Machine Chip? 
The repaired control panel opens a 
door. Go down the ramp there and kill 
a guard and another Flamethrower 

bloke. Go to the right of that 
&\ large orange 

  

   
      

      

  

   

        

   

    
   

  

   

      

   

          

   

    

      

   

                    

   

   

tank, 
revealing a 
secret 

trapdoor. Go 
through and 
climb out in 
another room 
where you'll find 
some scuba 
equipment and, best of 
all, a harpoon gun. 
When you dive into the 
pool, follow the broad 

underwater. tunnel; avoiding 
the divers and climb out on the 
right, killing the two baddies 
there. Throw the switch, then return 
to thé first pool room and'go through 
the door. When you throw the switch 
beyond this'door,a crane in the 
nearby room.changes position, 

allowing you. to climb 
onto.a slab:and 

   

   
   

  

   

care of the bad guys then 
drop ‘into the:new. area and follow 
the shortttunnel. When you exit 
through the-hole in the floor, you'll be 
in the level’s central chamber. Kill the 
bad guy“and Flamethrower bloke and 
retrieve the bad giy’s second 
Machine Chip: This can be used’in 
the panel near the saw, then get the 
Red Pass card. 

At the saw use the second Machine 
Chip and grab the card. Take it back 
to the lock in the central chamber, use 
it then go down the hole. Follow the 
path to the room where the water 
level was too low for you to climb 
ashore. Exit through the obvious 
doorway and keep following the path. 
When it widens ‘into a large opening to 
the light. Here you've got to take care of 

@ Secret 1: 
Stone Dragon 

After crossing the toxic vat near the start 
of the level, slide into the hole to find it 

@ Secret 2: Jade Dragon 
Use the Machine Chip to open the door 
then stand to the right of the large 
orange tank. Then push the button on the 
panel that opens it. then swim to the 
bottom of the pool to find it 

@ Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
Throw the switch near the Red Pass 
Card, lock twice and in the final area just 
go for the adjoining room and pick it up. 

Where the hell is it? 
The Blue Pass Card is in a hole in 

wes 

the level’s boss and a guard. Finally go 
for the portal into another medium-size 
chamber. Then go down 
and exit the level. 5 

the large room 
The Red Pass Card 

is beneath the saw 
The first Machine Chip 
is at the end of the hall 
with the two burners 
The second Machine Chip is dropped by 
a baddie in the central area 
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- 40 Fathoms 

Don't Drown! 

Follow the trail of debris and go to the 
left end of the wrecked ship. Swim 
through the anchor hole and surface in 
a chamber where you can get some air. 
Swim through the opening below you 
and keep going, right, up, left, through 

TOM
B 

RAI
DER

 2 
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The Burners 
More burners on timers. Find the dark 

° corridor, climb through the ceiling and 
throw the switch. Retrace your steps and 
turn-right at the end of the corridor: 
Make-another right then go through the 
door you opened. Go through and 
throw the switch there. This turns off the 
flames’ in.the other. corridor for a limited 
time. Run down the ‘burner corridor.and 
throw the-switch’on-the left to open 
another door. This allows you to escape 
before'the burners kick back in. Now 
continue until you reach ‘some water, The 
door opened by that third switch is at 
the end, to the left, This’switch turns off 
the’burners for much longer. 

The idea is that you:can hit the first 
switch, thenthe’sécond, then the third 
and then hotfoot it back to the first 
switch, hit it again and then make it out 
of the burner corridor,once and for all 
without being fried. In practice though 
you'll get caught, perhaps sacrificing a 
Medi Pack ‘or two, before dousing the 
flames in thewater at the end. Ho hum. 

  

z ‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ Ale 

10) Jeremy Smith is Core Design's Managing 
Director and he can't help blabbing his mouth off 

about Core’s top secret plans ‘cos he’s so excitable 
and child-like. Apparently there will be a Tomb Raider 

2.5 expansion disc in ‘98 featuring six levels and a 
new Tomb Raider-style game with a male 

hero! Someone gag that man! as 
e         

  

     

‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

11) Core Design are based in Derby. 
Derby is rubbish. FACT! =x 
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    ‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

12) Whatever Eidos paid for Core 
Design it wasn't enough. 

DOUBLE FACT! 

   

      

  

Fishy Fish! 
In the water you'll. get to try out your 
harpoon gun before going up through 
the chambers. There's a switch in the 
third — throw it then swim back down to 
the bottom to throw another switch that 
opens the hatch all the way back in the 
uppermost chamber. Tricky. 

At the top climb out and run down 
the corridor. Drop into the room full of 
debris then through the hole and into the 
next room. Move the box there to below 
the corridor then climb up and throw the 
switch causing the junk from above to 
fall through the ceiling. You can now get 
at two holes in the ceiling and a 
doorway high on the farthest wall from 
the switch. Climb through the hole to 
the right and make your way along the 
left wall, and into.the opening above. 

Throw the switch then drop ‘back down 
into the lower chamber and make your 
way up through the second ceiling 
hole. Stay against the right wall this 
time and climb onto a flat rock. Leap 
from this onto another and then 
through yet another hole in the 

ceiling. 

  

  

copped it; hang and drop through and 
claim the goodies. Climb to a low box 
then leap to a higher one, through a 
hole to the next chamber. 

another hole, left and to 

a switch by the last 
massive metal beam on 
the left, near the floor. 

Pull it to open a door on the floor behind 
you. Go through it: 

Through the hole in the floor, go 
left, and through a'hole in the ceiling. 
Haul up onto a floating box then, from 
there go for the boxes on the right and 
through the hole below them. Climb out 
of the water and head right: Throw the 
switch at the end of the corridor then 
return to the outer area and climb the 
boxes into the next room. Make your 
way down to floor level then go right 

and kill the bad guy. The first secret is 
around here too. Move towards the 
trapdoor here, being careful to kill as 
many of the baddies as you can before 
you_actually drop through and confront 
them face to face. When they've 

  

    
   

   



Throw the switch then descend back 
down into the lowest chamber and 
through the door high on the wall. 
Follow the tunnel to its end where you 
should tempt the diver to attack. Climb 
out and shoot the beggar.’ Swim through 
the tunnel and clamber out quickly. to 
take care of the guard and boss who 
are shooting you. Steal all their stuff 
then throw the switch to open the level’s 
exit. 

@ Secret 
1: Stone 

Dragon 
Easy one. The Stone 
Dragon is in plain sight in 
the room with the differently 
coloured tiles on the floor. The trick is 

not stepping on the four odd-coloured 
tiles in the centre of the room and falling 
through the trapdoor. 

] 

@ Secret 2: Jade Dragon 
Just as you happen across the Burner | 
puzzle turn left and find a switch on the 
wall. Throw it then quickly run and jump 
through a door near the portal windows. 
Take care of the sea monsters you find 
and retrieve the Jade Dragon from the 
sea bed. 

@ Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
It's in a small underwater alcove near 
the second deeper switch where you 
have to swim between two switches in 
two different chambers. Get your breath 
then dive down and find it 

Where the hell is it? 
No objects here, just a lot of switches 
and cunning traps. 

          

- Wreck of the 

Maria Doria 

Follow the underwater passage, and 

pull-up to the ledge. Collect the large 
Medi Pack, slide down the slope then 
hang and drop to the collapsible 
flooring. When you land take care of 

the bad guys then find a 

  

    
   

    

movable box. Pull it out, revealing two 
others, then pull and push the first box 
all the way back into the short hallway 
nearby. Now you.can_ pull then push the 
second box far enough out of the way 
that you can also pull then push the 
third box to.reveal.two passageways. 
The hall on the left leads to the rest 
room, the one on the right to the huge, 
overturned ballroom. Go right first: 

The Rest Room Key 

  

Take out-the three.guards then beware 
of the-ramp; which:obscures damaging 
debris from.your. field of view. Kill the 
guard on'the'second level then look to 
the right, toward the far end of the wall 
where yu entered: Travel around the 
hole where there’s no-glass on the floor, 
and stand ‘close tothe edge: Take one 
step*back ‘and'run forward into the hole 
where you should land. on a ledge 
below. Down.a short passageway from 
heré you'll:find the Rest Room key. After 
this, run and jump to grab the edge of 
the hole and haul yourself back out. 

Rest Room Switches 
Leap over a‘chair and. use the. Rest 
Room key ‘in the lock. When you push 
the button behind the door, the double 
doors on the opposite side of the room 
open, releasing another baddie. Kill him 
then. hit the button-behind the double 
doors to open the door onthe 
ballroom’s second level. Finally, go: back 

tothe first button and press‘it 
just one more time. This will 
make sure that the double 
doors,are closed again. 

Circuit Breaker. 

Return to the ballroom and use the ramp 
on the right to get up to the second 
level. To reach the door drop and grab 
the walkway’s edge then shuffle left. 
When the coasts clear run and jump 
forwards to find the circuit breaker. 
Now go through the door. 

The Rusty Key 
Through: the ballroom door are five 
more doors. The first one on the left 
leads to.an empty.room. The other 
across from that requires the Rusty 
Key. Down. the hallway, spin the 
wheel-and open the door to the right. 
Go through and drop to the floor 
then move the box so as to reach the 
switch on the wall. Throw. it then pull 
the box at that level out to reach-the 
open door. Go though and keep 
going through a large room and up 
a ramp. Take care of the guard 
there then continue and find a 

moveable box on the floor. Pull the box 

   

   

toward the switch high on the wall and 
pick up the Rusty Key-that was beneath 
it. Now push the box over and throw the 
switch to return to the hallway with the 
five doors. Find the lock and use your 
Rusty Key: Missus. 

More Circuit Breakers 
Go through the Rusty Key door and 
drop to the floor and move the box 
there, allowing you to pull out the higher 
box. After pulling that first box into 
position, push the one behind it, 

.-fevealing.a. hallway. on:your:right. 
Ahead; four breakable floor panels © 

await. Stupid:thoughsit may sound, run 
round them, -breaking them, and return 

to your (fart position: That Way. you 
wont gét scuppered by'a barrel trap. 
Go past where the.barrels came from, 
round the corner to the:leftand kill 
the guard. 

In the room ‘with the 
grated flooring, there’s.a 
sealed door ‘on the right. 
An apparently dead? 
end room lies 
through the 
doorway atthe 
far end of the 
chamber. Drop 
down to the top 
of the beat Near. the ladder, 
beneath the'water, is a timer 
switch that opens the sealed 
door above:Climb quickly 
back onto:the. boat;*jump 
and pull yourself Up fo"get 
out-of the hole; and’ get 
through the door before it 
closes. Throw the switch 
inside the door to lock the portal open. 

Now you have to leap between the 
two sliding sections until the deathly 
hatch below you-closes. Then you can 
jump and haul yourself into the opening 
above. The switch inside opens a wall 
section in the dead-end area past the 
boat chamber. Beyond this false wall; 
kill the two thugs and find the button to 
the left. Hit the button and pelt around 
the room then jump through the open 
trapdoor. Through here lies the second 
Circuit Breaker to the right. 

Hit the button on the wall and, in 

the process, stand on a bit of floor that 
opens the exit. Drop though back ito the 
beat and go through the door. In the 
hallway you'll find some closed double 
doors and the third Circuit Breaker. We 
hardly ‘need to tell you to make sure that 
you pick it up. 

Circuit Breaking 

  

With all three in your possession go 
back.to the. rest.room,.through. the 
trapdoor, waste the baddies and steal 
their stuff. Head back fo the pool, jump 
into the water by the far corner and 
swim through the passageway you'll 
find there. Throw a lever at the bottom 
of the tall silo leading up-to the escape 
hatch. In the room at the top kill three 
bad guys then plug your three Circuit 
Breakers into the sockets here. Job done, 
yank the block over to the opening 

  

      
    

    

   

   
   
        

    

above and climb up, toasting a guard in 
the process. Hit the switch there, 
releasing the water, then jump across 
the water pipes. 

The Cabin Key 
Cross the corridor, into the water and 
round the. corner. Grab the harpoons 
then go down the dark corridor to the 
left. The cabin door is here. Remember 
it. Turn left at the windows and find a 
trapdoor and a switch. Throw the switch 
then run back past the window to get 
through:the:door-before it closes. Once 
in the room push the block’dnd find a 
switch. Hitif to Open’ that trapdoor then 
return, back»past the. window again and 
through theltrap door into.the sea. Swim 
with the hull to. your right to find the 
Cabin Key. : 

Back to'the Cabin 
Got-the key?.Go back 

to the Cabin door (the 
ee) one with the keyhole) 

and'Use.it, Throw 
the switch ‘inside 
to Open-the 

frapdoor then leave 
the.cabin and head 

lefts Drop’ through.this 
Open trapdoor and:push 

the crate until-you can climb 
onto it dnd throw the switch. 
Now go Back inside the 

room to see that a trapdé6r has 
opened in the ceiling. Pull up and 

follow the hallway, wasting anyone 
theré and finda hole you can drop 
through to the floor below. Find the 
edge of the pool and slide in. Toast the 
divers (or just dodge them) and hunt for 
a barrel on the sea bed. Swim down the 
tunnel behind it to finish the level. 

@ Secret 
1: Stone 

Dragon 
After moving the boxes 
to expose the two 
passageways look for a hole 
in the ceiling. Pull up, kill the guards and 
look down into a hole to find it 

@ Secret 2: Jade Dragon 
After destroying those four breakable 
tiles (and dodging the barrels), jump up 
into the sloped shaft. Watch out for a 
final barrel and grab the Jade Dragon. 

@ Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
Grab the Cabin Key then swim around a 
rock pile, heading left. Find the tunnel 
entrance here and the cave which 
contains the Gold Dragon is across from 
the tunnel entrance. Inside, stay to the 
right and find an opening above. Climb 
out here to find the Gold Dragon. It's a 
long way back to the ship from this point 
though so swim quickly! 

Where the hell is it? 
The first Circuit Breaker is on a ledge in 
the ballroom. The second Circuit Breaker 
is on the lower floor of the pool room. 
The third Circuit Breaker is the hall near 
the rest room. 
The Rusty Key which can be found under 
a hox in the ballroom. 
The Cabin Key is underwater and located 
beneath the hull. 
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   ‘Interesting Lara Fact! , 

13) Core have made two games since the 

    

original Tomb Raider, one, Swagman, was 

rubbish and the second, Fighting Force, was: 
rubbish too! But they're releasing the decidedly 

     

  

choicer Ninja early in ‘98. 
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‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

14) Everyone thinks that we've forgotten 

the one on the left. Now — quickly again 
— leap to the platforms and. shuffle along 
their edge, hauling up in front of 
another switch before the platforms 
move and you cop it. Throw the switch 
(opening a pair of trapdoors) then 

backtrack to the main room.and go-to 
the slopes. 

The Theatre Key 

*_ about the Lara Croft single. We haven't! Go on, ¢ ~ 

release it! We could do with a laugh. It 
must be bloody awful! 

=~ 

‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

15) Lara gets in the papers all the time because tired 
fleet street hacks couldn‘ fill pages and large 

dumplings always go down a treat over 

  

  

    

    

       - Living Quarters 

Thwart the Pisto       ns 

Take a left and throw the swifch you find 
there to enter the now open frapdoors. 
Make your way across'the large room, 
taking care of the baddie’on the way 
and have a‘gander at the huge pistons 
near here while you're about it. Find 
and leap onto the flat bit of scenery at 
the far end of the room. Remember that 
switch there and use the walkway to 
ctoss the room and go through the door 
on the other side. 

Drop down into the hallway at the 
end of the passage and take care of the 
two guards there. At the end of this hall 
dodge the barrels and toast another 
guard before climbing the ramp, 
leaping to find a ledge and shuffling 
past the burners to a waiting switch. 

Phew. This switch turns off the 
Fs, burners then turn 
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left and climb. up to 
another hallway. The 
switch that controls the 
pistons is here. Throw 
it, go on! 

Find.an_alcove nearby and fall 
down the hole in the floor, handily 
reappearing by the pistons. Jump 
forward and grab the nearest piston 
then make your way along the piston 
tops, backing up a couple of steps and 
then jumping forward to hit the central 
low one. At the end, waste a couple of 

guards and nip down the hall. 

Drowning the Burners 

  

Find and push a box at the end of the 
hall. Go through the gap and find a 
second box. Push the first box twice to 
reveal another passage to the left then 
push the second box. Now that the 
openings are clear, fall through the hole 
in the floor and throw that piston switch 
again, changing their positions once 
more. Climb back up and return to the 
pistons, crossing them and at the end 

and leaping right to reach the ledge 
with the switch. Throw this one to fill the 
burner room. 

Swim for Your Life! 

the breakfast table. 

    
Go back fo the burners and look high 
up on the right after the first hall to find 
a lever. Pull it and nip through the door 
it opens — watch out for the diver. Keep 
going, through a cave entrance and 
eventually-you'll spot a.switch ahead. 
Unfortunately it’s guarded by a giant 
eel. Swim past, hit the switch and return, 
dodging the ee! again and just after the 
cave entrance head’ up to'emerge 
through an open trapdoor. 

  

Kill the guard above you and throw the 
switch on the catwalk — go through the 
door it opens. See the two switches? 

Throw the one on the right then, quickly, 
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Jump onto the slope below the 
trapdoors, then backwards to the other 
and finally up to the ledge above and 
haul yourself up. Tricky. Continue along 
the walkway, shifting the crate out of the 
way, and climb onto the high central 
beam. Follow the duct on the other side, 
and leap to the opening in the wall. In 
the hallway take care of a bad guy. Go 
straight ahead then turn right, slide 
down the slope (mind the collapsing 
floor tiles) and. kill the nasty fishy thing. 

Once in the room with the sloping 
floor go through the:narrow gap then 
stand facing the’platform opposite and 
run and jump.and grab it. Shuffle right 
and haul yourself up. Drop down in the 
hall and:continue through the passage, 
killing the guards above you, then below 
you, on the way. Shift the block out of 
the way and continue left. Don’t try to 
make that jump to the door, instead 
drop into the pit and shift the crate to 
the left to find the Theatre Key. Move the 
other block to expose a passageway, go 
through and then use the key to open 
the doors. 

Deal with the bad guys inside and 
head for the stage. Throw the switch in 
the box at the stage’s side.and move the 
curtain to reveal — although still in total 
darkness — a button. Hit if to flood the 
pit outside. Cross it, and through the 
now reachable door on the other side. 

© Secret 
1: The Stone 

Dragon 
Cross the pistons (the 
first time) and it's on a 
jumpable ledge to the right. 

© Secret 2: Gold Dragon 
The Gold Dragon lies below the glass at 
the end of the hallway in the upper area. 

Jump forward and pull up then fall 
through the collapsible floor and step 
carefully through the glass, jumping up 
to the ledge to escape. 

@ Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
Remember the fish in the shallow pool? 
There's a collapsible floor tile in one 
corner. Go through (avoiding another 
fish) and then swim through the 

passage to find it 

Where the hell is it? 
The Theatre Key is under a box 

in the pit. Ahhh!



  

The Grenade Launcher! 

  

Kill the Flamthrower-toting bloke and his 
mate then make your way around to’the 

* other side of the building. There, to the 
right as you came out of the corridor, 
you'll find the Grenade Launcher. 

~The Stern Key 

  

Go back 46 the level start and jump inte 
the pool. Mind the fish then climb out on 
the landing and follow the wall to find 
the Stern Key. Dive back into the water 
and turn to-face the hull then swim left 
and down through an‘opening in the 
rock. Head right then left and:then up to 
dry land. Kill the bad guys then have a 
butchers at the boxes. 

~The Cabin Key    
Push the box closest to you, climb onto 
it, and pushithe top box. Next, return’to 
the first box.and_pull then push it 
towards the ledge that the Flamethrower 
bloke protected. Now’move-the' box 
formerly beneath the top one to find a 
door. Use your key and nip through. 
Swim-down and find @’ switch on the 
wall to the right. Pull it to open the end 
then double back there to throw a 
switch, ready fora rig boss, and the 

area beyond the Stern Key door drains. 
Pull the box: out to reveal-a-tunnel that 
takes you-past'the propeller. 

Through there find the raft and kill 
the guard and the two divers in the } 
pool. Turn to face the rock then. head left 
fo find a low underwater tunnel. Leap. —_| 
in, mind the fish and climb ashore. 

Follow the tunnel, ignoring the branch to. | 

the left and sticking to the main 
passage. Grab and use the Large Medi _ | 
Pack here. This will top your health right 
back up once again. Be in no doubt that 
if you don’t take this opportunity of 
getting a bit of a pick-me-up you'll have | 
little-or no hope of surviving the next 
part. You then need to drop through the | 
hole there to the raft below. Hang and 
drop from the low end and get the 
Cabin key before returning to the 
tunnels and taking that left turn. 

The Storage Key 

Go through to the upper deck. Note the 
two facing doors, as well as the lone 
sealed one, left as you emerge from the 
tunnel. Grab the grenades from the hole 
on the’far side of the deck then go for 
the tunnel opening in the rock wall. 
Drop'to the deck level near the pool and 
kill the baddies there. Grab the ammo 
(and Gold Dragon if you like) which are 
secreted around and have a good 
butchers. Look at the deck below the 
pool,,it’s split into two sections. Run and 
jump to the platform above the rock- 
strewn side then on fo a white walkway 
above it. From’here go to the highest 
point then leap to the orange slope and 
go right until you‘re above the boxes. 
See the:crack in the wall? You can hang 
then quickly drop and grab to get ata 
rack inthe orange surface. Shuffle left 
dnd pull up then a running jump will get 
you into the rockcave. Follow the 
tunnel, jumping forward diagonally up 
the platforms in the sloped area and get 
ready for bad guys. When you emerge, 
leap up to the rooftop across the way. 
Crossthe ‘roof and bear left, jumping the 
alley to-find’a trap door. Go through, 
toast the baddie, grab the ammo’and 
go through the self-opening door. Move 
the box-and throw the switch that you 
find. This opens a door on the upper 
deck..Go there-and-use the Cabin Key 
to find a room with a button fo push 
(mind. the collapsing floor tiles). Go 
through the door it opens (mind the bad 
guy) and up the steps. Keep going, 
hauling fo a couple of ledges at the 
dead end, until you spot the Storage 
Key'on the ship below. 

Drop down ‘and grab it.then make 
your way to-the front of-the. ship. Take 
care of'a' pair of Flamethrower blokes 
and keep going until you find'a-door to 
a shed. Use the Storage Key and grab 
The Seraph inside. 

While on the shore by 
the boxes, turn to face the 
raft then swim down and left to 
find the Stone Dragon at the bottom. 

© Secret 2: Gold Dragon 
After dropping to deck level have a swim 
around the pool. A false tile hides both a 
diver and the Gold Dragon. 

@ Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
Remember that white walkway? The Jade 
Dragon lies in a cave to the right. Jump to 
the left of this opening to grab a ledge then 
shuffle right and pull up to get in. When 
exiting make sure you clear the glass! 

Where the hell is it? 
The Stern Key is on a ledge located near 
the fishy pool. 
The Cabin Key, however, can be found on 
the life raft. 
While the Storage Key is at the top of the 
middle of the ship's deck.     

   
   

    

Brrr. \Nippy out, innit? Blast the eagles 
and head right, following the track. 
Slide down the slop when you must leap 
the first set of Snowballs which roll in 
then shelter from the. second in an 
alcove onthe left. When you think 
you've reached.a dead-end you can do 
a running jump, smashing through the 
sheet of ice there. The moment you land 
leap to the right to find a safe footing: 
Follow this: path fo a: gorge, waste 
another eagle and spot the snowmobile. 

Don’t jump to it! Instead turn 
around and'dangle from the ledge 
where you emerged and drop in front of 
the passage where you camé.out. You'll 
hit another ledge and startto slide, so 
grab.before-you-go over the side. Look 
below to see a-caye. opening. Drop 
down to the landing andigo inside (a 
ladder allows you: toxclimb back up if 
you miss it). Follow the passage inside 
the cave (avoiding the falling stalactites) 
and go for the pathway down and left. 
Go across the stalactite-packed pool 
then out onto a ledge at one end of the 
gorge. Stick to the left and run/jump 
forward fo a low ledge on the side of 
the gorge where you first emerged. 
From there, you can run/jump forward 
to a ledge on the side nearest the hut. 
Grab the large Medi Pack and climb the 
cliff, wasting a bad guy at the top"and 
find the snowmobile. 

Evil Kenival! 

  

Climb onto the snowmobile and face 
the shack. Now go through the cave to 
the right and eventually you'll find a 
valley filled with ramps. Make your way 
to the centre to find a large, long one. 
Use this (plus a press of the ® button for 
a turbo) to clear the walkway then head 
left to find a blocked cave entrance: 
Head left again and climb off the 
bike and walk up to the top of the 
ramp. Turn right then jump into the 
snowy corridor there and waste 
the snow leopards before pushing 
and pulling the blocks out of the 
way. Job done, return to the bike 
and use it and the ramps to jump 
the various gaps to get back to 
and through the cave you’ve just 
cleared. Saving your game after the 
jump is a very wise move ‘cos it's 
dead hard. 

Use the ramp in the cave to 
jump the chasm then on the next 
bumpy ramp head left to find a 

     

    

path there. When you reach a small pit 
climb off and check out the path to the 
right. Grab the grenades and climb the 
ladder to find a switch. Throw it to open 
the gate ahead. Get back fo your bike 
and, flattening the bad guys, fly through 
the gate and down the slope before 
hitting turbo on the large ramp there 
and.clearing.a-huge gap. 

The Drawbridge 
Enter aicave to the left then take it easy 
as snowballs will ‘attack’ from the right. 
Just keep edging forward 4 little to 
trigger them harmlessly ahead of you. 
Do as many:as you can like this then 
pelt across the slope and go for the end 
of the:caver Take:a'left and go down the 
tunnel fo find a doorway on the right. 
Dismount and go though on foot. To the 
left there's a’switch. Throw. it then go 
through and jump diagonally right, 
landing at the edge of the chasm. Head 
off the ice ladder; jumping onto it then 
sliding off and.grabbing the ledge on 
the way. Drop ‘down and grab-again 
then haul'up afd'find thé Drawbridge 
Key. Follow the path, thwarting baddies 
on the way, to & switch. and a gate. 
Once again, open it up and go through 
to see the big jump you did’ earlier. 
Drop out of the hole-and climb Up to the 
top where you'll.find your bike again. 

Use the key to lower the 
drawbridge. Cross it then pelt past the 
snowballs and jump the chasm to the 
left. This’ll lead you fo the area at the 
bottom, where the snowballs have. 
handily exposed the Hut Key. Get off the 
bike and take the key, then quickly get 
back’on the bike and escap the-boss 
that chases after you on his own 
souped-up snowmobile: Go back the 
way you came —~ the boss’ll: give. up after 
the big jump — and go back to. the hut, 
leaving the snowmobile behind when 
you must. 

  

The Snowmobile Chase 
Inside the hut throw the switch, releasing 
three baddies. Kill them then enter the 
gate. Make your way to the end here, 
wasting another boss-type-and stealing 
his ace, gun-equipped snowmobile! Stay 
to the left and do battle with two more 
snowmobile attackers. Try to separate 
them, allowing you to do them in one at 
a time. 

Finally push the block at the end of 
the valley and go through the gap it 

opens. Kill the bad guys and go to the 
cliff edge. Go to the right side then drop 
down, making your way down to the 
river below. Alternatively ride your 
snowmobile off the cliff and Lara will 

automatically dive for safety. 
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explodes. Neat. At the left-hand side 
haul out and go through the tunnel to 
leave the level. 

@ Secret 
1; Stone 

Dragon 
By the hut on a ledge 
to the right of the sealed 
cave entrance. 

@ Secret 2: Jade Dragon 
After flattening the bad guys don't make 

the big jump. Walk right and perform a 

running jump over the ledge to find it. 

@ Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
Get your super-snowmobile and before 
doing battle with the two bosses, an ice 

ladder leads down a hole. Down at the 
bottom lies the Gold Dragon. Jump left at 
the bottom to dodge a sneaky snowball. 

Where the hell is it? 
The Drawbridge Key is in a cave below 
the slope with the snowballs. 
The Hut Key can be found in the snow 

after the ball-related avalanche. 

- Barkhang Monastry 

Fight! Fight! Fight!     
Waste the threats then explore the cave. 
The monastery is up the ladder opposite 
the large double doors in that first open 
area. Mind the crows as you ¢limb and 
jump right to.a flat bit. From there jump 
to a sliding platform and get a handhold 
on the crack below. Grab“and hang then 
shuffle left and haul up. Go through the 
windows here then, minding the monk 
before continuing. In a touch of the 
Resident Evils a baddie smashes through 
a window here. Kill him and grab the 
grenades from the ledge outside before 
doubling back to the monk’s hallway. 
Incidentally, the door on the right opens 
onto a room with another locked portal, 
this one requiring the Rooftops Key. Go 
for the doorway on the left. 

The Hall Key 

Bo 

      

   

  

When you approach the first opening 
on the left in the Monk’s hall, run past 
the him and he'll take out the bad guy 
behind you. Go back to the room and 
climb the ladder to the walkway above 
the monastery’s central chamber to get 
the Main Hall Key. Continue around and 
follow the path. Watch out for rolling 

. the edge of the 

     
        

boulders and. find 
one to push. A 
pool is nearby so 
dive in but watch 
out for the current 

here. Swim toward 

depression once you're pulled inside. 
/ Then angle across to find an underwater 

passage. Follow it to a drop to a pool 
far below. Strike a flare in the hallway, 

proceed carefully past the doors then 
climb the ladder. Kill the baddies and 
move the blocks to reveal the exit. 
Through there you'll find the first of the 
five Prayer Wheels. Take it — igniting the 
burners which are easily leapable, then 
push and pull the blocks out of the way 
to reveal your way back to the 
Monastery. In the main hall use the (wait 

for if...) Main Hall Key on those ‘double 
doors. 

The Keys 
There is an exit to your left and two to 
your right. Take the first door on your 
right as you entered the area from the 

main hall. Pass through the first room to 
discover a hallway at the back, on thé 
left. Leap over the blade trap and get.the 
Strongroom Key from the monk through 

the. door on the 
left side of the 
long hall. Go 
back out into 
the main hall 
and back down 

the corridor. Turn left at the end and 
unlock the door to find the Rooftops Key. 
Take it to the doorway on the right of the 
main corridor. Miss the rolling blades by 
keeping to the left wall and then run 
across when the most distant roller 
reverses back toward the far end of the 
room. Use the key on the door at.the far 
left side. Go through it. 

The Gems 

  

Look behind the first golden calf statues 
to find a switch that shuts down the 
burners in the long adjacent hall. Af the 
end, on the right, is a large ornate door 
that opens only when you place one of 
two gemstones ina nearby socket. Enter 
the door halfway down the hall; on the 
left and quickly climb the ladder to the 
right, missing all the action below. Throw 
the switch in the courtyard to open two 
trapdoors in the floor. Go through and 
smash the case to get them both. Throw 

the switch around the 

4 ‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 

18) Lara's new, swinging ponytail in Tomb 
Raider 2 is FALSE. Her real and much stiffer 
one as seen in the original Tomb Raider hair 

=» was burnt to a crisp in a horrific wok 

accident. - 

    bm corner, and place 

one of the 
gemstones in the 
socket between 

the second set of 
golden calves. A 

door behind you will 
open. Go through and pull the box 

to find the second Prayer Wheel then, 
back in the area near the statue, go 
through the doorway near where you 
went for the Strongroom Key to discover 
a ladder leading up. 

Run and leap up fo the statue's 
hand then go up to the other hand and 
onto the statue’s head. Cross the"hedd:to 
yet another hand, and then on to a small 

high up alcove: Use the second 
gemstone here to open a trapdoor in the 
room below the statue. Now go for the 
wide hallway that leads from near the 
statue’s. base. 

   
     

   

  

      

More Prayer Wheels? 
Head for the room on the right and pull 
the box there twice, moving it between 

the barrels. Move the next box in line to 
reveal some Automatic pistol ammo. 
Arrange the floor level boxes so that the 
upper one can be moved to expose 
some harpoons. When you're done, go 
back to the wide hallway and turn right 
then take the first left into a large water- 
filled room. The second secret is here. 

Go back and drop through the 
trapdoor beneath the statue. Follow the 
path and throw the switch you find to 
open a nearby door. Inside the small 
room, push the box across the steam to 
drain the room outside. Finally, push the 
box on the ledge to find.the third-of the 
Prayer Wheels. 

The Trapdoor Key 
Go from the statue*to’thevend:of the 
room and left through a room then 
through a hall. A lit burner is ahead, 

though when you get close it goes out. 
Jump over and follow the tunnel below, 
avoiding the swinging spikes.”A little 
way down turn around and pull up to 
the ledge there. Wait for the bladed 
wheel to roll past before going left, and 
jump across the hole in the floor, The 
burner in front of you will go out, so you 
run into the next tunnel unscathed. Once 
there, pull up to the ledge on the right, 
as, the wheel rolls past and run into the 
room to find the Trapdoor Key. 

Next go down the-hallway past the 
Trapdoor Key room. That drops you 
back into the room you drained earlier 
where you can climb out to the left and 
head back to the main hall. Use the 
Trapdoor Key in the keyhole to the left of 
the statue. 

The Final Prayer Wheels 
Go down the trapdoor, then 

along till you pull up into a 

room and find the switch 
there. Ignore it for now, 
instead go right through the 
doorway, up the slope to the 
rocky clearing. Climb the 

ladder to the left and, killing a 

    
   

guard and an eagle, cross the rope 
bridge. Use the ledges on the building 
there to climb it and grab the fourth one 
from inside. Now go back to the statue. 

Go past the room with the boxes 
. you moved, there’s a hallway with a 

trapdoor. Run across the trapdoor and 
grab as you start to fall to catch one of 
the long ladders on either side. Go right 
and then left to find a stairway leading 
up to.a window. Save your game here. 
Go through the window and escape the 
throng of baddies before throwing the 
switch on the wall to let the monks get 
into the action. Close the door behind 
them then follow the long laddets'to find 
the fifth Prayer Wheel. At last, go back 
to the Statue and round to the left. 

Use the Wheels in the holes to open 
the big doors then. climb the ramp and 
use the Seraph to. exit. 

@ Secret 
1: Gold 

Dragon 
In a nook behind the 
statue. Leap forward up 
the ramp, and then pull up. 

@ Secret 2: Stone Dragon 
Enter the water-filled room and swim to 
the far wall, past the ladder and look up 
to the left. It's in the opening there. 

@ Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
Once you've nabbed the Trapdoor Key 
turn around and, avoiding the blades 
enter a short passage to the left. Dodge 
the door traps here and you'll find the 
Jade Dragon at the end. 

Where the hell is it? 
The Main Hall Key is on the platform 
above the statue. The Strongroom Key is 
through the door to the right, facing the 
statue. The Rooftops Key is in the 
strongroom. The Trapdoor Key can be 
found after the tricks and traps. The first 
Gem is in a smashable case through the 
trapdoor. The second Gem is ina 
smashable case through the trapdoor. 
The first Prayer Wheel is beyond the pool 
with the current. The second Prayer 
Wheel is in the room opened by the Gem 
The third Prayer Wheel is behind a box in 
the waterlogged room. The fourth is on 
the path beyond the trapdoor. 
The fifth Prayer Wheel is up the stairs 
and through 
the 
window. 
   

       

    



- Catacombs of Talion 

    

Mind the icicles and go through the 
door then drop down. Kill the Yeti and 
drop down into the bottom room where 
you'll find a switch. Throw it then climb 
the ladder and slide and jump 
backward to make the ledge. Waste the 
leopard while you're about it. Phew. 
There are more of those pesky stalactites 
here so be.careful. At the bottom of the 
stairs enter a room with a pool’and.go 
to the far side; dodging the two baddies 
and perhaps a leopard that emerge. Go 
through:the door. to get the small Medi 
Pack then run up the snowball slope and 
jump out of the way when the snowball 
comes for-you. Jump to a ledge to the 
right then. cross the collapsible floor and 
climb the ladder. A neat backflip at the 
top Will see you landing by a switch 
which raises the cage and allows you to 
get the first Tibetan Mask. This drains 
and opens the pool. Go down, avoiding 
the spikes; and place the mask in the 
hole near the gate. Mind the snowballs 
again and kill four leopards. Job done, 
go to the right of where the snowballs 
came from to find a ladder to a ledge, 
past a door that you'll need a second 
Tibetan Mask to’open. Get the grenades 
from the ledge above before leaping 
from the closest block to a crack in the 
wall back a short way. 

More bloody leopards. Don’t forget 
those behind the glacier either. Go 
towards it, turn lef-and climb a high 

rock wall. Explore the dark pool there to 
find the second Tibetan Mask. Return to 

» that ledge that held the grenades, killing 
» the reinforcements that have arrived and 

place the second Mask in position. 

Yetis on the Rampage! 

The second Mask opens a door. Go 
through and use a flare or two      

what you’re doing. Walk around, 
jumping the gaps until you find.a switch. 
This turns on the lights and releases the 
Yetis. Erk. Climb onto the block and kill 
them all before moving the block 
beneath the first gate by the switch. 
Enter another gate where the Yetis came 
from and throw the switch. The block 
(and this is clever...) will prevent you 
from becoming trapped: 

Leave the building and go up the 
first section of walkway and continue 
through the opening as the snowballs 
roll toward you. Just through the rock 
opening, at the beginning of the second 
section of rope bridge, turn hard left to 
finda small safe section to wait on until 
the coast’s clear. Keep going to find a 
collapsed: bridge which acts as a ladder. 
Leap fo.it then climb’ up and jump into 

the pool.’ Dodge the fish and swim 
ashore. Climb the block near the sealed 
doorand run/jump forward/grab to 
catch the bottom’ of the ladder. At the 
top of the climb, jump backward to hit a 
ledge. and find the switch that opens the 
door. Go through and be ready for the 
leopard which attacks from the left. 
Another switch lies within. This opens 
the large doors near to where you found 
the first Mask. Hang and drop from the 
glacier to get back there. 

Through the Doors 

  

This is the next section of the level. Run 
and jump over thé pit and take care of 
the leopards. Drop down.and grab the 
hoard of useful-bits and whatsits from 
the corner'then throw the switch and 
leave via the door. Trip the snowball 
trap above by jumping onto, then 
jumping off the’slope and go through 
the door = they. handily smash open. 

Go through and locate-the two 
floor panels. Run across the first one 
and after triggering the second leap to 
the door that’s now open ahead. Leap 
the spikes inside and pelt through the 
next door. It might take you a few goes, 
this bit. When youve done it jump to 
the ladder, climb down and you'll have 
finished the level. 

        

  

‘Interesting Lara Fact!’ 
   

    

© Secret 
1: Stone 

Dragon 
Right at the start, in 
the second room you 
enter grab the crack to the 
left and shuffle right. Haul up when you 
can to find it plus some lovely flares. 

© Secret 2: Jade Dragon 
After climbing the glacier and swimming 
in the pool go for the platform by its side 
then turn around to find a ladder. Climb 
up and go right then drop onto the sliding 
platform. Jump to make it to an opposite 
platform then jump back to a flat area 
which holds the Jade Dragon. Jump 
forward and grab the ladder to exit. 

@ Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
In the room with the spikes climb the 
wall to the left and it's located on a ledge 
at the top. 

Where the hell is it? 
The first Tibetan Mask is in the.cage 
above the pool. 

The second Tibetan Mask is in the pool 
below the glacier. 

- Ice 

Palace 

  

Shoot the Bells 
Shoot the bell-to open the door. Go 
through and avoid the springboards. 
Find the one below the slot in the 
ceiling. You must now jump onto the 
springboard and shoot the bell opposite: 
Your bell-ringing opened one of two 
gates. To get the other, find the two- 
square-wide pad and run onto it in the 
direction of the exit gates: Grab the 
ledge high above and haul yourself up. 
Hit the switch (releasing the Yetis) and 
grab the Uzi ammo. Fall back down:a 
level and kill the Yetis from there. Also 
here is an open cage which you can 
pass through, grabbing some goodies 
and finding another switch. Throw it to 
create another ledge. Jump and haul 
onto it then, from here you must shoot 
another bell then drop down to the 
sloping ledge below to return to ground 
level. Go through the pair of open gates 
and go left then run towards another 
springboard and grab a ledge above. 
Try to pull up, then, as soon as you're 
stood on the slope, hit jump to backflip 
to another. Keep doing this, holding 
right at the same time to work your way 
along the room. Eventually, you'll see a 
bell. Shoot it then hold left and come all 

the way back again to get toa flat 

area and a now open gate. 

   The Mask and Hammer 

guard in the room beyond. Then hang 
and drop through into the room below 
from the far crossbeam, thus avoiding 
the spikes below. Fire up a flare when 

you land and grab the ammo and Medi 
Packs here before heading right and 
climbing up to the balcony where you'll 
find the hole for the Tibetan Mask. This 
opens a door nearby which you should 
go through, crossing the bridge and 
getting the flares beside the building. 
Follow the path and find a ledge with a 
switch. Throw this switch to melt the ice, 
then:slide to:ground level and kill the 
two tigers, Enter the water and swim 
down and get the Gong Hammer before 
continuing through to the next chamber 
where you should stay-left.to pop the 
Yeti best. Climb out where you can and 
watch for more stalactites. Take the left 
route to find a’‘Grenade Launcher then 
take the right to find the Ice Palace. 

The Ice Palace 
Enter the door and go left, with some 
snowballs in hot pursuit! Jump.to a 
tunnel down the right-hand side of the 
cave to get fo safety, Go along here 

then dangle and shuffle along left until 
you can jump backwards to aledge 
behind you: Climb the ice wall here and 
enter the cave above. Next slide down 
the slope and drop and grab (then drop 
again) to the Ice Palace.and the gong 
below. Hit the gong with the Gong 
Hammer to open.the doors then 
turn around and slide down to the’left. 

Make your way to the Ice Palace's step 
and enter it. Take the Talion from the 
block. What the Dickens! 

The Guardian of the Talion 
It's the Guardian of the Talion, and he's 
bloody massive! There's a Medi Pack 
and Uzi Ammo in his cave but grenades 
are your best bet here. Use the hut-as 
shelter and keep plugging him. 

@ The 
Guardian of 

| the Talion 
| There’s a Medi Pack 

and ammo in this cave 
but grenades are your best 
bet. Use the hut as shelter . 

© Secret 1: Gold Dragon 
After throwing the switch to make the 
ledge, move a block and use the invisible 
walkway there to reach it 

® Secret 2: Stone Dragon 
It's in the dark passage right of the cave. 
Kill the Yeti, get the flares and light one. 
Jump forward over the ramp to reach it 

© Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
After striking the gong around slide, go 
to the far left corner then leap to a ladder 
and descend. Light a flare and drop to 
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16) Talks are underway with top Hollywood 
movie studios for a Lara movie with Elizabeth 

Hurley (long suffering, perfume-flogging, star totty 
and, like Lara, a firm advocate of unfettered dumpling 

freedom) in the title role. Nice. 

the left to find a switch. Throw it then 
climb back up the ladder and do a back 
somersault to get back to the area with 
the pillars. Head right around the frozen 
pool into the small hut outside the Ice 
Palace. It's in there. 

   

  

   
   

        

   

Climb the ladder, leave it-to 

the left, then leap to reach a 

walkway. Watch for.the Yeti.to 

the left. Take the flares and 
follow the passage, taking out 

the tigers. Take the Tibetan Mask Where the hell is it? 

at treed hip ‘ight iy be The Tibetan Mask is on a block after you 
: climb from the start. 
in rete The Gong Hammer can be found at the 

{ 17) Lara does not wear a T-shirt but a leotard, Follow the path and gounsehay pe sta tas Keo Polat TheGuide 
@ snugly containing her top bits then fastening drop down. Dispose Vou Gait mise ; iB 

discreetly in the gusset with a pair of of the Yeti and the 
press-studs. “ " 

=    



19) Tomb Raider was initially going to be a = 

  

_ > r 

20) The Dagger of Xian is nothing to do with a 
Bob Marley's Iron, Like A Lion in Zion. That's ‘ 

Doom-style first person perspective game until 

it was realised that you wouldn't be able to see 

Lara's arse as she ran about. 

21) Tomb Raider and Tomb Raider 2 have 
sold more copies than you've had peas. 
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cove. (> = Temple of Xian 

Whoa there! 

  

Go for the altar.and allow yourself to 
fall: through the floor and be stupidly 

swept along through’eountless easily 
avéidable traps; slopes and over-a 
waterfall. Finally you'll be able to climb 
ashore with the temple dead ahead: Up 
the steps and around left is another 
springboard. Use it to land on the roof 
then go around and throw the switch 
there. A trapdoor above a ladder opens 

and an eagle attacks. Kill it then hang 
and drop fromthe front of the roof then 
swim across the pool to the ladder. Up 
the ladder, kill the spider and go for the 
large chamber. On the wall below as 
you enter is a ladder, so hang and climb 
down, then drop and grab to the ledge 
below. Beware of another spider as you 

continue down the footpath near 

the lava then 

        

  

we 

Sa 

jump from the edge of 
the walkway to a 
ladder. Climb this to 
emerge in a room full 
of spikes. 

Slides ‘n’ Spikes 

  

Climb the opposite wall as far as you 
can then head right and jump from the 
wall to backflip to.a sliding platform. 
Jump.as soon as you hit therslidey and 
you should land atop the wall in a : 
spike-free zone. Jump onto the platforms 
then run and jump forward from the left- 
hand side of the block, and jump again 
as you start sliding toward a pit of 
spikes. You'll hit another sliding surface. 
Jump again and lean to the right in 
midair. Another sliding slope leads you 
to some grenades then you can haul up 
to the tall block nearby to continue. 
Climb-another block then grab the ledge 
above. Shuffle left and haul up to find a 
switch. Throw it fo open the Temple’s 
doors back by the pool. Now head back 
in that direction. 

Inside the Temple 

Keep clear of the statues and go 
down the passageway to the right. 
Pull up twice then furn right and 

    

something else entirely. 

       

   

  

climb up again. You emerge at the top 
of a-lava-filled cave. Save your game 
before the next sequence of tricky sliding 
jumps. Jump to the first platform and 
slide forward. Jump back again’then 
jump from-néar-the bottom’of the-next 

ramp to hit the following ramp, then 
slide again before jumping. Finally jump 
and grab to make it to a ledge. lt’s'a 
real bugger. Good luek! 

Climb the tall blocks to,head 
around the room’s upper level. A 
running jump will put you into’ the exit 
passage when required. There’sia switch 

at the end but you'll fall through the 
floor before you can reach it. Not to 
worry, there’s another switch here to 

throw but there’s also spikey crushing 
walls..Throw it quickly then fly down the 
passage and through the open door. 
Follow the hallway, dodging the boulder 
then go Up the slope to the top; take a 
left and stand in the alcove next to the 
ramp. Dodge the boulder this triggers 

then go up the ramp and jump up to the 
next to trigger another boulder. Saving 
your game regularly are you? Climb the 
ladder, then the next ladder, then 

emerge into complete darkness. Light a 
flare and:go for the opposite side of the 
room. The exit is there, off floor level 

with a switch to its right. Throw-it and 
kill the tiger before pulling up into the 
opening. 

Drop a pair of flares down the hole 
then turn around and with your back to 
the blades, move all the way left, and 
then drop and grab. Now drop straight 
down, avoiding their edges. Below two 
rolling blades mow a room from corner 
to.corner. The exit lies in the corner 
opposite you, so wait for the blades to 
part, and rush through. You'll emerge in 
the rafters above the room where you 
first entered the Temple. Push the wall 
buttonto the left then turn and jump 
forward along the rafters and through 
before the doors shut. Stick to one side 
of the walkway and watch the shadows 
to avoid being hit here: When you 
reach the far end you'll find a pair of 

    

buttons: Push the button to the right first 
then jump left.and hit that one. Quickly 
turn right slightly and run into the 
hallway, over the collapsing flooring, 
ahead of a rolling ball. Jump, grab and 

pull up at the end to catch a ledge. The 
Dragon Seal is on-a platform beneath 
the huge statue. Get it. 

Now turn right and jump onto a 
platform alongside the head. Climb the 
blocks, taking the ammo and dealing 
with the spider in the dark. Throw the 
switch near another pile of ammo to lay 
a walkway over the lava, then leave 
through the opposite side of the head. 
Hop: along the low platforms above the 
lava then look left, to the centre of the 

room. Run’and jump onto the sliding 
platform there, and jump and grab to 
hang ‘from the irregular block. When 
you pull: up, you'll slide down the other 
side, so'be ready to jump forwards for 
a flat.surface. 

Turn-right arid leap-up to the ledge 
near the wall then run ‘and jump to the 
low. platform to, find another 
springboard, Use-it to be fired up to the 
platforms on.the:ornate surface above. 
Quickly leap off and grab to avoid a 
sneaky boulder. Now jump from 
platform: to: platform upwards until you 
reach a.corridor‘and room at the fop 
left. Pull*the box inside twice then go 
through the gap and throw the switch to 
open a'trapdoor. Drop through and start 
running to. aydid a rolling ball. Take the 
slide to your-let to escape it and 
emerge back in the rafters above the 
temple. Kill the tigers then drop down 

and use the Dragon Seal inthe hole by 
the locked door. 

The Gold Key 

Follow the passage through here, 
dodging the blade, then: take-a slide: 
down into a room with switches on the 
wall. Quickly pull the three thinner, 
green-handled switches fo open the exit 
before you get pulped by the lowering 
ceiling. In the next area, cross the 
platforms to reach a small walkway. 
overlooking a large pool. When you 
dive into the pool, the current prevents 

you from exploring the wide tunnel. Go 
for a lever nearby to reverse the current, 

and fill the area you're in to the brim. 
Surface after pulling the firstswitch; and 

you'll be-at the level-of:a doorway that 
was high above the pool before. Swim 
through the broad tunnel. The lever on 
the left reverses the current again — 
ignore it and instead, look right and 
swim down the tunnel there. Pull the 
lever in the tunnel, then swim back out 

and grab a’ breath near the door above. 
Swim back to the lever you pulled in the 
narrow tunnel, and through the door 
that opened. Inside, pull another lever to 

open the tall door in the pool. Before 
you swim through, go up and get.a 
breath»near the door, 

Now swim down and:go through 
the open door in the pool and pull the 
lever there. The door above opens, 
revealing a:small.room with two boxes 
of shotgun shells on the floor and M-16



clips on a central ramp, circle left as you 
enter to claim those. 

Next wade into the antechamber 
and throw the switch. Go through-a 
trapdoor in the floor and the current in 
the water below will lead you to the 
Gold Key. Go through the open grating 
and return to the pool at the level’s start. 
There, by the ladder is the Gold Key 
door. Open it and go through. 

The Silver Key 
% AL ; 

Followsthe passageway to the right and 

throw the switch on the second pillar. 
Turn around and go through the new 
exit, Avoid'the fish and follow the 
passage toa large cave. Now go for 
the dark corridor, killing any spiders. 
Then- use the ledges around the room fo 
climb-high enough fo run and jump 
forward to the central pillar. From there, 
run and jump and follow the passage 
beyond. From the other end of the 
tunnel, run and jump to a pillar on the 
central rock pile, above where you 

entered earlier. On the tallest rock you'll 
find the Silver Key. Drop into the water 
and swim down through the grating and 
back fo the main pool. Swim through 
the tunnel, back outside then.usé the 
Silver Key on the tall door. 

The Gold Door 
Jump up the steep slope, dodge the 
rolling balls and get the ammo from the 
darkness at the top. Turn left and cross 
the bridge“above the temple entrance, 
killing a pair of tigers and an eagle. 
Climb the low, sloped pillar, and jump 
backwards’to gain the taller, flat 
platform. From here jump the deadly 
roller then-find a room with a rolling 
blade poised near a bridge. Go across 
the bridge and hit the switch to open a 
gold door. Backtrack to the rolling 
blades and go for the room full of 
springboards. Bounce all the way up 

and through this gold door. 

The Main Chamber Key 

  

   

Jump across to the tiled floor then 
quickly pull up to the ladder on the left 
to avoid the spiked wall. Climb the 
ladder, past another spiked wall and 
then up another ladder. Follow the 
corridor to a switch and throw it. This 
opens the gratings allowing you to jump 
the platforms on the outside of the 
dragon room and get the Main 
Chamber Key from the middle pillar. 
Drop onto the dragon’s neck to slide 
down to land on a low pillar back near 
the door you opened with the button. 
Jump over to the door and use.the key, 

Behind you, a’metal grating rises 
next to.a pillar. Climb the ladders and, 
in the second dragon room, use the 
brown platforms*at the edges to cross to 
a sloping platform from where you can 
get onto the dragon. Use the ladder to 
the right until a blade blocks your path. 
Here you must jump back to the sliding 
surface behind.you then jump back to 
catch the ladder: Use @ and © together 
to:perform’a turnin midair allowing you 
to do this. Oh, and (have we said this 

already?) save your game regularly. The 
level’s exit is at the top. 

@ Secret 
1: Gold 

Dragon 
At the start of the level 
during the long slide 
before the waterfall, jump 
backward. This will turn you round so that 
you can grab the edge of the falls and 
shuffle left to find the Gold Dragon. 

© Secret 2: Stone Dragon 
Up the ladder in front of the temple 
shimmy right in the large chamber along 
a crack to reach the Stone Dragon. 

@ Secret 3: Jade Dragon 
On that angular ornate structure jump to 
the white bricks and slide down. Jump 
forwards towards the springboard and 
land on a rafter from where you can run 
and jump and haul yourself up to find the 
Jade Dragon. 

@ Where the hell is it? 
The Dragon Seal is on the platform 
beneath the huge statue. 
The Gold Key is in the pool in which you 
get swept along. 
The Silver Key is on a pile of rocks 
through the spider caves. 
The Main Chamber Key is by the 
dragon statue after the 
spikes and ladders. 
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The Flying Warriors.are, 
in fact, crap and can 

be pegged with ease 
as they fly in slowly. 
Go to the énd of 
the walkway on the 
left corner and jump 
onto the left slope of 

the pointed island: 
Halfway down jump 

to the next island 
then jump 
forwards and 

: grab the cage. 
- Made it? 
| Good. Throw 
) the switch 
| inside then go 

"to the other 
end and slide 
down and 

) jump as 
you're sliding 
to land on 

another 

   
   

  

    

   
   
    
   
   

  

   

  

   
    

        

   
   

  

   

              

slope. At-the boiiom 
of this one find the 
trapdoér, killing the 
Xians here. Through 
this trapdoor is the 

first Mystic Plaque and some goodies. 
Once three Xians have copped it, drop 
down then hang and grab from the far 
edge to find a ledge and a switch. 
Throw it..Now run and jump to the next 
island and the next, all the way back to 
the top of the cage. 

Face the beginning of the level and 
locate that sloping island again: Now 
jump to the left-hand side and grab the 
edge as you slide. Drop to the platform 
below then turn around and perform a 
running jump onto:the smallisland there 
to find the second Mystic’ Plaque. From 
here run and jump forward 'to grab the 
island with the trapdoor on? Once again 
use the ‘steps’ to reach the large doors. 
Insert the Plaques either side and go 
through the door. 

Through the Door 
a seem?    

Kill the Warrior then turn left and walk 
up to the bolder. With your back to it 
take a step forwards then somersault 
backwards twice to clear it and land on 
a slope. Grab the edge then drop down 
to the patio, and kill another Warrior. 

Climb onto the sloped green block 
inside the building and walk to the 
highest edge, turn around, and jump 

forwards, grab and pull up to reach 
the roof. Continue in that 

direction, pulling up to gain 
the narrow passageway in 
the sandy rock. Through 

that passage, you return fo the area 
near the upper bridge. 

Backtrack and slide down the ramp 
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where the boulder was. Then jump. 
forward to the ramp across the gap. A 
short way up the ramp is a small section 
where the brickwork shows through. Turn 
right there and jump to the:island with 
the rope slide on. Use it, letting go just 
before the bridge so that you fall onto it. 
Kill the Xain then throw the switch and 
kill two more of them. Use the rope slide 
again and grab when you fall to catch 
the wall. Climb up then head right, hang 
from the green edge, and shuffle left 
before dropping down again. Return to 
the rope slide island and use it again, 
this time you've got to keep going all the 
way to the end. 

Go to thesroomibehind you and 
jump to the area on the right side. of the 
room, where you can.see the block. 
When you touch the movable object, a 

warrior appears: When he’s dead, move 
the block’so you.can jump up, grab and 
pull upto the ledge above» Throw the 
switch on the pillar to,drop ‘ot block into 
the lava then drop down twice onto jit, 
avoiding the blades: Find the switch in 
the alcove and throw it. fo open.a 
trapdoor in the.lava. Use.the block 
again to get to, the platform with the pill 
and haul up then dive through the 
trapdoor into water below. 

Find and hit the switch then wade 
back to the deép end'of the pool and 
swim down, looking for a passage on 
the left. Avoid the blades and hit a 
switch fo stop them. Go'to the large 

chamber again ’and investigate the 
higher door you opened with the switch 
below the lava. Push the box over to the 
pillar near the new door. In the hallway 
beyond is a:barred door. The switch for 
ibis"Gbove the spiked-floor room. Jump 
forwards and grab the crack then 
shimmy left and pull up. Return to the 
upper hallway with a running jump 
forward toward the’ left edge of that 
opening. Inside are two sealed doors; 
one flanked by Xian. Drop backwards 

through the hole, making sure.that you 
grab on the way, down. 

The Final Battle 

  

Drop down into the cage and flip the 
switch, then run and grab the ledge 
behind you. Kill everything that moves 

  

then drop down.and run out of the cage, 
bringing three Xian to life. When they’re 
dead hit the switches, kill the Xian and = The het oe the 
go to the climbable lattice work. Climb vs The Plaque Key is 
to the top of each section then jump off eae 

hitting ®, ® and © together to grab a Dragon $ Lair dap eating . 

  

hold-on behind you. Kill the bad guy at 
the top then pull and push the box to 
reach the’ rope slider. 

Xian and Ninjas! 

- Home 

Sweet Home @ Secret 
1: Jade 

Dragon 
Get the Mystic Plaque, 
then after you have 
collected this object from 
inside the structure, look for the flat rock 
in the direction of the tree on that island. 
Jump forward/pull up to the roof, and 
collect the Jade Dragon. 

     

  

Kill the two Xian and pick up the 
goodies laid around. Hit the switch in 
the alcove.and. kill the next pair. In the 
adjacent chamber, waste the Ninjas 
hiding in the shadows. A final Ninja will 
drop the Plaque Key for the final door. 
Use if and meet the dragon. : 

@ Secret 2: Stone Dragon 
It's in a cranny to the left of the bridge 
leading to the sealed door. Look behind 
the tree at the other end of the bridge to 
find an opening in the rock. Stand with 
your back to it and sidestep left then 
jump backward. You'll find that you've 
landed in a tunnel that takes you to the 
Stone Dragon. 

@ Secret 3: Gold Dragon 
At the very end of the level, before the 
rope slider, pull the box once. Jump from 
there to the rocks on the left. Walk out on 
the ledge to the right, and jump to the 
square depression across the lava. Turn 
around, and run/jump forward into the 
tunnel beneath the ledge. To return, 
run/jump forward/grab to the edge of the 
cliff. Pull up/jump backward to regain the 
ledge. As long as you moved the box, you 
can jump forward/grab the ledge. 

Where the hell is it? 
The first Mystic Plaque is on an island 
below the left slope near the start. 
The second Mystic Plaque is in the 

The Dragon 

  

Dead easy. this ‘un. Lara is safely back 
home again but now her manor house is 
being violated by thugs! Check your 
inventory to discover that you have the 
Gun Cabinet Key. This cabinet is beside 
your bed: Quickly nip in and grab the 
goodies. If you're quick you can use the 
guns on the baddies bursting into your 

bedroom. Once the immediate coast is 
clear journey atound the house and 
grounds killing anything that moves. 
Outside, head left and kill the big boss 

lurking by the gates. That's it. You’ve 
done it! Tomb Raider 3 anyone? 

  

Tricky blighter. Save your game NOW! 
Hide behind the pillars, keeping’ your 
distance and popping the swine with all 

   
   

   

        

    

building with the trapdoor. the:ammo you have. The Uzis work best, Anyone? Oh:.. 
however. If you do get up close, as.long 
as you stay away from his head, you'll 
be OK. The brute isn’t too good at h if he the 
turning around you see. And if you do ne IS Ks 
get torched, dive into the nearest pool to You'll be wanting 
put it out: There’s ammo:and Medi Kits ammo then. Check the 
laid about here too. bottom of the pools. : 

Eventually he'll drop (half) dead 
leaving you to run.up-and pull the 
dagger from his: stomach to finish him 
off, Remember the intro? [The End | 
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_ some extent Touring Car, had? Those roads and cars 
Fooled fabby and the scediielisd By ef a 
breathtaking speed. Well, you can forget it now because 

SS is a.slo-mo racer if ever there was one. Fair enough 
though, snowboarders do tend fo move at slower speeds 
than racing cars (although only just in some cases) but 
Bg wi spied shows offers horrible 

DSTI tracks of Tourit discrepancies in the graphics. Everything looks like it 
USTIGUNES| various ranges. ncing was run over by a Ciacirrcls jst balers vest is 
high speed. fences and colliding rad, you' the game. And the actual tracks make you think that the 

ourself involved in programmers had a competition to see who could put in 
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the most different shades of white squares on one screen. "frees c re Cloes Bek ot side of 
Learn to turn  hameaalle However, it’s also an The result is a pixelly patchwork rug, with paper-thin 

# pretty damn o the usual combination of high speed trees and obstacles superglued on to cause you as many 
quick or this great graphics that Sega manage to pull off. problems as possible. 
(SST Remember that great look that Sega Rally, and to Never mind, looks have never meant that much to 

us at GM, we're interested in the gameplay 
first. In this case is about as deep as your 
average school pond - in other words, deep 

a paint job. 

That's what you 
get for trying to put 

some direction into 

your stunts. 

Boy meets floor. 
He's Certainly fallen 
In a big way, but 
unfortunately it’s 
on his arse rather 
than in love. Nurse, : aaa i i i more painkillers, Snow-related clothes you will never catch a snowboarder wearing include Steep Slope Sliders |S coming to the PlayStation. JVC 

mittens, balaclavas, wellies and cagoule-style anoraks. are converting it right now. It'll be out this year. 

5D NEWS /Preview sg PSPECIALS “Tips /LETTERS 

   
  

159:9:8. 
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{Ue Set.) 

So you mastered the BMX and the skateboard and now you 
want to try it without the wheels. Here are the basic stunts you 
can perform on your board. For extra points (and a little extra 
risk) throw in some directions while you're performing them 
to add some extra spice. Get it right and it's glory, rewards 
and girls for you. Get it badly wrong and it’s a few nights in 

Ignore the completely flat tree and spin off casualty with a nurse trying to remove your board from a 
the side of the course for extra points. certain bodily orifice. 

(ee 

F tan! Sy ULB 

WEBER ~ 

       

    

     

     

    

a twirl 
$$$ ; The shoulder 

, i i ‘ve been practicing like a demon so that you don't 4 F 
You've got the snazzy clothes, stupidly expensive shades and you've buttons will send 
look like a complete git when you hit the courses. Well now it’s time to try out a few new crowd pleasers.. . = you pirouetting 

like some 

‘ btn S demented quiz 

, show-presenting 
bint. Make sure 

you land facing 
the right 

direction though. 

  

i E Some of the courses have alternative Cars? On the side of a mountain? if 

it cote iar hsite routes. They aren't the safest way you get the timing right you can skid " Touch 

a jump like this. If you let yourself fly down and will be full of litle sections across the top of them, but it's : 

from the take-off ramp, you'llend up _like this, where you have to keep hard to do. The hest idea is =! . 

looking like a broken case of jamon ‘your board in the air to get onto out to the side and . ies ve : 

the floor below. So you need to these platforms. Plus there 's the them. It's nota crow! , aser 
ee, 

jump and perform to get across added danger of sliding into the gets the job done and keeps you ‘ pert its 

the chasm. house next to it. in one piece. << eran 

must be timed 

right. Press B to 
simply bend and 
touch your toes. 

your toes 

Not the most 

impressive or 

difficult stunt to 

There's just time for one more stunt before you cross the line. It 
could be the difference between being the champ or some loser. 

Flipping 

crazy 
Make sure you 

take off froma 

big ramp and hit 
C to pull off an 
impressive 

somersault. 

Directions can 

add extra effects 

but you need to 

land in one piece. 

  

enough to get you best school trousers wet, but not deep 
enough to dampen your Marks and Sparks jumper and 
school tie. After all, how much can there be to hacking down 
snow-covered hills as quickly as possible, pulling off the odd 
stunt as you go? The answer is — not much. It soon boils down 
to trying to beat your own personal best times. To their credit 
Sega have put in speed runs and stunt tracks but even these 
tend to have limited attraction once you have sussed the 
courses and know where all the bends and jumps are. 

As you'd expect there are plenty of hidden courses and 
tracks. You can’t have any style of racing game without them. 
You get them for pulling off particularly impressive scores and 
times, which isn’t hard. We had two new characters open 
within five minutes of playing this. With games on the 
horizon like Winter Heat, you have to wonder whether a 
dedicated snowboarding game — and not a horribly 
realistic one at that — can really cut it. 

Steep Slope Sliders isn’t terrible, it 
just lacks some beef (both on and off 
the bone). After youve spent your first 
few hours perfecting stunts, finding the 
perfect racing lines on all the circuits 
and snipping tenths of a second from 
your own personal best time there isn’t 
much else to see. Fun? Yes. 

lived? Nope. on 
i oe Les Ellis () 

| Mcrarnicsy 
NO.OF PLAERS ego 50 marae [557] a 

feat CONE Way areca CL) Lee 
—— JUDGEMENT 

A ee 

ee Woese Yad) Favenir esa 
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tricycles. It might have lost most of its 
deeply ace Go Go!! Troublemakers title in 

translation but - whey hey! - the UK version of 
Treasure’s platforming shake-em-up is still as mad 
as a mental monkey in a runaway wheely bin, and 
very much proud of it. 

U Itra-InterGalatic-Cybot 6, Clanballs and 

® * ‘ ‘ 

* r 
. * 

‘ 

(Aan « . 
Ss 

Yas 

2     

Mm  reasure’s mentalist 2D cateh-em-up oy 
a finally arrives in ii 

  

With ie basic 2D graphics and D-pad controls, (the 
trusty analogue stick plays no part) Mischief Makers 

3D titles the N64’s thrown up in the last year. And we'll 
admit, the clock struck 12 and a cold wind whistled 
through the GM office when we first saw the Jap 
version and realised that one of our favourite 
developers, Treasure, (responsible for such deranged 
classics as Gunstar Heroes on the Mega Drive) hadn't 
bothered to move their unique brand of gaming into 
something that looked like it was running on the N64. 
we played it for a bit, couldn’t get our simple heads 
around the complicated controls and Japanese text so 
we concentrated on Lylat Wars instead. 

But now it’s in English, the swirling vortex of 
silliness clears to reveal a brilliantly entertaining game. 
At heart, Mischief Makers is a platformer which packs 
all its clever bits, snazzy moves and showing off into 
gameplay rather than graphics. Although it might not 
seem worth the effort to begin with, put the hours in 
and you'll be rewarded with a gold star of a game 
that’s pleasingly troubled in the head, dead enjoyable 

and unlikely to leave the 
cartridge slot for a few weeks 
at least. 

First though you'll need to 
master the controls. There are 
a bewildering amount of FA 

re oy ... different moves squeezed onto 
ase he a ©* the buttons, which are far 

SS, ae more complicated than the 
Left, Right, Jump, Spin Jump 

S =, combo required by platformers 
“sas * _ since time in memorial. 

Anyone would think they were 
deliberately trying to stress 

Le 

    

seems unfit to stand trial against some of the sumptuous 

‘o
me
r 

This one’s a 

brilliant race 

to the finish 
with the 
floor 

collapsing 
stage. You 
could end up 

in the lava. 

Ride on top 
of this block 
smashing 

robot and 

baddies will 

fall over 

themselves 

to get out of 
the way. 

= This time 
» 2) you're set a 

T= specific 
“ Thee challenge: 
; _ find three 

: lost children 
and carry 
them all 
back home. 

Prepare 
yourself for 
a giddy 

(a o -: spell... as 
by the whole 

level rocks” 

around like 
‘K a ship in 

a storm. wT = 

your fingers. But gradually, lead character Marina 
liteyears (and, yes, she’s as bizarre as you'd imagine) 
comes fully under your control and the confusion’s 
replaced by the satisfaction of negotiating packed 2D 
screens and avoiding anything the game throws at you. 

You do get to chuck most of it back as well. The 
whole game hinges on the way you can grab hold of 
baddies, use them as shields, shake crystals out of their 
pockets or lob them around. It might not sound much 
but when mastered, this catch and shake element 
begins to feel like an inspired move. You can grab 
bullets to bung back at baddies, leap from clan ball to 
clan ball and juggle bombs as you make your way 

through some superbly frantic levels 
» trying to find the blue star that warps 

you to the next stage. 
_ The first world (of five) might 

be a bit dull but it’s only really 
catching practice for what's to come. 

yu % | Once you're completely used to 
exactly what sort of mischief you're 

el Ay going to be making, you can start to 
enjoy the amount of surreal 
imagination downloaded from the 

 



Migen madness! 

  

the Se Empire! ! ! 

You're coming wi with met! 

i as) m 

a 

3 | aa —— sca 

deranged brains of Treasure direct to your living room. 
Giant block smashing robots? Trapeze acts? Rooms that 
spin 360°? Boxing fire dragons? Tricycles? Tick them off 
your checklist of the bizarre because they all turn up 
somewhere in Mischief Makers. The kitchen sink must 
have been left on the drawing board and 
stamped boring such is the amount of dizzy 
and off the wall thinking that’s gone into 
this game. Amazingly, there’s even an on- 
going plot and conversations with characters 
to bring some sort of order to the madness 

  

You think it’s mean i i 

but: an: s really refregung!! 
A 

Pil ak you. 

H something good! ! eee SS | 

    

Ce! & 

  

_— — a \ 

cae nd exploding on-screen. - 
bo There's always the 

4G SSS j need to see what's 
; been dreamed up for 

the next level and rarely any disappointment with 
puzzle-based stages followed by mad dashes across 
disintegrating platforms and some bosses that are 
unusual to say the least. The pacing is near perfect, 
holding your interest and inspiring plenty of ‘play-past- 
midnight’ sessions as you race to see every mad thing 
the game’s got to offer. 

If variety’s the spice of life, this has a whole rack of 
the stuff, rarely recycling an idea when it can try 
something new. The only real worry are the graphics 
and the fact that this is 2D through and through. Even 
when a game’s as full of character and, indeed, 
characters as MM, there’s no escaping the fact that this 
isn’t something you'll put on to impress people with. The 
significant amount of enjoyment you get from it only 
comes several hours in when you're fully under 
Treasure’s spell. By then the nice effects and bold 
colours will have grown on you enough that you'll 

defend it against disbelieving 
on-lookers. Mischief Makers’ 

flat as a pancake tossing charms 

5) 

em Fe 

* é 

+) 

~~ 

sé etal 
»s oo: 

won't appeal to everyone reared on Super Mario 64 
but fans of the plumber as he used to be (ie 2D) and, 
specifically, lovers of Treasure’s old Mega Drive games 
~_ will find plenty to attract them in this 64-Bit debut. It 

might look like a backwards step but actually turns out 
to be the N64’s most enjoyable platformer this side of 
Yoshi's Story. Honest. A lot of you will probably wonder 
what we're on about but experience enough 
of MM’s volatile leaping and finger 
fumbling snatch-and-grab play and 
you could easily find fA a 
yourself agreeing, we 
despite the graphics. 

Robin Alway « 
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Having weird and crazy dreams Can be fur (Unless siney si, scary. toay read wings. keep avay dnc. 
they involve Marcus) but you wouldn’t want to be 
stranded in one now... would you?     

with Melanie Sykes obviously (or Brad Pitt if even less fun to be trapped in a dream that’s as 

  

Y- would if you were trapped in a dream you to; “GET OUT OF THAT PIT!” Anyway it would be 

you’re, you know, a girl) but the chances weird and surreal as Dreams fo Reality. 
are, just as you were getting fo the really good That's what's happened to this game’s hero — who's Se ee HIEZ 
bits, your mum would bang on the door and tell been given the refreshingly normal moniker of Duncan. . 

  

    

  

   

   

   

For some reason our Dunc’s spent several years 
wandering around this weird land of dreams and now 
that he’s become a man (you can tell because he runs 

lareamt | wastin this ROTTING TRI oa HEI tiie for him to lecwa 
the world of dreams and escape to erm, reality. 

SGhal the other (lay Cryo, the French developers behind DTR are 
renowned for their graphical flair - in fact, over the 

  

nb Raider’s eh engine, DTR’s 
years several French developers, including Cryo, have blten ciiters from clipping problems and the dynamic 
earned themselves a not entirely fair tag of being good — camera being all over the place at times. 
with the crayons but crap with producing playable There are several game styles merged in here 

A maelstrom thing — a portal to the world of reality I'll be 
bound or very dirty bath water going down the plughole. 

     

  

Duncan soars through the air to reach the floating platform 
in the middle of the Ice Room. 
s When he makes 

__ the platform he's 
Pm 4 absolutely none 
i) the wiser as to 

   
what those funny ~ oe 

drawings on the == ‘aXe 

wall are all A close-up of our hero, sf « ; t Ac 
about. Just wait. funky hairdo and trendy“ aS g (9a. NS ei} 

shorts are in evidence. ¥ cqusies 

    

  

shoulder, getting down is going to be interesting.



Dunganis littlelhelnens. 

SS    

    

    

  

lb ~ x 
{ea - s 

Dunc’s gotta 5 There's no red 
swim fast dot so this Be 
because he little chap = 
cant breath must he there 2 
for ever to help, not : sete 
underwater. fight you. of Avery hectonat sreest lg = & 

BS 
A | Again 5 ~~ 

AMIN GRO aCe gen 
‘am OU 

3 

« 4 ee 

©. kee room 

SYSTEM ie) Game not locked 

Ee ; e Most intriguing, wouldn't you say? 

though and some work better than others. The free- ale to solve. That's because there are plenty Shae fousa beet oe on) 
ranging running about bit, where you're simply to be picked up from the few characters you run 
exploring the area for clues and/or objects, is all well nto. There's also a very handy, yellow light that appears Agail      

  

and good. And because each area is fairly small you n the top left of the screen to let you know that you can 4m, 
don’t have to spend days wandering around the same do something at this particular location. i { vat 
couple of locations. There's some platforming action to There’s enough here to keep you occupied and the é ¢ 
be experienced too — where you’re leaping from one puzzles are entertaining enough, but somehow DIR just <a eh 
precarious ledge to another (a tip: watch your shadow isn’t much fun to play. It’s fast and colourful but still br ny 
when you're jumping as it gives the best indication of remains flat. Get stuck in a particular place and, after a a 
where you're going to land) and then there's the old couple of attempts to get further, the temptation to say: 
gaming staple — the puzzling. “Oh hang it all,” is just too great. Slightly better than 

As with most adventure games, you'll need tosolve average but that’s not enough of a recommendation to 
le: rough. th ne e rush out and buy it, is if? Good, because you shouldn't. 

    

Andy Smith (%) 

  

as . he (s 
ep 

Duncan will often turn his head towards 

interesting things, a handy visual clue. 

  

To use a magical item, Duncan first has to surround himself with 
a pretty blue bubble. He's an odd lad this ‘un! 

        

   
   

          

You'll be very pleased to see these lazy blue bubbles because they're what give Duncanhis < |» 
magic. Chase after ‘em whenever you've got the opportunity — they can be invaluable. 

: << Flying around a giant stone head. Later he ll 
The yellow dot go in through the head's mouth. 

ie means there's 
an action you 
can perform at 
this location. ve 
Another handy J 

visual clue... 
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Addiction never 
tises he a curiosity. 

Its graphic appeal is one Fine atmospheric music, ‘0 
of the ¢ Vaeess siiaagtts but the eeeh ch really wuld be: "oi 
fof most Te the time het isn’t as as good as it Mol fo 9° get fo to grips with 
there are glitches. have been. it works,            

   

   



  

THE UK'S: BES? 
PC GAMES MAGAZINE! 
  

Lots is the answer, as 
you'll discover by reading 
N64 Magazine's review of 
the brilliant Yoshi's Story. 
There’s loads of other N64 
stuff to rifle through too! 

  

We play FIFA: Road To World Cup 98, 

Heavy Gear, TOCA Touring Car, Men in Black, 

Magesiayer and Ultima Online 

to death! 

  
What does the 

industry think 

of you? 

        
  ACCEPT NO LESSER N64 MAGA N INE  



Off the beaten track! 

     

    
    
   
   
     
    
   
   
   

  

   
   
   

  

   

    

   
   

      

     
Half driving game, half 
flight sim, all Bullit. Um, 
exce Cou 
re no Steve 
McQueen... 

  

In the crowded world of the racing game only the fit survive. With 
its added features this is looking mighty healthy. 

Keyed up! 
Despite six huge tracks, eight vehicles, hundreds of short-cuts 

and tonnes of multiple branching, SFR still has another string to 

its bow — Golden Keys. On every track there are a number of 

these shiny lovelies waiting to be collected in order to open ‘a 

special secret’ (© Atari) at the game's end. Some of the time 
they might be hidden away in the short-cuts but, the further 
you get into the game, the 
more likely they are to be 
lodged away somewhere 
more ticklesome. The best 
way to search them out is by 
nipping along to the Practice 
Mode, where you get 999 
seconds exploration time and 
no other cars to bother you. 
Just don't expect to find 
them very quickly. 

(Especially the one hidden 
in the cave inside the hill 
on track six, where you 
need to veer off from the 
track and manoeuvre 
your car down the side 
of a hill). Well there's a 
clue to start you off. 

        

   
   

  

SANFRANGISGL 
hUol 
N: owners, for all their loyalty, have yet 
N: be rewarded with a serious driving 

game of true excellence. Multi-Racing was 
good but not great. Top Gear Rally was great but 
not brilliant and Lamborghini is just plain 
rubbish. With the promise of more tat to come - 
a PAL outing for the lamentable Cruis’n USA and its 
follow-up, Cruis’n World, and Sega’s awful Rev Limit 
- things don’t look like getting better. 

Sadly, the Atari conversion of San Francisco Rush 

isn’t about to change that. But then again, it’s not really a 
serious driving game. If anything, it’s more akin to Diddy 
Kong Racing, with the emphasis as firmly on exploration 
as it is on race winning and track mastery. And, of 

course, SFR is all about gravity — or rather, the lack of it. 
See, setting the game amongst the mazey streets of 

San Francisco has allowed the programmers to make full 
use of its bumps, lumps and jumps. But leaps in SFR aren't 

your normal common-or-garden leaps. When you hit an 
incline at speed, you don’t just spring a bit, you soar, 
paving the way for multiple mid-air pile-ups and the very 
real possibility of landing on an opponent's bonnet. 

Many people will loathe this approach to racing, of 
course. But, capering cloud-high-style opens up the way 

for some fantastically inventive short-cuts and secret 
areas. How else, for example, could you find 
yourself driving about on top of a skyscraper, or 

a8) zipping through a sewerage duct, or hammering 
through a holiday complex and across a beach? 

If it all sounds very light-hearted then it’s not 

fi ee ee ee 
Although San Francisco yy its 
Let denen by poy Tel 

A GAMEPLAY) 

One thing that adds a certain je ne sais what to this race-em-up, is the freedom it delivers to explore 
off-track. This gives it a real edge over your average serious racer... 

supposed to. SFR is darned hard. Its six tracks take ages 
to master and its CPU opponents are scandalously 

aggressive. But, that’s exactly why getting to know the 
courses and making the most out of bouts of sky-driving 
are so vital. Short-cuts win you the game, as does the use 
of the its multiple-branching (which, frankly, puts Multi- 
Racing Championship to shame). 

This isn’t a game without the odd fault. The handling 
proves to be far too heavy on all the cars whilst the 
brakes only prove intermittently helpful. And annoyingly, 
there doesn’t appear to be a reverse button. By 
accelerating forward, you can eventually dislodge 
yourself from most objects. Even so, this is a careless 
oversight. But at the end of the day, SFR is top class 
entertainment, cranking up 
the speed and going to town 
on its tracks and that, is 
what a good driving game 
should be all about. Just 
remember, this is not 

something to be tried in 
your Ford Fiesta. Happy 
driving folks. 

Robin Alway @} 
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Forget Newton. . tapes Gee 
cart hav. SFR yu lp in nash 
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STEELHEIE 
    Ree arro ad   

War! What is it good for? Lining the pockets of 
software companies! Tanks very much! 

ow often do you gaze through your tank’s 

peep hole at the carnage that lies in the 

war torn world outside, and ask, “What am 

I doing here? What's if all about then, eh?” 

Unfortunately a game like Steel Reign leaves you 

little time for such philosophical pondering. Even cranial 
heavyweights Descartes and Socrates would have to 

devote all their attention to bringing down choppers 

stopping assault vehicles, slaughtering mercenaries 

collecting power-ups and completing mission objectives 
rather than mulling over life's deeper mysteries 

In one-player mode (imagine Aristotle hogging the 
joypad with Plato and Kant lined up behind him, itching 

to take their turn) you find yourself in a Desert Storm- 
inspired environment, heavily outnumbered. The only 

question for these boys to 

ponder is, “Should we take    

  

FOLLOW REO ABROW 

  

   

    

time to pick off our foe as they appear, or race to 

complete our mission objectives collecting shield 
power-ups on the way? 

Your approach to the game will probably be 

dictated by the type of tank you’ve chosen. Three are 
initially available (see Super tank...er!). With your ‘over- 
the-turret’ view, all incoming attacks are automatically 

targeted but it still leaves room for error on your part 
You'll need to think tactically about which to pick off first 
to ensure your shields don’t take a heavy battering 

n the middle of such an onslaught there is still room 

to appreciate the amount of activity in your TV's cathode 
ray tube. The game builds up slowly, then drops you into 
an almightily confusing ambush. Thanks to the weapon 

power-ups you've collected you’re now able to release 
===3 some spectacular fire-power yourself, Plasma 

Cannons and Phoenix Missiles in your armoury 

should be enough to deal with this situation 
Of course, should any of our philosophical 

fighters wish to settle a score amongst 
themselves they need merely switch to two-player 

mode. “Hey Descartes, I’m going to kick your 
“~~ butt, good,” yells Plato, jeering in an educated 

fashion. “I don’t think so 
he disappears in a cloud of smoke - geddit? 

With the split- 

screen, two 
player mode 

  

shouts Descartes as 

you're now given 

the choice of 
eight theatres of 
war in which to 
hunt down your 

opponent and 
whoop his 

bottom’. 

Although the 

new locations are 
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a pleasing diversion and you have access to a whole 

new range of very funky, much faster assault vehicles 

two-player mode proves to be something of a 

disappointm ent and delivers very little r eplay value 

So what IS it all about then? Well in this case, a 

jolly good bit of needless destruction. In one-player 
mode it doesn’t need to justify itself to the likes of us 
Multi-player mode raises a few profound questions that 

L: fe 
require much chin stroking and hy pothesising 

Matt Swaine \ “' 

Smooth running graphics 
cathe tubers 

‘ombine with around ¢ 
some good laser effects. 

The whir of caterpillar 
tracks and the whine of 
incoming attacks are 
more than satisfactory. 

It rates os an enjo 
desert ¢ romp. 
shoot-em- ittle new. 

There’s a bit to get your 
teeth into. Missions are 

| satisfyingly taxing but 
with low replay value.  



\MVSHOLOGIES 
/VTERO 

After creative differences, Sub Zero’. 
has temporarily left MK but, given this 
display, he’ll soon be back with his 
tail- between his legs... / 
       

  

t’s been obvious fo while 

videogames and music in 
bit chumm J 

to using CDs | 0 inyl the game makers 
@ecded that it was a cool thing to do and followed 

  

‘ 3 Suit. Then proper musicians sussed that doing music 

for games is a ‘cool’ thing to do. Now videogames 

a = - are copying another of their habits - going solo. 

Phil Collins left Genesis, Gary Barlow, Robbie 

lp eee ean alge Williams (and the little one who has never 

‘4 _. _ been heard of since his two singles) all did 
- stuff after Take That and I’m sure one of 
the Spice Girls will learn to sing and 

then go solo. This trend is now 
coming into games as Sub Zero 
leaves the safe bosom of the Mortal 
Kombat games to break out in his 
very own game. 

Not that he’s managed to get 
very far from his lycra-clad buddies 

because some of them crop up 
in here, either in full blown 

video sequences or the more usual, 
side-on fighting action. This time 

Leaps of faith? Surely not. That would be a most heinous gameplay 

mistake on the part of the programmers. 

aw O: re 

Some serious overacting 

CrnINES Da OnE Ct : / 4 ae! around though, the game scrolls, allowing you to 

scenes. Even though beth > a walk through rooms, literally beating opponents 
of the MK movies are rated Ke . 4 fi 
favourably by the critics, \ i from one side to the other. The fights 

5 : themselves tend to be rather 

= ee = tame affairs, with the basic 

Maybe they should pane ‘ i 4 a punching lie Hes 

used some of the film. g 8 aA es oe Guede 
oS == win them all. Pull off 

~% “4 some combos and 
5 { a you'll be awarded with 

experience points — 

4. ; , gain enough of these 
§ and you'll be told how to 

  

MK RPG? Almost... 
Hit select and you'll get this screen shoved in your face. The list 

on the left are the     

   

  

      

It's been ages since we first told the world about the fourth installment of the MK saga but if 

you do get hold of a copy of MKM, then you can see just how the latest game looks. If £40 is a 
bit much just to catch a sneak preview of the game, make sure you rent this from Blockbuster 
if you desperately need to see this spectacular. 

_ platform action thrown in for good measure, MKM can’t 

  

   
   

    

  

   

    

MK 4 unveiled 
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n't know how todo 
anyway Fe ee 

pee Gb ees 
So with RPG elements, and even the occasional bit of 

   

fail can it? Well yes, it can. This is 1998 after all. We've 
seen some stunning graphics in games recently, so there’s 
really no excuse for the flat, lifeless images on display 
here. This hasn’t come on a lot from the very first Mortal 
Kombat game, and that was out on Mega Drive so quite 

why we can’t have some seriously sweet eye- 

candy here is a mystery. The video cut-scenes 
are good, but you'll soon be skipping 

those bits of the game. 
And the gameplay flaws? There 

are loads of the little fellas. Needing 
to press a button to turn around 
instead of just having it happen 
automatically when you change 
direction? What's that all about? It 
makes fighting a nightmare because if 

an opponent jumps over you, by the 
time you press a button, turn and pull off 

a move he’s whacked you at least once. The 
list goes on. Some of those platform jumps need 

to be so precise that they are just annoying. The fighting 
(which, after all, is what MK is all about) in general is 
incredibly frustrating as your opponents seem to have little 
or no intelligence whatsoever. If they’re on a platform you 
can just walk into most of them and push them off the 
edge. Hmm, that’s clever. 

MK Mythologies is heaving with potential but has 
blown it all with weak and shallow gameplay that even 
the most hardened MK fighting freaks would find hard to 
enjoy for long. It’s about as frustrating and unrewarding 
as they come and it’s jam-packed full of gimmicks that try 
to cover a lack of real playability, but fail. 

Les Ellis\ 

  

items you pick up = : = z a 

during the game. HERES ——— eS ef feaes 1 
Most of these will POTION 3 ¢ fh Saesee ep Le 

sort out anyhealth = 91x SE cy 4 ‘® 
har shortages and a ; Fe a ee 

the like. New moves ee | ei >} a coming) ERPERIENCE POINTS 

will he displayed at =X <omsine ea ey tl ause % 

the ee ie es pon ¥ 8 A z SESEES- UEP 
screen along with items “4 : Nester ii met 3 \ ‘You haven't smacked enough faces to ; 

directions telling Sub Zero ponders on how long his solo career <= earn any special moves yet but at least if 

you how to pull will last and desperately hopes there is a job for co: someone gives you a bit of a seeing to 
them off him the nextMortal Kombat game. = you can make yourself strong again. 

  

  We welchy fight 
-. ‘cad the. o1 < 
sounds are hardly 
worthy of a CD. 

Good video s 
but the in-game stofl is 
almost retro in its look. 
A bit primitive. 

  

  

   
Long lived due to being 

__ frustrating more than 
a 1g. Not the 

Frewarding game.



      

   

    

| come get some. 
J Damn, you're ugly. 

J You're the disease 
J and I'm the cure. 

Yeah, alright... 

| Nukem ever did come to the N64, 

Nintendo would want a spot of cleaning- 

up done. And so it’s come about. No porno- 

theatres, no prostitutes and no swearing. And, 

frankly, we couldn’t give a monkey’s because 

Duke Nukem 64 is still the same game that 

stormed the Saturn a few month’s back, 

even if no-one’s flashing their buns about. 

Eurocom, who converted the original PC engine, 
haven't rested on their laurels, though. So, whilst the 
N64 version has all the levels of its counterparts 

(including the mickey-taking and Psycho rip-offs), it also 
boasts lovely analogue control, a wealth of refined 
weapons, non-pixelating baddies and, best of all, super- 

lovely explosions and gun fire. These new elements fit 

snugly into the same adventure that always was, with 

BaGleirompiherhnintt 

t was somehow inevitable that, if Duke 
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works exactly). 

ene seven: 

~“N a. + ~~ m7 > rosy] ie) 

| Siecle | i 

~~ 
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jromy | ie | a 

Find the lovely ladies given a dose of alien ... he’s gone. None of this killing nonsense 

green slime stuff and with a push of a button... 

Rawk guitar from 
pally to end and the 
monsters sound ill. 
Scary FX, mind. 

7 eous bor hag added 
ex, plosion bt 
average othe 
Sprites? Polygons? 7B) 

puzzles liberally dousing the proceedings 
and the violence cranked up to 
whipcracking proportions. (Leaving you 

to ponder how Nintendo's censorship 

The weapons on offer have all been 
seen in previous versions but they appear 
more cultivated now. The Plasma Cannon 

round these parts. Still. doesn't matter none. 

    

produces a 
beautiful watery 

  

blue flame while the Pipe Bombs what's 
tinker along the floor then erupt important. 
into something semi-volcanic And, if you 

The one-player game is hard - except the 
unlike the PC version, you now fact that 
have to:save at the end of the level 

-rather than anywhere ‘you choose - 
“anid:the multiplayer mode throws 
another couple of month's warth of 

you're going to see 
no GoldenEye-style 
polygons and 

_ fexture-mapping    play into_the bargain. Certainly-it-— then the 2 sprites and 
‘ever comes. up fo ajesty of cardboard. s scenery 
~GoldenEye’s Senate won't matter a jot. > 

fast and often-too confusing = 
=it’s-a_darned fine alternative-to the — pixelate anyway). 
PC's s nelwork Set-up. ry “So Is it any = 

So 6, could.this be desétibed.as better? Well, doesn’t really matterBecause, as a Doom 
the definitive version? Well-mayt be. 

=The censorious approach will — 

_niggle some but it really makes no 

difference-to.the way the game 
splays and, to be honest; that's 

“ gaie;this can only stake km to second place onthe... 
~~ N64, But,as an alternative to GoldenEye 007, you won't 

find better on-Nintendo’s machiie--~._ e 
Tim Weaver ; $j) ; 

"Toads of one-player 
_, levels and the multi- 

really cranks up 
longevity.  



  

| QUARTE 
Roll out a fresh batch of mom’s own 

epee pie, it’s footy - Land home made a 

    

  

any moons ago there could be only one 

of the Free-s 

American football game. EA had their John 

M Madden range and no-one could come «lose. 

Many tried, some almost did it but in the end no 

one could overcome the grand master of American 

football. Until now that is... 
In the final few months of 

development, Acclaim’s official NFL crmaaeall aan 

effort was going head-to-head with — | 
EAs all-new Madden game and the 
programmers got into a bit of a war 
of words with each other. EA 
claimed that there was no way that 
the screenshots Acclaim were 
showing were real and that they hod | 
all been doctored to make them look 
hi-res. QBC developers Iguana 
stayed schtum. EA then claimed that 
QBC would run really slowly and play like a a Iguana 
bit their tongue again. 

The next stage was when the two games were 
unleashed in the States in a good old fashioned shoot-out 
in the shops. QBC delivered on all its early promise while 
Madden just proved to be a mild improvement over the 
32-Bit games that had gone before. QBC does indeed 

have the amazingly high-resolution graphics that will be 
better than almost any sporting game you will have 
played before. Even more amazingly, the game doesn’t 

make any sacrifices to speed and gameplay to achieve 

this. 
QBC is also packed with dozens of options that'll suit 

anyone even remotely interested in the real thing. If 
you're the kind of person who's only ever heard of the 
Chicago Bears and San Francisco 49ers then you'll still 
be able to jump straight into the action. If you're the kind 

i sron 
ear a7 SR SLT 

ate athe % * 
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The OB is about to get the ball, the the camera pulls out to show him 

his choice of receivers. This is so slick and since You'll love it. 

some | hi- aretions 
‘aphics and 

colestion ital 
real looker. 

  

FROM |Acclaim 

PRICE (£49.99 
  

  

- aetna     

DFFeioes DN COLT) 

¥o2 
J OD G EM EMT 4 Medden beater and one of the most aes —— sports games we've seen. Great for novices and fans alike. 

ey gD occ rere oar 

fe: ~ J} (Left) | don't fancy os mS 
the ref's chances 
in this game of a " 

British Bulldog. tee (mich 

This isn’t the time pn 

to tell the OB about | 
the heavy curry 

} you had last night. 

of person who studies stats and knows all the plays of the 
real teams then you are in for a real treat because QBC 
has the official NFL license, so all the teams, players and 
plays are included. 

The controls can be a bit of a handful at times, so it’s 
best to tinker around a bit and set them up to suit you 

better. The commentary lets it down a 
bit too. The in-game effects are bone- 

| crunchingly great but to hear some 
old sod murmuring on in the 

background doesn’t do anything for 
~~} us. But hey, two downers like that 

shouldn't put you off buying this. 

With gameplay to die for and 
i. options to keep you fiddling 

| until the next one comes out, NFL 
QBC ’98 has 
definitely turned 

over Bichon ‘98 and is heading 
unstoppably towards the Super 
Bowl. You've got two choices, and 
we reckon you should make the right 
one by reaching for this. It’s a visual 
treat and something every sports fan 

should have on their shelf. 

Les Ellis (i); 
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   PUNT FIELD OOAL 

You all get together for a group hug and 
some male bonding-type therapy. 
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PRO-SET 

Then call up your plays and choose which 
you want to use. We'll go for a pass. 
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As soon as everyone moves press the 
button to get the receivers on-screen. 

ood great effects but 
the commentary proves 
to be the game’s only 
real letdown. 

  

The Quarterback gets the hall and must 

throw the pass before he gets trounced. 
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A frightening amount of 
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" onions to Loagh around 
th and up to four 

can participate. 
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Survey the field to find gaps in the 
defence, or just try it and see. 

  

Even if you manage to get the ball away 
safely the Chances are this will happen. 

Ee capac el ations nen oe 
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nasa ea eRe ys 
of the Clock Tower killings. For the Prologue section of the 
‘game you control Professor Barton and from then on it’s either 
Jennifer, who's had a run in with Scissorman before or Helen, 

  

Barton:Helen, the Clock Tear 
murders are farclaatans 
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2 ‘iets testimony “lacks 
credibility. x     

Blue Peter was right. Ask an adult to help you 
with these scissors or they’ll have your eye out! 

Harris:a newspader redorte 
was looking for vou on the 
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= a $ cared by a game? Pah! Just what kind of and-click adventure is looking t me 

= Fn Lemsip-drinking sissy are you? Unlike the nerve-wibbling dark corrido re’s 
a ) loud one out of the Spice Girls, exams and a serial killer on the loose, you see, and h ing his 

= \ large insects, one thing you never expected froma — way through the population of 

  

Lo}
 videogame was fear. And then Resident Evil came jame's set, with a large pair     

     

  

       

     
     

            

     
          

    

  

out, the devil dogs crashed through that window ings you shouldn't run with. The Po ice have cunningly 

and even the hardest gamer had fo admit toa bit — called him the Scissorman and it’s up to you, as one of 
of a shudder and the occasional hiding behind the two female investigators to sift throug} he - 
sofa shouting “Mummy!” incident. case and avoid ending up on th hair mir: cottons Seems oo: bey 

With its plot of dressing implements lowing mé 

SCENARIO-1 rd Amazingly, given 
Jennifer Simpson 

¥ v ’ v 
F C 

[eo] 

. ‘or moments a 

™ S a ae he: Pitan ri Soca 
dors Saaolbcon weal bon ete elen: ords s of Northern 

ints adventure iginalty:came out two sage ngiand This is it!! 
pes and shows its age with some poor graphics 
Locations stretch in a thin band across the screen and 
characters are all badly ar nimated 

Worse still fe) 
+i] There’s no follov 

the right time 
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ing tank bp “Hang on a minute. He's not And here's why... : oe 
een wag too Sorel --Scissorman has gone mad 

       

            

  

    

  

   

    

       

      

        

    

  

fverythieg fappsns ina Some scary snip, snip Slow m ‘moving oes Not that difficult. You'd 
letterbo noises and some very "pny no’ have to be api to 
window ' $0 ie edent Evil creepy music are used to than oe re want to see all the 
this is not! good effect. scary incid — oe different endings. 

JUDGEMEN?! 

    

     



Can this really put PC Formula One racing 
games another step ahead of the consoles? 

   

    

This is what we want to see 

  

Losing control can send you 
into a spin on the straights, let 

alone the bends. 

    

SS ere 

CARS NOT RUNNING 
AFTER 7 LAPS 

It saves wear and tear on the 
brakes | suppose, but | dont 
see your boss agreeing. 

f you thought old timer 
FIGP2 from MicroProse was 

the Nigel Mansell of Formula 
One racing games with its spot 
on accuracy, then think again. If 
you thought Formula One from 

Psygnosis did it all with its flash 
graphics then you had better 
prepare for a bit of a shock. Ubi 
Soft have come up with 

something more realistic than the MicroProse 
masterpiece and better looking than 

Psyggies’ console conversion. 
But in a twist that makes Schumacher’s 

suicidal efforts at cheating his way to the F1 title 
last year seem like an episode of Driving School, 
despite it being more realistic than one and better 
looking than the other, this isn’t quite good enough 
to beat either of them. It’s good, but not great. The 

reason for this is quite simple. Those other two 
games were a hell of a lot of fun to play, even if 

    

  

Honest Joe's used car sale! 

2 

  

G BERGER ED © sohnny Herbert O Mika Solo 

Tyrrell. You don't see too 
many of the top drivers in one 
of these, take the hint. 

90 

The Benetton isn't a bad 

runner but those colours are 

an embarrassment. 

Sauber Ford. Well, you won't 

win the championship driving 

one of these, will you? 

  Better than watching 
some foreign director 
mess it up on ITV. 
Amazing effects. 

As good as any other 
has managed. Still 

etads like aa bees 
in a jam-jar though. 
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This is more like it. Even 
Damon Hill can win the title in 

this little baby. 
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P DINIZ 

  

Pedro Diniz slams on the 
anchors to avoid this mass 

pile-up in Monaco. 

If you're going to spin out you 
may as well take someone out 

with you. It's only fair. 

you weren't a driving veteran. Fl Racing Simulation isn’t. 
As far as realism goes, you could splash out a 

fortune, employ Damon Hill and hire a motor for the 
afternoon and you still wouldn’t get as realistic as this. 
Every single aspect of your car can be tweaked and set 

up to suit your style of driving. You could spend as long 
adjusting your car as you do on the track. Mind you, the 
handling is so true to life as well, that you could find 
yourself spinning off without too much trouble. If anything, 
this is where the game falls down. If you’re in a fairly 
long race you'll find it extremely frustrating. 

Ubi Soft have come up with an arcade mode for us 
non-anorak Formula One fans but even this is amazingly 
tough. It'll take you many long hours to make it around a 
circuit in one piece, but even then you'll find yourself 

minutes off the pace. You could set the auto-brake and 
steer on but then what's the point in racing if you do? 

Formula One Racing Simulation is exactly that - a 
near anally realistic experience. Great if you're the kind 
of freak who knows the exact set-up that each driver 
prefers and studies the tread on a tyre to see how it'll 
perform. For the rest of us ‘normal’ gamesplayers, who 
prefer to listen to Murray Walker get it wrong and watch 
highly paid expert drivers wrap their cars around fences, 
it's just a bit too realistic. There simply isn’t enough fun. 

So while FIRS looks stunning - even more so if 
you're using one of those flash 3DFX cards ~ it's lacking a 
little on the entertainment factor, even in arcade mode. So 

while it’s good enough to be mentioned in the same 
breath as F1GP2 and Formula One, it’s doesn’t have the 
sheer power to beat them. To be quite honest it’s going to 
have to work darned hard to get a good position on the 
starting grid. 

Les Ellis 

| There's « otto learn but 
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Brace yourself for old school shooting like Mothe T 

The Reap /s positively 
awash with ace 

looking weapons, explosions and effects. Just look at the 
destruction of this passing ship midway through the game... 

The Reap follows that age old shoot-em-up 
formula: power-ups equal better ways to kill things. 

Ka-blooey! There's sometimes so much destruction going on 
that you can't see where your ship is. 

With your weapons powered up to the setting marked 
used to play. Well, ours did anyway... BREMEN genocide this passing boat didnt stand a chance. 

  

      

   
   

Your weapons look great sure. But one small insignificant bullet The boss pumps up the gee: (Above) You'll need 
can see you lose the lot and go back to your standard laser. Boo! shooting pasaees Action Man eagle 

eyes to keep track of 

ou know how it is with dimensions. One’s To compensate oevaiss a oad amongst 

rubbish, four’s impossible outside of an. 
episode of Dr Who, go for three and you’re 

sorted. But stick 

— 
: everything, we cer 

    

VERSION REVIEWED (PC 

NO. OF PLAYERS | One 

FROM | Take Two Interactive 

PRICE £34.99 

AVAILABLE | Now 

  

  

  

            

    

    

forword ie 

with two and you could end up _developers       

  

(Right) Dazzling 
had just bought a batch of the things on _ effects hut some 

only to realise they didn’t really want them irritating deaths. 

t place and decided to ditch the whole batch in 

    

  

     
   

   

  

   

      

    

            
    

    

shoot bic ny until your one'gos The screen’s rarely free of fantastic explosions, —_ Bullseye Sh : 
lives run out. iNet if there’s some torturous plot to exp! enters of plasma and spectatcular displays of contestant. With Fi © ee 

tainly didn’t sped ie too SEE) geoding it. firepower. We honestly can’t remember seeing such a a Star Wars level 
- stunning PC shoot-em-up as The Reap. of pyrotechnics going on around you it's often difficult to 

But there’s a problem and it’s one that's troubled any _ keep both eyes on your craft. 
Playing The Reap game taking an isometric view since Sega’s Zaxxon (ask That said, if you can put up with a few pad 
made us reminisce your Dad... no make that Grandad). Lining up shots and pummelingly unfair deaths, there’s plenty of arcade 

like pensioners about classic shoot-em- getting out of the way of enemy fire has always been action to be had as you weave your bullets into wave 
ups from years gone hy. After drying our tears we came up dead tricky from this perspective. And The Reap, by after wave of on-coming aliens. It certainly won’t appeal 
TS Eu eae ea §— layering on the explosions and dropping eye-napalm at _to everyone but fans of old-skool blasting will find plenty 
updated for the modern age. We want Zaxxon, Phoenix, every opportunity doesn’t make things any easier. You to like about this. Ultimately though, despite the stunning 
Scramble, 1942, Parodius, Gradius and, most of all without can power your ship up to immortal levels, send graphics, you’re going to need patience and a real love 
any shadow of a doubt, R-Type. Come on Konami, do it now! shockwaves of laser death all over the screen and then of shoot-em-ups to ‘get more than a quick blast every 

take a measly bullet and lose the lot like a gambling now and again. Robin Alway oR: 

OVERALL 
fd foe sae | Oh you egy Bh the usual. prio The really PLIES PAW) ier 
explosions, we By Josions, impl ag are the nee jou tire of 
and ships make this a tap up ond. pective a quickest. oH plenty of 
ps ae 2D ‘duane it fi n Ser on offer. 

SUDGEMENT This is a feast for the eyes, goes heavy on the blasting bet gets frestrating thanks to the Isometric view. 
sewereeceeenemeantienen | apcintrmernegiseemeenece tn.
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   Be wary of Sau satie Subtle. Real 
Setect target those Hunters © coset subtle. This is 

5 and the ageeerea: like a bonus 
Fatemakers, round where 
they're ‘ard you can stock 
gits. Soldiers bes? up on 
aren't too prisoners, 
smart and souls and grab 
ninjas're easy. RES wo extra money. 

  

/am the master and you're about to get a giant foot on your head. 

Nt LOU EP TIE 
I say, | say, | say, what do you get if you cross a 
puzzle game with Doom? ' 

T: Devil's throwing a: big bash: ot-his ple nee ben 16 Use! sheers is Up: 

  

   

  

       

  

    
     

   You’re all invited and you don’t have to worry _to.you. This.is just abo 
  

about getting a lift home afterwards; because: ~prehistoric. as.the-game- 
-he-intends:to-be the life-and-soul of-the-party, and tricsto” emulate, ‘Doom. 

/ 

    

  

=_addifion-of the puzzle 
elements you fi find 4 

yourself embroiled in ina oy 

  

    

     

  

    

      

   
___.enough.and you. gion 

do much the same, only this time they're e harder to catch. sections, this could: ne a cult lassie: - 
In other words, it takes puzzle gaming elements and gives play it. However, having 1 Tui back 16: the: strategy room Unfortunatelyits flawed: and with a lack of variety, if © 

ace ita Doom treatment... be pon every. few minutes. to. teset.or revise your traps can get a comes out as an average at best puzzler with Doomish 

a tod tedious. What's n more, the lack of variety in | the room biti itions. Nice try Bue 

       

nd forth oak the same 

  

  

    
        

   

        

   

        The puzzle part comes teas you hove loco ‘the 
strategy room and plan your campaign. You. 

_ the traps in, the best places (pits by doors and dr 
ly 5 

You tar also add new roomson tothe castle (beceiuse Ive tra nie 
=v odiving thing you see}-which- allows you to set- -op-even: ~cbecause feo many-people will: i if Roms the likes a = 

Doom and Duke Nukem 3D. But that’s an unfair 

fi Iiiconiusedy iis Is Ly) TOS. 

      

   

  

    
    

  

      

  

  

  

    

through Fishes up yet more _ 
explorers, new traps and ~ 
lots of other handy items. 

Get enough black orbs and you 
can make monsters. 

Find this room and you can plan where you Choose strategy to place your devices, or You can add extra rooms to confuse people 
want to place all the traps. develop to make up some new ones. or have some nasty fun with those traps. 

  

Lou? 
Are you the Master? 

  

You could destroy your opponent but you ‘Then all you have to do is choose which Scroll around the floor plan until you find a 
won't get his soul. You need to capture ‘em. sort of trap you want. These are fun. good place for an ambush. Then set it. o

m
 

  

me me 7, 
That red triangle shows you where the traps are. Fire it off. 

VERSION REVIEWED Ve ‘age Doom- cae jooky effects and aaa e 5 Interesting slant on the TT ery avert 

NO. OF PLAYERS (1 effort Tighoractare vite a Imospheri music mW] old Deer ca le. Plent 
i Sunsoft. = are a bit of a joke and eep things screaming mene tes a wil of different seneats lo 

unso it’s far too pixelly. along rather nicely. repetitive action. experiment with. 

rpRice £3099 
AVAILABLE | Now J UD G EM EN T Offers something different for puzzle game fans. Worth a look if you can find it cheap somewhere.  
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Magic? My Johnson! Slam dunk the 
funk... this looks like junk! 

aking a list of our favourite PlayStation 

M basketball games, NBA live “97 comes 
well behind NBA Jam Extreme, NBA: In 

The Zone 2 and overall winner Total NBA. And 

before you ask, we really do waste our time 

making these sorts of lists. Still, NBA Live ’96 is 

right down there at the bottom, fighting it out for 

the title of worst game of the world’s least 
exclusive license with the original NBA: In The Zone, 

so EA have made «lear progress in the past year. 

Perhaps it’s time for the quantum leap to the top of 

the charts. Sadly, nothing doing. 
No, it seems to us, that in time-honoured fashion, EA 

have decided to sit themselves down where they left off 
and have an undeserved breather. The updated stats may 

be enough in the US, where more people give a flying fig 

about the game, but over here, where football rules, we 

‘ a 

’ o 
2:20, 

ae 

LEA 

  

Ef 

like to see some real improvement in the actual gameplay. 
Call us picky, but a very slight tune-up and facts update 
won't do. Witness the vicious kickings FIFA ‘97 and FIFA 
64 so rightly recieved. Live ‘98 never plumbs the depths 
those two did however, and if you don’t already own ‘97, 
you could do worse. And better. 

On the plus side for real fans of the sport, Live ‘98 
has a good David Bellamy-style root through the tactical 
undergrowth, allowing you to wrestle with such wheeling 

dealing details as salaries, transfers and the like, or 
concentrate on the on-court shape of your team — 

dictating plays, tactics and strategies. This sort of depth is 
of course, to be applauded, even if many of the details 
are lost on the average British gamer. There are cosmetic 
changes too, but not as many as you might expect. 

Players now have signature slams based on their actual 
ones, teams have third kits, there are new victory 

sequences and 
well... that really is 

about it. 
Unfortunately, the 

treacly gameplay 
remains the same. 
reducing what 
should be a fast 
paced, end-to-end 
experience to a stroll 

around the gym. The 
purists may 

appreciate it, but 
those uncommitted to 

the sport will struggle 
to enjoy themselves. 

Will Groves {i 

“(NBA Ez ae al 

IMPROVE YOUR BALL CONTROL 

Creates an underwater 

court... blub, blub, blluubbbb. 
Les’ favourite. gives you a monocles.. . 

Create players with EA Toque. Halloween home team. 
Halloween Team Away 

Home players are 

invisible... yoiks. 
Away players are 

invisible... double yoiks. 
Create players with MI 

  

Not x ugly Plenty of Phat Tunes and 
poly onal players, shiny the odd squeaking shoe, 

but not exactly but nothing to really set 
your ears on fire. lly wo it's breathtaking either. 

  

eyepatches. .. Jim Lad. 
Create players with 

what, what. 

Prisoners... doin’ bird. 

Chameleon home... (karma). 
Chameleon away, (as above). 

Enables Adorable Pin in 

Halloween codes. 
code 

shoof-ovt means 
fairly durable. 

| Shooting 
Ball Control 
Rebounds 

Defense 
Overall 

  

D team inte   
New: improved! Aynitt 

Good Iti-tap play, 
a pissiaye ew ree Me "Fiat   

players now have their 

L real-life slan 

Ihese change strips, 

known i as Sunday 

strips, are of different 

colours and that to the 

her two. Ooooh.
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A gloomy altar 
scene can be 
easily cheered 
up with a bit of 
subtle lighting. 
Give it a go. 

  

As you begin to get a little tired, your eyelids start to 
get heavy, reducing your field of vision. 

  

This is about as chilling as the note you leave out 
for the milkman. We venture forward undaunted... 

hat? Me, an inexperienced occult 

YY cre: in a haunted mansion? At three 
o’clock in the morning? With my 

reputation? BINGO! 
At last, it's cub reporter Akira’s chance to make it 

big and get an article in the latest edition of Spooksters 
Monthly. What he needs to do is locate three missing 
children. But all he has to go on.are pictures of an old 
mansion located somewhere in a remote Transylvanian- 
style village. It’s B-movie thriller time, folks. 

The game plonks you (Akira) in the mansion with 

your lovely - but soon to prove irritating beyond 
compare — assistant Angela. After an introductory scene 
that comes out with all those old “Shall we split up and 
investigate?” cliches, you are thrown into a first-person 
adventure, the meat of the game. 

Although you find yourself the slave of an awkward 
menu system of control, certain commands can be 

allocated to specific buttons The shoulder buttons already 
control the Open and Light Match commands. It’s 
amazing how much pleasure we derived from throwing 
open curtains and lighting lanterns every time we 
entered a room. This is an important feature of the game 
because unless there is sufficient light shining on an 
object you won't be able to check it out. 

On the ground floor of this god-forsaken building 
bats buzz around your head while rats nibble at your 
toes. While in reality you could dispatch them with a kick 
or swipe in the air, these are made of sterner stuff. If they 
take enough bites you tire and your blink rate begins to 
increase. It's a neat feature that leaves you worn out. 

  

During the FMV sections you'll get glimpses 
of Angela, but not during the game! 

Two other notable features are 
the bats and the toilets. Do your 
very best to avoid both. 

When you are peering 
through mere slits, Angela 
begins to point out the 
obvious - “You don’t look well,” she whines. Don’t worry, 

simply nip outside and you'll be offered the option of a 
visit to the local store or the hotel. In the store you can 
buy and sell ammo and provisions, while in the hotel you 
can get a good nights rest. 

Then back to the mansion feeling wide awake and 
with a noticeably reduced blink rate. To be honest you 
don’t really need to be on top form to face the evil foe 
this game throws at you. They lumber slowly and with 
little direction giving you enough time to work your way 
through the menu, find the shotgun, remember to load it, 
then fire and repeat the procedure until the beast is 
dead. It’s hardly edge of the chair stuff. 

Frankly if you want to feel the hairs standing up on 
the back of your neck go for the don, Resident Evil. |f 
you want an adventure with real substance then choose 
le Grand Fromage, Final Fantasy 7. This, by comparison, 
is a late night channel four showing of Attack of the 50ft 
Woman. It’s an amusing diversion but would never rate 
as a first choice. 5 

Matt Swaine ‘# 
It's an odd 
looking 
incinerator in the 
back garden, 
Hey you're 
looking tired! 

sion. 

I'm sorry Rover. It was me or you my little canine 
chum, and | was carrying the gun! Fetch... 

  The graphics are let 
down. But it IS fun 

  (4 watching light flood in 
as you pull the curtains. 

  

  

The Hammer House 
soundtrack suggests, but 
doesn’t deliver, ghouls 
around every corner. 

We'd give ito more 
f fe a te Ta ad 
~ that’s only for t 

Geledtless masochist 

That sound 

Did you find the stone? 

That’s strange. 

64  
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ox Command & Conquer or Red Alert. 
Alternatively, if you feel you simply 
can't live without a PlayStation 
version of Monopoly, treat yourself to 
a copy of Sim City and gasp at just 
how madly wrong you were. Friends 
and a board are better...   

  

North Africas v7 
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Two classic board games have both crawled 
their way on to different PSX games... 

ust when you thought Final Fantasy 7 was the _ they're classics, but what can be gained from 
be-all and end-all of epic, high production a computer version? The obvious answer is 
gaming, back come two classics from the aftic. _ that those who wish to play Risk or Monopoly, 

Yes, thanks to the power of PlayStation, old board but can’t find anyone to play them with can 
games Monopoly and Risk can tell young upstarts now take on their PlayStation. With some natty 
where to get off, roundly beating them about the Al routines, itll provide one or more imaginary 
face and neck with their well-worn gameplay. Whole opponents. To which we'd merely like to point out 
generations of British families, alienated from each _ that such a person is either sadly misinformed or, frankly, 
other by next-gen graphical wizardry, and granny’s _ not the sort we'd like to know. In fact, if it all sounds like a 
arthritic inability to hold a joypad, will come jolly good idea to you, please pass this mag to someone 
together in joyous union, crowding around the TV more discerning and seek professional help. 
and reliving those glorious days when men were If, like most people in the world, you can’t always 
men and games were made out of cardboard and rely on those around you to drop everything to join in 
plastic. But, come on, what's the bloody your gaming fun, then why not select one of the hundreds 

point exactly? of superb games already available. Specifically, why 
Hasbro Interactive, the people would you want to play a dice and pieces effort like 

responsible for inflicting these Risk when you could be playing Command & 
monstrosities on an undeserving Conquer? Just think, all the strategy, more to do, 
world, would doubtless tell us that more to see, all in realtime! Sounds exciting, and it 

is. And Monopoly lovers, by all means enjoy a real 
game with like-minded souls. But don’t play with 
yourself, for God’s sake! Apart from losing your 

, cals © sight, you'll be missing out on, say, Sim City 2000. 
- ftP= Build the bloody city, instead of buying poxy 

og ee =~ “eel cards and plastic houses. 
wi gene. ~ ie = While Risk is reasonably well 

: 2p) done, and at least offers a relatively clear 

version of a well respected strategy game, 
Monopoly is dreadful. The trading menu 
system is hopelessly confusing, and when 
playing against an Al opponent, you have 

tl Alberta no real idea of what they’re doing. And you 
' ‘ can’t nick money from the bank. 

Will Groves (% 

Goad Gi a The 
do you wa ma poany predictably thee tunes 
There’s some dull ‘and some incidental FX 
animation. Coo. which fail to thrill. 

    

   

  

   

    

   

     

     
   

  

       

  

  

     

  

  

  

  

    
   
   

PlayStation 

1to4 

Hasbro Interactive — 

    
   

  

  

  

    

Could have had some ai fhe roll of the dice, 
exciting footage burning noise, some 
or somet ody ay Won’t get 
doesn’t bother. your pulse racing.            
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7 Dat’s da vine. Dat’s 
(la joypad. I'm da guy in 

fla know. I'm Grip Chimp! 

 



   

                    

   

    

      

  

Makopad 64 (N64) 
Interact — £24.99 
The same design as the Super Pad (see below) but with all its 

hi-tech innards showing thanks to one of them trendy see- 
through cases. For the extra fiver you also get slow-motion 
and auto-fire buttons. Grip Chimp Verdict: Unless you're the 

sort of poser who needs transparency and a pad named after 

a shark, stick with the all in black gothic version. 

  

A gamer’s only as 
good as their 
controller. But 
with so many 
pads, how do 
you pick the 
good from the 
bad and the 
hideously ugly? 
Simple, meet the 
pad-pimp, game-gimp the world’s 
joypad expert Grrrrrip Chimp... 

    

SharkPad Pro 64 (N64) 
Interact — £29.99 
Like the original controller with its prongs cruelly severed, this 
is a solid enough contender that’s hampered by being the 
same price as the official controller. Admittedly, it’s got slow- 
mo and auto-fire functions to go 

with some sturdy stick 
movement but doesn’t 
slot into your hands 
quite as smoothly 
as the bundled 
controller. ' 
Grip Chimp 
Verdict: Chunky 
rather than cool. 

—



    

   
   
   
   

  

   

  

   

    

LMP Ltd - £24.99 
I's a real monster this arcade-style stick. The buttons are the Looking every bit like a blob of melted plastic with buttons, the 
size of Giant Smarties and it takes up more carpet space than | LX4 isn’t going to win any poncey design awards or many 
the N64 itself. The whacking great joystick can be screwed kind words from any gamer who picks it up. The Z-trigger’s in 
into the D-Pad or analogue disc and feels finely responsive a finger chaffing place, there are no prongs to get a grip on 

*A although the repositioning of the Z-trigger to the far right isa | and the loose stick’s liable to send Mario wibbling about 
bit of a pain. the screen. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: If you’ve never been a fan of thumbstick | Grip Chimp Verdict: The perfect pad if you’re looking for an 

4 twiddling, this offers a real arcade alternative. Mind you, at excuse to explain away substandard play but otherwise one to 
£60 it's twice as expensive as anything else around. avoid. Comes in different 

colours, though. aR) 
or 

   

   

  

   

  

€ original's classiel 
s eh ale y We 4 Blaze - £1 9. 99 

‘ ¢ d wi “ Sporting this season’s splattered blood look, this takes the 
HOH grouping su Wind rt -em-0ps 5 %  \A| standard shape but is badly let down by a D-Pad and some 
c ce Bible jou imes{dea gh spongy buttons. There’s not the same satisfying pres you get 

   t 

      

        

   
    

  

     dbnsiveness ei with the standard pad and the blood effect, well, it’s a bit mid 

ing AD Se step./ ‘80s glam metal band isn’t it. Also has auto-fire and slow-mo 
: It might and there are versions in — 

luminous green, camouflage @aa™> 

and gorgeous aa * 
chrome finishes. ¢ 
Grip Chimp Verdict: Nice 
idea to try and theme 2) 
pads for different types of 
games but it’s not enough 
to convince you that this 
isn’t a shoddy 

1 controller for 
the price. 
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Spectra Video — £19.99 
A bit more buffing work would’ve rounded off the sharp 

edges on this fuss-free offering. As it stands, it’s about as 
ergonomic as a witch’s nose with some uncomfortable ridges 
on the underside and a nasty looking D-Pad disc. Everything's 
easy enough to reach though and there’s an auto-fire version 
available for an extra fiver. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: Adequate performance but not a top 
flight controller. 

Gs 

ASCII - £34.99 
Another metal-bottomed arcade beast with buttons big 
enough to hit with a stick from behind the sofa. This is really 
designed for beat-em-ups and handles itself well in Tekken 2 
and Soul Blade, allowing you to feel more involved as you 
slam buttons and wrestle with the stick rather than pressing 
away on a joypad. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: Recommended for fighting game fans but 
a bit unwieldy for standard use. 

  PNEWs /PREVIEWS/REVIEW Sf 

ASCII - £14.99 
It might not fall into your hands in quite such a lovely rounded 
way as the standard Sony Pad but there’s a lot to be said for 
this slim line, cool-looking pad particularly at a bargaintastic 
£15 price. It’s well built, as responsive as you’d expect and 
comes in the right shade of grey. The only problem are some 
thin shoulder buttons. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: A good second choice and excellent 
value for money. 2 

wt’ ; 
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Sega = £19. 99 ne RR ic con 
It might not be quite the same award winning design as Sony | thing + i Be gq 
and Nintendo's standard controllers but for Sega-endorsed F Meter most thiré 
pad frolics this official offering is more than dependable there’s nott Bs fMiatch-its oh-soisehsi i 
enough for most gamesplayers. You have your six buttons, a buttop action.and/eunn 
you have your D-Pad and you have some cable. Everything Gh A tevolutiong y 
you need. Still a quality product. \ 
Grip Chimp Verdict: Good official controller but there are 
some decent cheaper alternatives. 
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he Grip (PSX) 

ASCII - £24.99 
Unless you're a resting arm wrestler, a retired rodeo rider or 
find yourself on the wrong side of a closed car door, playing 

one-handed seems a bit unneccesary. But The Grip’s really 
designed for the sort of 70 hour sessions = 
demanded by RPG's like Final Fantasy 
7, where being able to sip from a oS &> 
flask of tea and eat a Ginsters whilst ,. a) 
casting a healing spell is a luxury. All om 
the buttons are cunningly placed & mE 
within the reach of five fingers and it CS ai 

slots into your hand nicely enough. Just =. ap 

don’t try and play Tekken with it. ee 

Grip Chimps Verdict: For the RPGer who are 
fae, has everything rather than casual use. 

  
G-Con 45 
Namco - £5 
Time Crisis 

(PSX) 
99 with 

The best game and package bar none. The G-Con’s a 
fantastic weapon that looks cool, feels light in the hand and 

sends a super accurate stream of virtual bullets screenwards 
thanks to an extra jack that plugs into your PlayStation’s 
video port. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: This is the best light gun for the 
PlayStation and one that's sure to become the standard 

weapon from now on. We wouldn't shoot our 

TVs with any 
thing else. 

  

    

Controller Plus (PSX) 
Joytech - £9.99 
Now this feels a bit unsubstantial with its plasticy feel and 
rather shapeless design but as just about the only PlayStation 
pad for under a tenner it feels almost rude to complain. 
Particularly when you also get the sort of slow-mo and auto- 
fire functions that often push the price of a pad up past the 
official controller price. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: We wouldn’t recommend it for 
heavy duty beat-em-up or driving abuse but for 

game you could 
do a lot worse. 

ProgramPad (PSX) 
InterAct — £29.99 
At £30 this is about the most expensive PlayStation pad 
around, coming in at a fiver more than even the twin sticked 

delights of Sony’s Analogue controller. But opening your wallet 
to such a wide degree might be worth it for a pad that lets 
you program away like a white coated boffin. You can whack 
in up to 87 presses and store them on one single button, 
making this ideal for those mind-destroying beat-em-up 
combos. And the memory will store your settings even when 
the power’s off. Add in the usual slow-mo and auto-fire 
functions and you've got a swish pad that you'll fight over 
with your mates when playing 
Tekken. 
Grip Chimp 
Verdict: A 
sophisticated pad "We 
with plentiful beat- \¥ 
em-up cheating 
functions. Still, 

£30’s a fair wodge 
of cash. 

Real Arcade Gun 

(FS SAT) 
oytech — £44.99 

At first glance, it looks pretty similar to the Time Crisis 
shootah but untangle it from the miles of leads and you can 
see you're dealing with a serious piece of bullet spraying kit. 
The gun uses, rather worryingly, a mains adaptor to power a 
recoil feature which has the top bit of the gun flying back on 
every shot and boasts an auto-fire feature. Grip Chimp 
Verdict: An ace recoil-tastic firearm with top arcade style 
duck-action pedal. But do you really need this when you’ve 
got the G-Con? 

      

     

   

              

     

Chameleon (PSX) 
Wild Things - £17.99 
The cool camoflague styling of this chunky PlayStation pad 
means it’s not going to draw sniper fire in any jungle-based 
warzone. Unfortunately what you gain in rugged good looks 
you lose in performance. The button action’s good and solid 
but the D-Pad feels far too loose. All your auto-fire and slow- 
motion business is included and there's a range of ‘textures’ 
including carbon fibre and some metallic finishes. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: A bit of a looker but the hunky chunky 
feel’s let down by some unresponsive control. 

  

Lightblaster 
Interact — £29.99 
If it wasn’t for the G-Con, this would be a perfectly 
acceptable, if slightly naff-looking light gun. It’s got auto 
reload and fire and little red lights that illuminate as you 
squeeze the trigger. But it doesn’t use the same jack plug 
checked accuracy as Namco’s gun and will only work with 
older light gun games like Area 57 and Crypt Killer. 
Grip Chimp Verdict: Not a terrible shooter but difficult to 
recommend with the G-Con on the shelves. 

 



     
   

      

   

  

   

Joytech - £7.99 Joytech - £17.99 
An interesting and quite comfy twin handlebar design for this | A good old fashioned joystick like they used to make in the 
super cheap Saturn Pad which features full turbo auto-fire olden days. It clicks in response to your every move and 
switches for every button at half the price of other efforts. The | features four suckers that, with the requisite amount of spittle, 
real problem is that the buttons are absolutely tiny and will take the varnish off your coffee table. 
seemingly designed for slender-fingered elves rather than Grip Chimp Verdict: Might be worth it 
humanoid gamers. There’s a very similar PlayStation version for flying games like Air Combat but 
available for £9.99 which comes in eight different colours. can’t compete with joypads for 
Coo, oh la, la. Look at Mr Colourful. everyday use. Now how about a PC-     

   

      

     

  

Grip Chimp 
Verdict: Unusual 
design, unusually 
cheap. Those 
buttons really are 
too small though. 

style analogue flight stick for would 
be Biggles merchants. 

InterAct -— £19.99 InterAct — £24.99 
Like the standard Saturn Pad but with ‘Programmable Synchro | Takes the same comfy form as the N64 Super Pad (see 

          

   

              

     

   

      

   

            

     

Fire’ that lets you arse about with auto-fire to your hearts elsewhere) as it goes all out to offer console-style control to 
content. Add in a slow-mo button and a responsive D-Pad the PC masses. Particularly nice is the sliding throttle control 
and you've got a nice second controller for your Saturn, under the right-hand shoulder button, the N64 stick and 
although as is usually the way it still doesn’t feel as trigger combo and the six clicky buttons. Smartly, you can 
dependable as the official pad. switch between analogue and digital control at the flick 
Grip Chimp Verdict: A good second pad if you want the auto- | of a switch. 
fire features rather than the official controller’s quality. Grip Chimp Verdict: A good 

alternative to the 
usual PC joystick set 
up, particularly if 
you've got plenty 
of console 
experience under 
your belt. 

  

Blaze — £29.99 
Compared to the G-Con’s sleek greyness, the Eraser looks a 
little too much like a toy gun and the frankly very poor 
indeed recoil noise took us straight back to the plastic 
guns of our childhood. It’s battery powered you see, 
and doesn’t so much kick back as give a weak pop 

and rattle. Turn the recoil off and things don’t pick up 
much. There’s not the same accuracy as the G-Con or the 
Real Arcade Gun and the styling is cheap and nasty. 
Grip Chim Verdict: A shoddy 
third party gun that feels 
like it could break with 
prolonged use. 

Tel: 01525 852900 “ rh 
Tel? 01204862026 « 

s oe Tel: oreT 9 aed 2\ 
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What the hell is that?! 
New to the decidedly odd world of Final Fantasy? 
Then here's a quick rundown of what's what. 

Orbs or crystalline energy that, when fitted into 
armour and weapons, gives a character special 

j \. powers and attributes. 

Fi
na

l 
Fa
nt
as
y 

7 

A big bird that gets you around 
without the hassle of the random 

battles. 
J 

The energy force that the 
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whole game is 
a jf based around. 
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    Hit Points — your character's life meter. When it 
hits zero your character can wave goodbye. 

Magic Points — the more you've got, the more 
magic you can cast. 

The evil corporation that always seems to be one 
step ahead of you. 

A special attack that becomes available after a 
little ‘Limit Gauge’ bar has filled up during battles. 
Fach character has four different levels of Limit 
Break that can be discovered during the game. 

A Shinra experiment that seems to somehow be 
responsible for big baddie Sepiroth. 
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complex. It'll allow you to make light of the quicksand 
surrounding the area as well as any shallow lakes 
and streams. You-won't need it for long but it ll get. 
you to Cosmo Canyon and Nibleheim beyond. That 
can't be at all bad now, can it? Final Fantasy games all work in a similar way. They 

restrict access to certain parts of the world until the 
storyline provides some sort of transport or other 
means of reaching new locations which allows you to 

continue the story. Here are the different forms of 
transport you'll encounter, where you'll find them and 

how they each differ in where they can and can't go. 

The ostrich-like Final Fantasy trademarks really 
come into their own in FF7. Not only can you ride 

them but later in the game you can even breed and 
race them! 

  

Just when you think you'll be taking to the skies the 
handy little plane that sits outside Cid's house in 

ae 

This handy little vehicle becomes available after you 
leave the open prison under the Gold Saucer 

SST, 
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Attack Manip. 
Magic Sense 
Summon 
Item 

   Cid 

Barret 

Vincent      

You'll come across Fort Condor quite early in your 

journey. It’s situated just beyond the marsh near ~ th 

Midgar (see map). Initially it seems to be nothing ' 

more than an intriguing sub-game but you should 
know better than that. Later you'll need to win an i 

important battle here, against the Shinra forces, to \E ae 

get a piece of Huge Materia. | 

The easy way to win a Fort Condor battle is by 7 > 

having a lot of money. This'll allow you to keep 0» x 

replacing fallen soldiers and keep the enemy from ‘ : 

reaching your hut at the top of the hill. But going on s : a 

the offensive is also a good strategy. Move a line of 
Attackers, Defenders and Fighters south to meet the 
advancing hordes as soon as the game starts. A 

back-up of Repairers will allow you to heal HPs when 

any serious damage occurs. Remember, also, that 

Shooters can strike from a distance — keep moving 

them back if the enemy get too close. 
If you can't stop all the troops you'll have to 

face them (and their commander} in a normat battle 

situation. Fortunately it's not too difficult if you've 

built your party up a decent rate. 

  

   

“YES! We didit! 

That was wonderful! Thanx you! 1 

I doubt Shinra will attack now.   

Rocket Town runs into problems and ends up limping 
about in the water. It can't travel on land or in the ~ 
deeper ocean so you'll be left to trawl around the 
Coastline and up streams. Even so you'll be amazed 
at the variety of places you can go using this. 

Not really a vehicle as such, the snowboard gets you 
to the Great Glacier from Icicle Inn. As the course 
Splits up a couple of times near the end there are 
four different places you can end up. Taking the lett, 
left route means you can return to Icicle Inn and try 
the whole thing all over again. 

  

Now we re talking. When you finally get your hands 
on the the airship you first saw at Junon the world 

almost becomes your oyster. Higwind can go 

* 

anywhere but you'll need a decent clearing to land 

her. This means no forests or water. 

  

Hi-jacking the Shinra submarine in Junon is the only 
way to get to Lucrecia’s Cave where Vincent's level 4 
Limit Break is. 
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OFK, let's cut to the chase here. What you 
Materia Matters A Pat TNO really want to know is where to get all the 

Summon Materia. These mega-attacks get 
more outlandish as the game goes on and only a true Final Fantasy expert will manage to collect them all. 

Shiva From Priscilla in Junon Harbor 
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but a young lad, my 
fmeonhisknee | 

| me in the art of 
ly money from 
thers realising. | 

From that point on | was obsessed 4 
with cheating and winning by foul 
means. My Uncle Evelyn is current- 
ly languishing in jail on charges of 
interstella fraud, | dedicate this 
month’s cheats fo him... 

COU SU CULL 
PLAYSTATION DY 
CRASH BANDICOOT 2 MDK RAPID RACER 

        

   

  

    
     

  

    

       

  

Frustrated Gamer, Cardiff 
Ben Rowle, Co. Durham Rob Harris, Surrey 
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Chocobo. Feed them with plenty of food and start You can change the view with the D- 
racing at the Golden Saucer until they reach class Pad, change their clothes with the ® 
A. Now mate the green and blue Chocobos using and © buttons and zoom in and out 
the Carob nut. Try using the Zeio nut if you're hav-. with L1 and R1. Get rapping Scott. 
ing problems getting ogee Chocobo. OK, now 
land near the Chocobo tracks in the Northern 
Continent and find a running Chocobo that has its 
head down and is the opposite sex to your black : 
Chocobo. Feed them food and race them up to class_| am 65 years young and have bought every issue 

| need your help. One of my mates said that there’s 
a way to breed a golden Chocobo in Final Fantasy 
7. \f anyone can tell me how to do this it’s you! 

   
I've always been a specialist in animal husbandry 

    
i : : ; 

and so was delighted to see ae ae iin, at A. Mate the class A Chocobos with the Zeio nut of GamesMaster and it is without doubt the best 
how you do it. Get in your airs Ce pe : he and-da-dah-you'll be the beaming, proud owner of games reading going. | am writing hoping you can 
Northern Continent. Find a green house colaterela a (whisper it...) Golden Chocobo. end my frustration. As an ex-military man, I’m 

ysl eur really enjoying Shellshock on the PlayStation. The 
PER Nae . a Seen 7 Pp fi thing is | am really stuck on mission Me and was 

eee 5 , wondering if ee have any cheats or at least a level 
Feros evi e select for it. | hope you can help me. 
a Ai What I’m after is some cheats for PaRappa the Mr G Fellows, Scarborough 

is ee ., _ Rapper. |s there anything | can do to make it more 
Keep ki Ing iu interesting as | have now completed it several times? A military man, eh? It's good to have someone of 

yu ie ‘ _ Scott Pierce, Bristol your calibre aboard G. | myself served with the 
; Cee orchestral regiment during the battle for Munpton 
Rieeaheres I've been known to ‘bust a tune’ and drop ‘lyrical Mount. Of course with hands as delicate as mine | 

E ‘fae eee Loike | ; science’ every now and again, as | was saying to wasn’t actually allowed to fight. Instead I’d rouse 
patna cela! Ns Se oe raae Puff Daddy just the other night. But unfortunately the troops’ spirits with a passionate rendition of 

and kill Seed oS ane ee ae even | haven’t managed to Tind any cheats for Peele from My Fair Lady, on the 
Next mate one temate joggin = ican iE . PaRappa. Don’t despair though because depending —_ xylophone. Anyway, back to gaming matters. On 
male using the Carob Nut. A es ot Sheee weld on your skill there is something to aim for. It you Shel heck you can access a test menu. On the 
will result. Next, mate one walking male and one manage to finish every level with a COOL rating, Core Design copyright screen press @, 9, «, », 9, 9, 
jogging female with a Carob nut. You'll get another 
green or blue baby. You'll need to make sure that 
you have both a male and female blue or green 

mira: bye 

ATURN o 

come the end you get a new scene where Sunny », ®, © quick smart. From here you'll be able to 
Funny and Katy Kat dance on a table! No, it’s true. alter the starting level amongst other things. 

© 

   

   
    

    
   

      

     

  

    
     

    

    

| am having some real problems with Resident Evil 
on the Saturn. Are there W cheats for it? Do any 

with this version? of the PlayStation ones wor! Ravel cit Goneeces| Guess what | got for Christmas? 
Christmas NiGHTS of course! Are there 
any hidden tricks or features to uncover in 
the game? 

I'm still glowing with enough Christmas spirit, not to 
mention spirits (and Quality Street) that I’ve decided 

Simes mate, you’re in luck and don’t have to listen 0 help you. like Sega Touring Car, above, 
to another xylophone related anecdote before get- Christmas Nights has plenty of secrets which you 
ting an answer. Although there was the one time uncover by changing your Saturn’s internal clock. 
when I... No, now I’m just being self indulgent! On ‘Try these dates and times: 

Pee with the consoletation... There’re three hidden tracks 12/25/1996 — Santa Claus 

in Sega's racer and they’re all activated 4) chang- 01/01/1997 — Happy New Year Message 

   
“ ing the date on your Saturn’s internal clock. This 02/14/1997 — Play as Reala 

means going to the Saturn System menu and 9:00am — Crescent moons 
entering the following dates. Once you've got in 12:00am — pen 

There aren’t actually any cheats for the PlayStation there select the Global Net Event option een it y ; 
version of Res Evil but jammy Saturn owners get this to activate them. | : 12-00, zs ca as 
trick to access the Battle Game Mode. Right, start 1/25/1997 ~ Gives you a winter track. Seen Seay 

4/1/1998 - Change the date to April Fool’s Day 
and you have to drive the wrong way round the 

track avoiding the other cars. 
2/13/1998 — You race on the same three tracks but 
in Hit and Run mode. This means you must hit down I'm ey stuck on Gun Griffon for the Saturn 
every cone to win. Put me out of misery with some cheats, please. 

playing and save. Reset the game and at the title 
screen press X, Y and Z simultaneously, hold them 

down and press Start on Controller 2. The screen 
will flash. Press Start on Controller 1 and go to 
options. If everything's gone according to plan there 
should be an option alle Battle Game. Pick it and 
load the data from your saved game. Blammo! You 
should now have access to the Battle Game that 
you'd usually have to complete the game to play. 

  

    

  

: Thanks for writing all the way from Belgium, Tom. 
= Unbelievably, your fine country has a reputation of 

i being slightly betitg over here but what do we 
know. Anyway, Gun Griffon, yes hold on while | go 
all wobbly and access my ancient tips file. 
Click. ..whirr...Right, enter these on the title screen 
after the Press Start message appears. 
Unlimited ammo - B, B, B, C, Start 
Invincibility — Left, Right, B, C, C, Start 

    

     Got anything for Sega fea, Car, mate? | would 
be eternally grateful for any cheats or tips that you 
could provide me with... er, please? 
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Dear GamesMaster     What | want to know is if you’ve got any cheats for 
Rare’s Mario Kart beater, Diddy Kong Racing. | 
would be forever in your debt GamesMaster! 
1 Wl = ia 7 al Beat . ” & Rodney Evans, North East Somerset. 

2” 

  

   

      

Want to make a withdrawal from the old Bank of 
Cheats, eh? You’ve come to the right place. Enter 
these at the options menu: 
OFFROAD - Four wheel drive go-karts 
VITAMINB — Regenerating bananas 
BLABBERMOUTH -— Voice sample instead of horn 
JOINTVENTURE — Two-player adventure mode 
BODYARMOUR - All balloons are yellow 
BOGUSBANANAS - Bananas power down karts 
OPPOSITESATTRACT — All balloons are magnetic 
TOXICCOFFENDER - All balloons are green 
BOMBSAWAY - All balloons are red 
ROCKETFUEL — All balloons are blue 
BYEBYEBALLOONS -— CPU can’t get power-ups 
NOYELLOWSTUFF — Bananas do nothing 
TIMETOLOSE — Increases CPU intelligence 
FREEFORALL — All balloons give top level power-up 
FREEFRUIT ~ Start with 10 bananas 
ARNOLD - Big characters 
TEENYWEENIES — Tiny characters 
WHODIDTHIS — See credits 
DOUBLEVISION — Multiple characters 
JUKEBOX — Play music on the Audio Options menu 
ZAPTHEZIPPERS — Remove zippers 

CLAYFIGHTER 63 1/3 
Dear GamesMaster 
Are there any cheats for Clay Fighter 63 1/32 I'm 

looking for some 
ic} secret characters to 

make this dreary 
fighter more 
interesting. 

m Christopher 
Sanders, 
Cheltenham 

    

    

  

       

Clay Fighter might be a bit below par as far as 
scrapping poms tk there's three hidden characters 
on offer which spice things up no end. Try these at 
the character select screen. 
Booger Man — Hold down the left shoulder button 
and move the joypad Up, Right, Down, Left, 
Right, Left. 
Dr Kiln — Hold down the Left shoulder button, press 
B, Left-C, Up-C, RightC, Down-C, A. 
Sumo Santa — Yep the star of our advent calendar — 
press A, Down-C, Right-C, Up-C, Left-C, B. 

    

   Dear GamesMaster 
| spotted a game called San Francisco Rush just 
kalees Christmas in my local game shop, bought it 
and I'm really enjoying it. | know you haven't 
reviewed it yet but are there any cheats for special 
cars or tracks? Yours hopefully 
Joe McDonald, Essex 

  

    
    

    
      

  

    

  

      

  

      

  

    
    
   

   
    

     

  

      
        

    

  

     
    

      

      

      
    

      

    

      
    
   

Up then Down on the Control Pad. Release the 
Z Trigger and press Up, Down, Up, Down. A 
weight will appear at the top of the screen. 
Repeat the sak for different gravity options. 

   

  

Evil child! Never buy a game before it’s been given 
a thorough going-over by my chimp-like associates 
at GamesMaster. San Francisco Rush must have 
somehow slipped through their magic reviewing nets 
or was released before review copies were sent out. 
A bad omen, as far as I’m concerned. But those 
cheats. Have a gander at these and weep with joy 
at my magnificence. 
Bonus Cars — Race the level with the broken bridge 
and look out on the left for a sticking out bit. Get to 
max speed and aim for that spot. As you come to 
the end of the bridge you'll notice a ramp. Fly off 
the end at top speed and rather than the watery 
landing you'd expect you'll come to rest on a barge. 
When you've beaten the level, quit and go back to 
the main level and there'll be three new cars to race. 
Circuit Password 
Enter this password to complete the first four races 
in Circuit Mode with you ahead on points. 
VV9#KKIJA4GC4FD 
CMBGDLFERCQBB 

Change Gravity 
On the Setup screen hold the Z Trigger and press _ 

  

    

  

Turn Off Vehicle Collisions 
On the Setup screen, press Left then hold Right 
then press Right C and release both buttons, 
then press Up C, Left C, Down C, Z Button. A 
bus symbol will appear if you've got it right. 

   

       

     
      

Infinite Time 
On the Setup screen, hold the Z Trigger, then 
ress and hold Down C then Up C. Continue to 

id the Z Trigger, and release the C Buttons. 
Press and hold Up C then Down C. 

Tag Mode 
Nice idea this. Press the Abort button during the 
countdown sequence at the start of a two-player 
practice game for a tag match. Chase your 
mate around and make sure they're ‘it’ by 
bumping into him. 

Mines é 
Quickly press L, R, L, R, L, R on the SETUP 
screen. The cones now explode when hit. 

Upside-down Tracks 
Press Up, Right, Down, Left, Down, Right, Up, 
Left on the SETUP screen to get topsy turvy and 
windy ole’ tracks. 

  

 



CTEKCOP — Pocket bike: 
CESREVER — Reverse alll th 

You're always tip ersions of MKT 
but how about 

Are there any 
are please wr if 

| got the time to 
ly to eac and every one of you 

8 1ge and every- 
sin the hallowed — 

When will 
write back pe 
what with my medi 
thing but | cc 
pages of GM. 
MK Inlogy, 

eae Acta) or ‘ 
Ses held upstart | feds by defaul.) 

bat fans some help? | 
haracters? If there Srl 5 

; ol nities some ae for the fneredieyy hardisirate y 
game Heroes of Might and Magic 2. Have a look ies 
2 ah your files for me please and I'll buy every ge 
_ issue of GamesMaster forever! : 

Rory, ree your Sg) to your local newsagents \ wine a 
big bag of cash an place a regular order for GM to 

run until the giant meteor hits Earth in the year 2392. 
You got it my young sunbeam, your dreams are 

_ about to come true, the information el require is at 

ighlight Sonya and . 

pcroadiground 

To activate th 
highlight 
Sonya Blad 

To play as ch 
characterselect 

_ Five 
Entire map - 8675309 

the forefront of my expansive cranial capacity. You ey 
can re these cheats in atany time. 

ldckdragons = 32167) 

raigh' eeaie ule 

; ~ What y you can do for me is supply some 2 cheats for 
Theme Hospital on the PC. My health centre is cur- 

ea rently ta apart, waiting lists are longer than. tan 
~ are in our fair country! How about some cheats GMe | 

nia How about some politeness, Rich? As lv was saying | to. 
Sting the other night, it costs NOWT. Anyw yway, cheats — 
for Theme Hospital. Enter the code 24328 on the fax 

ti any 
ee you’ sk 
ask your friends for we Well 
don’t panic or have a fit of 
depression. Just write in and 
we'll try to help you out as 

GamesMaster 
Consoletation Zone 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath 
Avon BAI 2BW 

machine and press the green button. Then | go back re) 

e hospi oe a 
y, tite lot: 

CHL M eel 
-amonth 
Control Y - 

 



wm TOTAL DRIWIN’ 
Whilst | was playing away happily on Total 
Drivin’ for the PlayStation | discovered a 
secret level purely by accident... 

Enter the one-player mode and set the track 
to Switzerland. Start the race. Once you have 
driven one quarter of the way round the track 
you will see a load of houses in front of you. 
Don’t steer away, drive straight towards them 
(have faith). Once you’re on the grassy verge, 
drive around the back of all the houses and 
behind one of them there is an orange whirly 
thing. Drive into it and you will load up a 
secret level. 
Jonathan Cleaver, Worthing 
S Ee 
<= “*F RESIDENT EVIL 
Here are the secrets | have discovered for 
this zombie-lamper: 
Cheats: 
These work for both characters. 
Rocket Launcher 
Simply (actually, it’s rather difficult) 

complete the game in under three 
hours and save to memory card. 
When you play again you'll have 
this weapon with unlimited rockets. 
Change Clothes 
Finish with a good ending 
(save both S.T.A.R.S. 
members). Then save to your 
card and play again. You'll 
have the special key in your inventory, 
this unlocks the room beside the huge 
mirror. Now you can dress yourself up in a 
different outfit. 
Tips 
Here are some helpful hints for when playing 
with Jill. 
V-Jolt 
Handy for when going for the rocket launcher 
or to save time and hassle ignore the V-Jolt 
and use the Bazooka and Plant 42. Barry will 
save you and cook the plant with his flame 
thrower. Cool! 
Shells 
When using the shotgun to kill those undead 
fiends aim up and shoot at close range. This 
saves a lot of shells as it kills them in one 
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You cheatin’ dawg Jim, 

lawks I lev you! 

Many ofour*Spongs have reported a 
lives after having, their names pri 
Secrets Service. Increased respe 

fed-on the 

opposite sex and niches beyond their wildeag CATS: 
Songet writing and see what it does foryoure 

   
   

    

    

   

    

with the three lights in the lab to 
get Chris (please note: you won't 
be able fo get him until ole Tyrant 
has been defeated). 

Here’s where the disks are: 
1. In the 2nd library push the - 
red button to turn on a spot 
light. Now push the statue 
into the beam to activate 
a hidden room. Then 
you'll find disk lying 
on the desk. h PAND® 

2. Behind huge rock Saat 
(see rolling stones 
tip). 
3. On the desk beside the visual 
data room in the lab. 
Finally, this is where all the 
weapons are: 
Shotgun 
Mounted on the wall in the 
room next to the collapsing roof trap. Note: 
after you take this gun then exit the room and 
the ceiling will come down. Two things will 
happen depending on how you started: If the 
door you came through is locked, relax, Barry 
will save you. If it is open, put the gun back 
and switch it with the broken one. 
Bazooka 
Besides Forrest’s remains. Note: You can get it 
without looking at the blood and guts (good 
for the squeamish) this means the crows don’t 
get hungry! 
Colt Python (magnum) 
In the room with the animal heads, magnum 

rounds, shells and Wesker’s orders move the 
steps to the stag head. Turn on the lights, take 
out the eyeball and put it in the stome tigers 
left eye socket to get your hands on Barrys 
favourite weapon. 

Fraser Horne (aka the gamii ~ a gaming god) 

ke# er CLUB 
How about this for a laff? No, really giveiba 
go! Get a mate to play against and make 
sure you sit in the left-hand side of the 
machine. Then at any time during the raeey 
pull your mate’s handbrake, accidently of 
course. Neato! 
Daniel Squires, Gwent 

shot. Also it is cool because their heads 
explode in a shower of blood! 
Rolling Stones 
In the caves when you see the second boulder 
which chases you, you can bypass this 
hazard by using the hex crank three times. 
However, you will miss the second MO disk 
and map. 
Spider Boss 
After you kill the spider boss or any of the 
large spiders, leave the room and the small 
spiders will dissapear. Or more satisfying, run 
over them and they squish into green goo. 
Crests 
Sun - In the room with the suits of armour 
cover both vents with the statues and push the 

switch. Now go to the display stand 
which just opened and there you'll 

get the sun crest. 
Wind 

y 

   

  

    

  

     

    
   

   

  

    

  

You can see a gap in the 
balcony. Push the statue 

off. It'll break below 
revealing a 

blue jewel, take 
this and put it 

into the stone 
tiger’s right eye socket 

and then you'll get the crest. 
Star 
Go to the large gallery with 
the crows. Ignore the crows, 
(they won't come near you if 
you don’t shoot) and visit the 

paintings, pressing the 
buttons in the following 

order: New born, Infant, 
Lively Boy, Young Man, 

Middle Aged Man and Old 
Man. Then press the switch 

at the last painting (the one with 
the long message). It'll drop, 

revealing the crest. 
Moon 
In the attic, either lure the 

snake away from its den and pick up 
the last crest or blow the crap out of it 

and get the crest. 
Rescue Chris — To get Chris, collect all MO 
disks and get the passwords from the 
terminal, then enter the codes at the panel 

t 

  

    
      

    

  
=e PANDEMONIUM 2 
lam writing to you with some passwords 

for Pandemonium 2. The passwords 
access all the levels in the 

games. 
1. No password is 
needed. 
2. OMBCDBIB. 

3. FDAEGEBA. 

4. AFAABJAG. 

5. NGECHBBB. 

6. FPCBOCCI. 

7. GAKAOCDA. 

8. IFBBJIGF. 

9. KOBBJIAI. 

10. NMEGGBKB. 

11. ALIDJFE. 

12. LIBBJBGI. 

13. AOAIDKBI. 

14. IABBJMKN. 

15. IABBJIMN. 

16. OAECGBLT. 

17. LABBJIBA. 

18. FHKAOCAM. 

19. AKEIDKIF. (Final Boss) 

Mark Brian Philpott, via e-mail 

woe G=POLICE 
Last level password - SAGLORD 
All weapons — hold Ld.L2, R1, R2, @, ©, © 

wee TWISTED METAL 2 
To get full health run over 10 civilians 
Hidden tracks 
On two-player challenge match enter 
a9 i,Rl 

%«R1,D 

God mode — Hold R1, R2, L1, L2 andipress a, 

7 =; be -, —i y a. 

To fire Freeze or Naplam behind you press - 
a>, 5a 7,0 

«, D>, % > «, a 

Stronger weapons — Hold R2 and press @, 9%, 
en, 2 450 

Cloak — =, ¥ », a. 

Jump on a train in. Hong Kong with a remote 
and it will give you some more. 
Dark Tooth Stage 
Axle-@@@®_® 

GEO EE R:S



   

   
Grasshoper - @_® © @_ 

Hammerhead - © © © _ ®©® 

Mr Grim - © © © © © 

Mr Slam - © _®©@®@@©® 

Outlaw 2-_ © @_@_ 

Road Kill - ©© ®® @©® 
Shadow -©@_@@©_ 
Spectre- @©@O©O@_® 

Thumper - © _® © ®@© 
Twister -©@_®@@®@© 

Warthog - © ®_©©® 
Rob P, Crediton 

9 MORTAL KOMBAT 2 
Enter the code 221-557 on the Character Vs 
screen so you can keep uppercutting your 
opponent through the ceiling on any stage. 

9. 
=» B.O.B 
Enter the code 593172 in the password 
screen and you will start on level three and 
have 99 of everything. 

=*9 POWER RANGERS 
Enter any of the following codes for a two- 
player fighting game: 
1212 1007 0411 

wsom THE CROW: CITY OF ANGELS 
Here are some games to make the game ‘fun’ 

Skinny Mode - @ @ ®@ © ®@ @®@0® 
Long Neck Mode - ® ©®@@© © @ GOGO 
Debug Mode - ©® ©© © © O©8O® 
FMV Viewer - © ©@@®@ © @® 

(OR ORORO) 
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89 TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER 
The old dinosaur beating, slapping and 
blowing to bits number is one of my favourite 
games so | thought I'd share this little tip with 
all them there Spong types. To get new 
options got to the enter cheat screen and put 
in this code: 
NTHGTHDGDCRTDTRK 
Dave Belisle, Northumberland 

mse TOCA TOURING CAR 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
All of these cheats to be entered in the name 
entry screen: 

1. CMTOON - To get cartoon background. 
2. CMCOPTER — To get helicopter view. 
3. XBOOSTME - To give your car a little 
extra speed. 
4. CMDISCO - To get coloured fog. 
5. CMRAINUP — To get rain to go up. 

6. CMCHUN -— To get go-kart view. 
7. CMLOGRAV - To get low gravity cars. 

8. CMGARAGE - To get extra cars (tank, 
cadillac). 
9. CMSTARS — To make stars come out. 
10. CMNOHITS — Drive through the cars. 

EE 
SF DUKE NUKEM 3D 
When players open the door 
leading to the first boss, don’t 
got through it. Just stand 
inside the corridor blasting 
away at him with all 
available weapons. He will 
fire at you but you won't be 
hit or take any damage. If 
the door closes simply 
activate the switch on the 
right again and repeat. 
Zane Payback, 
— 

wre G=POLICE 
We (me and my 
friend) discovered some 
cheats for G-Police whilst my 
friend was twiddling impatiently 
with the first player joypad on 
the weapons viewing screen and 

| have tried it and tested it 
vigorously resulting with these 
button sequences. Please follow 
precisely: 
Invincibility 
Perform the code on the briefing screen 
where the woman is reading but, what ever 

you do, don’t press start. 

Infinite weapon 
Perform the code on the weapons viewing 
screen bearing in mind that you shouldn't to 
press the @ button. 
The Code! 
Hold R1+R2+L1+L2 and press @+@ then 
(whilst still holding the buttons) press 
diagonally up-left + @ and finally (still 
holding the buttons) press « + ©. This creates 
a semi-circle movement on the D-pad and the 

buttons. You should hear a Klang sound as 
though you've pressed ® or Start. The game 
doesn’t allow you to pass the level if you 
cheat but it’s fun all the same. 
oat Cheung, West Yorkshire 

wee DRAGON BALL Z GT 
On the opening cinema when Son Gokov’s 
face is on screen at the title screen enter », «, 
8 @,™, «8 @. You will hear a voice. Then 

press @, ®, ® and ® nine times. You will hear 

a voice. Press Start to begin your game and 
voila you got seven or nine hidden 
characters including one special 
character. Good luck! For the 
distant shores of Malaysia | send 

you gaming goodwill from around the 
globe, my friends! 
Mohdhakim Mohamed, Malaysia 

   
   

     

  

      

    
    

   

  

8 Doom 64 
| have got a super password for Doom 64. 

Enter W93M 7H20 BCYO PSVB. This code 
will give you 100 health, 200 

armour, all weapons, full » 

A, of 
    
   
   

      

     

   

   

   

  

   

   ammo and a backpack. 
It will also supply you 
with three pentagram 
icons that make your 
laser three times 
stronger than the BFG 
and can kill the final 
boss in four seconds 
flat. These useful 
pentagrams also let 
you use three 
mysterious 

switches on 
the last level, 
closing the gates which 
spawn the monsters. 
Jonathan D, wise old man 

= DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2 
99 Lives 
To get 99 lives go to the level called Hot 
Heads. Get to the part of the level with the 
crate with the spider in it. Get the spider and 
keep it until the sign saying you have to get 
off him. Jump over the sign so the spider 

turns into an extra life. Get the life and 
then go just before the sign and throw 
your partner up. They will land in a 
barrel that takes you to a bonus room 
with the spider in it. Complete the bonus 
room and you'll come out with the 
spider. Get the extra life again and 
repeat the process enough times to get 
99 lives. 

@ VIRTUA FIGHTER 
Play as Dural 
On the character select screen press 
Down, Up, Right then Delete + Left. 
Calum Haig, Aberdeen 

6B KIRBY’S DREAM LAND 
| have found out how to make Kirby’s 

Dream Land on the Game Boy harder. On 
the title screen press Up, A and Select. A 
message in the middle of the screen saying 
extra game. Then you press Start and the 
game will be even harder than before. 
Kyle Gallie, Guernsey 

098 MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY 
On MK Trilogy on the N64 you can beat 
Shao Kahn on the Very Easy, Easy, Medium 
and Hard mode by doing the Teleport Stomp 
with Sheeva - Down, Up. Keep doing this 
move and you'll beat him no sweat. 
This tip is only used by people who 
can’t beat Shao Kahn, not Pros 

like me. 
Mark Lane, Middlesex 

é9 DUNGEON 
KEEPER 
Everything 
for free! 
This could 
just be THE 
biggest and best cheat for 
Dungeon Keeper yet. | 

discovered it by mistake 
but you could be 
making a big mistake 
if you don’t print it 
(by the way, that’s not 
a threat). First go 
into your 

Dungeon Keeper 
directory which 
should be C:\Program 
files\Bullfrog\Keeper and find the folder 
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Hypayye 1 at DEBS 
‘data’. This text file tells the 
computer everything it needs 

to know to run Dungeon 
Keeper. Now you have every 
game setting in the palm of 
your hand! Change the cost of 

every room to zero, make every spell free 
and increase the value of every gold tile 

from 1024 to, well, as much as you 
like! Don’t worry about your 

treasure room getting full 
—_ 

— because you can alter the 
~~ amount of gold that will 

fit on each treasure room 
tile. If you find the game to 

easy you may want to change the 
settings to make it harder. You will 

9 have to look through the file very 
carefully to find the exact points to 

change and there’s a lot of scope for 
ruining game settings (oh well, you can 
always reinstall it.) Save your new settings 
and start a new game. Hey presto, as top 

magicians are oft fond of saying! 

Fabian Macpherson, London 

=*9 SUPER MARIO 3 
On level two in the desert land there is a 
hard backed bloke with a hammer. Win it off 
him and then go to the top right-hand corner 
until you find a rock. Use the hammer on the 
rock and a secret passage appears. Walk 
down the path to pick up your flute. 
Stephen Hayden, Cheshire 

4 MICRO MACHINES “96 
Go to eight-player mode and when choosing 
characters press AA, BE, AA, BC fo get a 

secret track. 

9 PLOK 
On the first levels go backwards, somersault 
into waterland keep going backwards until 
you reach a free with fruit, shoot the fruit until 
it explodes and you'll be able fo access a 
bonus stage. This should work on any odd 
numbered stage. 

~°9| STREET FIGHTER 2 TURBO 
When the furbo appears on-screen press 
Down, Right, Up, Left, Y and B on controller 

two. Yu'll now be able to access a Turbo 
menu which speeds up the game as much as 
ten times! 
David Longsworthy, Mold 

=e HEXEN 
To access a cheat made go fo the options 
screen and hold R2. Nextipush =, ¥, =, @, ©. 
If done correctly you will hear. a sound, When 
playing pause and you'llisee a cheat mode, 
This will allow you to get God Made, keys 
and all the weapons. 
Jim Wright, Leads 

@ DESERT STRIKE 

           
        
     

  

million points, five lives, level three and 

Jake as another pilot, here’s a handy 
password: TQQQLOM. Then exit 
Password screen. Then go back into 

it and change the password to 
WLABBEN. You can now start 
your missions. 

Tim Vaine, Winchester 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
MANAGER 2 

~ When writing the manager's name, 
enter Terry Venables for the England 
Manager's job or Jack Charlton for the 
Republic of Ireland Manager's job. Easy as 
that, ain’t it? 

COMMAND & CONQUER: 
COVERT OPERATIONS 
At the DOS prompt if your type C&C 

  

     1998



ger alsoBr Vibe 

Funpark when you start the 
game you have to fight 
dinosaurs. 

9 DARK FORCES 
When playing, type these cheats: 
LADATA: Co-ordinate information 
LANTFH: Teleport 

LAJABSHIP: Go to Jabba’s ship 

LAPOSTAL: Weapons and power-ups 
LAIMLAME: Invincibility 
LARANDY: Weapons Supercharage 
LASKIP: Ends the level 

©) DESCENT 2 
Oralgroove: All the keys. 

eg EARTHWORM 
JIM 2 
ltsawonderful: Extra life 
Popquizshot: 1,000 
bullets 

Onandonandon: Max 
continues 

Hatman: Turns BYVJ into 

a stick man 
Bloated: Gives EWJ @ new 
hairdo 
Sweaty: Bigger lips 
Pusfilled: Antennae 
appear worm style 
Malformed: worm glasses 

& HEXEN 
Pause the game and type Conan to get all 
the weapons and ammo. Pause the game 
and type Greedy to get all the spells. 

&9 QUAKE 
Type in the following cheats at the keyboard 
God: Invincibility 
Fly: Fly 
Noclip: Walk through walls 
Impulse 9: All weapons and keys 

& WORMS 
Type Baabaaior 
Bobjob to get 
unlimited 
sheep, banana 

bombs and mini 
gun. When firing. § 
the mini gun hold + 
F1 and you should 
fire missiles instead 
of bullets witha 
direct hit = this is 
deadly and can 
take off almost 
500 but if it 
doesn’t take off 
the full 500 it will immediately blast the 
opponent off the screen anyway. 

&9 THEME HOSPITAL 
Enter. 24328 on the fax 

machine and 
press the green 

button, then enter 
the following codes 
in the game: 
CTRL Y: Go to the 
end of the year 
CTRL C: All research 
complete 
SHIFT C: $10, 000 

SHIFT CTRL C: Get all 

items in the game. 
Also if you type 7287 
on the fax machine 
you go to the rat 
shooting level at the 
end of the stage 
you're on. 

    

   

      

   

    

   

  

   

          

    

                

    

   

    

    

   

   

   

  

     
      

   

9 DUNGEON KEEPER 
When youl get di tly or beetle in your 
dungeon, forture them until they become a 
ghost. This makes them stronger than they 
Were before. When building a hatchery and 
a lair, always make them al least 25 squares 
— this means the very powerful bile demons 
will enter your dungeon. 

é9 THEME PARK 
When you're asked to type your 
nickname type Horza, 
then in the game press 
CTRL Z, Shift Z, CTRL 

Shift Z and Alt Z to 
get items for the 
game, eg buildings. Hold 

P C to get loads and loads of money. 

| On the Start menu press CTRL E six 
/ times to get an edit map option. 

Patrick Mills, Barnet 

won TIME CRISIS 
Easy Arcade Mode 

Select the arcade mission 
from the main selection 
screen. Then on the next 

screen that allows you 
to choose 

between Time 

Attack mode or 
Story mode, shoot 

outside of the 
screen. If the 
cheat has 
worked, you'll 
see the word Easy 
appear over the story 
mode option. Now 
select it and start 
playing. And you'll 
find that you have 

_._ have five lives and a lot more time. 
? Alternate Reload 

, ) Plug a standard 

    

      
   

  

controller into port two 
of the PlayStation and 

then during play you'll 
   

to duck down and reload instead 
of the gun button. 
Cheat Mode 

At the main screen, where 
you choose the three boxes 
shoot one bullet into the 
middle of the loop of the R 

in Crisis, then two into the 
center of the cross-hairs (next 

to Time’). If you get it right you'll be taken 
to a cheat menu where you can choose nine 
lives, no reload and infinite continues. 
Sam Christison, Surrey 

wee PANDEMONIUM 2 
| think I’ve got a couple of cheats for 
Pandemonium 2 before anyone else so here 
they are: 
Infinite Lives 
Go to the password screen and enter the 

word “IMMORTAL” and a message should 
appear at the bottom of the screen saying 
“Life of the party”. Then either start the 
game afresh or exit the password screen, 
then enter it again and input your own 

password and you'll have 31 lives at your 
disposal. When you get low on lives at a 
later level just input the code again and 
you'll top your lives up again. Now please 
don’t tell me you aren’t impressed. 

Invincibility: 

| €9 ATOMIC BOMBERMAN 

be able to press ©, ®, © ® ® 

If you put in the password NEVERDIE, a 
message will appear at the bottom of the 
screen saying you can’t touch this. Now 
you'll be invinvible. Cool, huh? 
J Deruud, West Yorks 

wee W-RALLY “97 
When the infogrammes logo appears, press 
@, © and ©. Lock off will appear. 

During any of the selection 
screens press one of the 

following controller 
actions to activate 

F, the corresponding 
sie P cheat functions. 
Kiyy Unlimited Time - « + 

L1. The race continues in 

Arcade mode even if the checkpoints aren’t 
crossed before the time expires. 

Narrow Tracks - « + L2. 18 narrow tracks 
may now be selected. These tracks are 
normally accessed by completeing the hard 
arcade course under the ACE difficulty level. 
To get the Jeep - « + R1. A small jeep will 
replace the Peugeot 106 Maxi. 
Restart Race — « + R2. Allows 
arcade race to be restarted. 

Debug Mode - « + ». Game 
debug info will be displayed. 
Press start to access a 
Memory option that 
displays more 
information. 

Jonathan 
Teidy, London 

2 KILLER 
INSTINCT 
| was playing on my 
friendly SNES and | found 

out a cool move for Spinal on Killer Instinct. 
All you do is fight as Spinal and press Right, 
Right, Y, Right, Right, Y, Down, Down, Y and 

you will find that Spinal will be your enemy. 
Krishan Athi, Nottingham 

és MECH WARRIOR 2 - 
MERCENARIES 
Chi is back again with powerful cheat codes 
for this futuristic war game. Hold CTRL, ALT 
and Shift for all the codes: 
Unlimited ammo (or as | call it ‘A phrase 
from Fugees, Ready or Not’) - | SEEN FIRE 

AND | SEEN RAIN. 

Unlimited jetpacks - CRAZY SEXY COOL 
Blow up your target (probably in best cheat 
in the Mech Warrior era) — RED JACK AND 

THE RULES. 
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Use these and missions will be a breeze: 
On Instant Action you need firepower 
so on the Kodiak mech do these 
deployments. SINGLE HEATSINKS 
ONLY! 

Head — Heatsink 
Left Arm - Machine Gun, 3 

Heatsinks, 3 Endo Steels 
Right Arm - The same as the left 
Left Torso — Ultra AC/20, ammo 

for it, machine gun. 

Right Torso — Masc. LB 10-X AC, 
machine gun. 
Middle Torso - Ammo (for LB 10- K 
AC), Endo Steel 
Left Leg — Heat sink, Ammo (Streak 5RM=4) 
Right Leg — Heat Sink, Ammo (machine gun) 

Use this deployment plus unlimited ammo 
and badguys will die and rot on your feet. 
For all those who haven't got this game but 
have Mech Warrior 2, don’t put any ammo 
in your arms and put vital weapons in your 
torso and put useless things in your arms. A 
cockpit must be in your head or cockpit. 

    

  

   

  

    

    

  

&9 COMMAND & CONQUER: 
RED ALERT 
here's a nifty little hint for the skirmishes 
levels (just for fun!). It seems that the vital 

buildings you need are: 
The Power Plant 
Construction Site (obviously!) 

Radar Dome 

Ore Refinary and a War Factory plus an 
advanced power plant (if possible). 
So, make all your tanks and send them in! 
(leave some for defence). In missions to find 

out where the opponent's base is and send a 
cheap tank or man in on the opposite 
corner! Ho! Now you can rule supreme on 

Red Alert! HA! HA!..erm...sorry. 
Chi, Manchester 

WN MARIO KART 64 
On Rainbow Road, when you start, get a 

quarter of the way down and take a left turn 
off the track and you should land on the 
track below. 

On Royal Raceway, look for the end of 
the red and white wall and do not go 
around the turn, instead if you have a speed 
boast, press it and jump. If you hit the brown 
part of the mountain, Lakitu will pick you up 

and put you on the bridge. Did you 
know you can climb the mountains on 
Koopa Troopa Beach? 
Michael Jarvis, Liverpool 

= 

PANDEMONIUM 
Go to the password screen 

and enter one of these 
following codes: 
EVILDEAD — Immortal enemies 
UNANDOUT - Just visiting 

THETHING — Mutant Mania 

HARDBODY — Invincibility 

BODYSWAP - Gender bender 

OTTOFIRE — Permanent weapon 
VITAMINS - Life of the party 
CORONARY - Loads of hearts 
TOMMYBOY - Full tilt 

CASHDASH - Speed greed 

&# WIPEOUT 2097 
Animal Vehicles - While the game is 
loading, hold the two shoulder buttons + 

Down on the D-Pad. 
Piranha Ship - On the team select screen, 
hold down both shoulder buttons + Down 
and with them still held down, press Ay X) By 

Y, C and Z. 
Machine Gun - While the game is 
loading hold down both shoulder 
buttons + down and with them still 

held down, press X and X 
again. Then go absolutely 
mental, in a nice way! 

SH MAGIC CARPET 
Go to the options screen and 
then play these sounds in the 
following order: 11, 31, 15, 

§, 26 and finally 22. 
Note: Also with the level select 

~ on, pause the game and press 
X—all spells, Y — world restored, Z — more 
mana, A - kill all creatures, b — kill wizards, 
c— heal. 

&F SIM CITY 2000 
Build a marina and legalise gambling. Wait 
a while and a boat will come out. Moye 
your cursor on top of the boat and press the 
L button. A slot machine should appear after 
it which costs £10 per go. Once again | 
thank you all! pe



&# ALIEN TRILOGY 
All weapons — F1SHINGFORGVNS 
Level select — FLYTO xx where ‘xx’ is the 

level number. 

“PF CLOCKWORK KNIGHT 
Stage Select - On the title screen press Left, 
Up, Right, Down, Down, Right, Right, Up, 

then press the R button. 

wwe FELONY 11-79 
These 12 secret vehicles each have specific 
conditions which you need to match in order 
to get them. 
RCC - In far left corner of level three’s mall 

— Clear first stage with no damage 
PLC - Clear second stage with no damage 
TNK - Clear third stage with no damage 
PCS - Clear first stage in under four minutes. 
GTI - Clear second stage in under 4 
minutes. 

DBL - Clear third stage 
in under four mins 
VPR — Destroy one $1 
million on first 
stage and clear 
level within the 
time limit 
ELS - Destroy $2, 
500, 000 on third 

stage and clear level within 
time limit 
360 — Destroy $2,500,000 on 
third stage and clear level within time limit 
GTK — Drive through level two speed check 
over 114MPH 

SSP - Drive through level two speed check 
over 144MPH 

Nicholas Barber, West Yorks 

OW! GOLDENEYE 007 
I've found a cheat for GoldenEye 007 
on the N64. Here it is: 
In the battle game, on the 
Severnaya Bunker level, choose 
remote mines weapons option. 
Go to main control room. 
Place one remote mine on 

each of the eight TV screens 
on the ceiling. (Use the aim 
control). Blow them up, 

standing well away. 
Then get some more remote 
mines. Now when you press Z, 
instead of throwing the mines 
they will float in mid-air. 
Paul Murphy, London 

UN EXTREME-G 
My friend Gnd myself have found 
@ cheat for the brand new N64 
game Exireme-G. After completing 

_ the game in Atomic mode, we 
discovered that if you type your 
name as ‘roller’, your cyber bike (and 
everyone else's) will be transformed 
excluding the speech marks 
{remember it is in lower case)! Your 

previous name will still be displayed 
but do not fret! You will hear a warp 
like sound when the cheat has been 
activated correctly, You can turn the cheat off 
again by repeating the process. This time 
you'll hear a negative sound which indictaes 
that the cheat has now been deactivated. 
From (your old pals), Anthony Woods 
& Richard Milham 

noe TEKKEN 
Insert disc and straight away on controller 

0 hold @ =, ® and ®. Until you get two 
ships on Galaga. Ifyou complete Galaga, 
you can be Devil Kazuya (neat eh?). 
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And now for some secret moves: 
King — Forward-Down and ®, ©. Forward- 
Down, ©, ©, ©. 

Yoshimitsu — Back, Back, ®. Back-¥ and ®. 
Law - While advancing keep taping ® for 
home attack. 
Kazuya — Forward, Forward, ® and ®. 

Paul - 8, Forward, © 

Play a whole tournament without changing 
character. When completed go to character 
select, go to Yoshimitsu and press Left and 
you can be a boss. Keep doing this with a 
different character each time. If you 
complete a tournament without dying you 
can be Heihachi Mishima. Note when you’re 
on the floor press Back, ® and © or 

Forward, ® and ® for a good way to get up 
and hit them hard. Well that’s everything | 
know, absolutely everything. 
Thomas ales Staffs 

wns CONTRA - LEGACY OF 
WAR 

      

   

    
    

To do these 
cheats you need 

.- to enter these 
== codes at the 

main screen 

Weapon 

Select — L2, 
R2, L1, L2, @, 

ay 
Unlimited Continues - L2, R2, L1, R1, «, », 
»« 

~noe 2EXTREME 
A big hello to everyone out there in games 
land! I've got a litle tip for one of my 
favourite games on the PSX. Here’s how to 
do a trick with each type of transport: 
Skateboard - @, ®, ®, © 
Snowboard - @, ©, ®, © 
Rollerblade - ©, ®, ®, ® 
Mountain Bike - ®, ©, @, © 

Nathan Drozario, Birmingham 

<&# COMMAND & CONQUER 
Pause the game and enter these codes: 
Nuclear Missile — A, B, C, Left, Down, 

Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up, A 

lon Cannon — A, B, C, Left, Down, 
Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up, B 

Air Strike - A, B, C, Left, Down, Right, 

Up, Left, Dowm, Right, Up, C 

£5000 - Right, Left, A, BBB< C, Z, Y, X, 

Right, Left 

Toxic Lab - C, Right, A, Z, Y, B, Up, B, B, 

A 

More Units Options — Y, A, B, B, A, Down, 

A, B, B, A, Down, Up 

All map — Up, Down, Right, Left, A, Up, 

down, Right, Left, A 

Laser Orcas - X, Y, Z, Right, Down, Left, Up, 
se Down, Left, Up, X 

vomer FORMULA 1 ’97 
To access all the hidden tracks in the 

first race go into first position then 
abandon the race. This gives you 
maximum points. Complete the season 

to get all the tracks — even the neat 
black and white ‘60s tracks. 
Gary Maughan, Co. Durham 

6B super mario LAND 2 
When you lose a life, before Mario has 

fallen off the screen 

completely     

    

   

  

turn the Game Boy off then omagain. When 
you're in the Sayed game choosing screen, 
chose your last game then you ll be at the 
beginning of the round you were last on ‘and 
your life won't be lost 
Alan Kasim, tondon 

a 
WN MARIO KART 64 
1. On Choco Mountain, the first bump you 
come to, use @ mushroom boost fo go left on 
top of it. You should find yourself on another 
road. This trick is hard but very useful. It 
seems impossible af first but eventual you 
should get iff : 

2. Donkey Kong/s Jungle Parkway: 
This trick is more @byious and not as helpful 
as the first one, When you ve come off. the 
bridge and gone in the funnel, go left and 
instead of following the road around, go 
straight up the cliff By the Way, don't go oe 
straight away when you ve gone in the 
tunnel. If you do, you'll crash info the wall: 
lain Coram, Dorset 

woe NEED FOR SPEED 2 
To drive the newstand enter STDCME 
To drive the people of the temple enter this 
code STDAME 
To drive a product stand enter the following 
code STDAME 

wen ALIEN TRILOGY 
Enter the following password 
1GOTP1NK8CIDBOOTSON. Then go to 

accept and quit the password screen then go 
back to the main menu and at the bottom of 
the screen you should see an extra menu 
saying CHEATS. This cheat allows you to 
choose any level, be indestructable, get 

unlimited-ammo and have any weapon. 
Dipak Godhania and Janak Oddi; 
Hounslow 

1% MARIO KART 64 
Did you know there’s an easier way of going 
through the Princess’ castle wall than 
Richard Milham’s version in issue 622 This is 
how you do it. You need a mushroom boost. 
Get in-line with the castle wall on the left. 
Use the mushroom boost then jump over the 
drawbridge wall on the left and you will go 
through the castle wall. As Richard said, this 
trick has no point whatsoever. 
lain Coram, Dorset 

meme LOADED 
To skip levels — Press Start and hold L1 and 
L2 for 10 seconds. Then hit ®, 
R1,r, R1, @, ©, R2, R2, ®@,@ 

and'®. 
To gain extra lives - 
Press Start and 

hold L1 and L2 for 
ten seconds. Then hit 
«42,6 6,8. 

nose WAR GODS 
For player one invincibility 
enter 2358 as cheat mode. 
Enter 8532 to disable 
invincibility. And enter 
7879 as cheat mode for 
player one power-up. 
Benny Wolf, Campton 

I SUPER MARIO 
64 

    

    

   

          

    

   

| found a cool tip for Super 
Mario 64. Go to the slide on 
stage four. When you get to 

the bottom of it, you'll see 
an edge you can’t reach. 
So you go out the door 

SabHeLSooPIbs 
and get to the top by using the wa 
broken bridge where the red coin 
halfway down the slide you'll see 
string with fine coins in it. This a@@eing 
to the wall of the slide. You'll go through the 
wall and on to a secret slide! And when you 
get to the bottom of it you'll shoot out of it 
and on to the edge. Hope you find this 
helpful folks. 
Barry Piccinni, Ayrshire 

Tt) SHADOW WARRIOR 
| have these cheats for anyone who is stuck 
on this excellent game! Press T while playing 
and type 
SWCHAN - God mode 
SWGIMME - All weapons, keys and full 
inventory . 
Oh yeah, a bit of advice. Don’t press T 
when you're near an enemy because for 

  

   
     

  

: sole reason Vyou'can ‘t move. 

  

     

     
   

WN SUPER 
MARIO 64 
Extra Life Tree 
If you go down to the 
third tree closest 
to the 
waterfall 
and climb 
up it to the 
top you get 

an extra life. You can 
continuously get extra lives by 
going into the castle and coming 
back out and climbing up again. 
Control the end of the game 
If you have a second controller 
plugged in you can control the end of the 
game. Wild! 
Kane Andrews, Devon 

&®# SUPER PUZZLE FIGHTER 2 
TURBO 
Play as Akuma. 
Player one put the cursor on Morrigan then 
press and hold Start and press Down, Down, 
Down, Left, Left, A. Akuma should appear. 
Player two, put the cursor on Felicia then 
press and hold Start press Down, Down, 
Down, Right, Right, Right, A. 
Play as Hsien-Ko's sister 
Player one put cursor on Morrigan then 
press and hold Start. While holding Start 
move the cursor two spaces to the left onto 
Hsien-Ko and press A. Hsien-Ko's sister will 
appear when the match starts. 
Grahan Smith, Moray 

_ WO aba 
After scoring a goal press the C 
buttons for different effects: 

C-Up — Horn 
C-Left = Fast Drum 

C-Down — Deep Drum 
CRight = Man yelling “Goal!” (hold down 
the button) i 
IF you move the stick left, right, left, right the 
crowd will boo. 
When the FIFA logo appears press A, B, A, 
B, B, A, Z. You can now change the logo to 
a colour one! - 

WN KILLER INSTINCT GOLD 
Gargos code: On the profile screen, press 

, A, R, Z, A then B. If done correctly 
you'll hear a laugh. 

Rossis, London 

“4H SEGA RALLY 
CHAMPIONSHIP. 
Extra car — X, Y, Z, ¥, Xn main menu: 
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interest; repeat again. 

Now open the budget 
window and then the bond 

window. Take out a bond. 
The bond offered will be 
at .% interest. If it isn’t, 
you did something after 
starting your city which 
means this cheat won’t 
work. Accept the bond at 
.% and immediately pay 
back the other two 

bonds at 25% interest 
ONLY. Close the bond 
window and forget the 
bond window forever for this 

city. You will now have an 
income of over $1.4million!! 

Nick Luckham, via zs 
e-mail 

® SONIC 

Extra track — press X, Y on 

main menu. 
Backwards tracks — press Y, C 
on game select screen. 

S&F DUKE NUKEM 3D 
| found a code for Duke Nukem 3D on the 
Saturn and | don’t know what the hell it 
does. Hold X, Y, Z, R, L for about ten 

seconds until ‘Input Info on’ appears on the 
game difficulty level. Write back to GM 
Secrets Service if you can shed some light on 
this, PLEASE! Do it, for lordy’s sake I’m a 
blathering mess! 
Russell Clarke, via e-mail 

BN Iss 64 
Big Head Football Players 
You'll have to enter the following code on 
the title screen: 

Top C, Top C, Bottom C, Bottom C. 

Left C, Right C, Left C, Right 

C, B, A and then hold down 

Z and press Start. This 
doesn’t change the 
gameplay but is 

\ | 
Level Select - Press Up, Down, Left 

and Right until you hear a ring. 
Press and hold A then press Start. 

     
   

   

   
   

  

    

   

® SONIC 2 nicely daft. 
Hiten W>. level Select - Go to the options 

Brahmbhatt, Mitcham screen and play these tunes: 19, 

ACTUA SOCCER 
To score a bicycle kick exactly 
do as follows; 
When the opposition keeper 
is taking a goal kick, run up 
to him and keep pressing 
pass. After you have done 
this the ball will be 
suspended in the air at waist height and no 
one will be able to get it. Then fo score, get 

the ball and aim it in the direction of the 
goal and press shoot. You will now do a 
spectacular bicycle kick. 
Joe Harrison, Birmingham 

heel KILLER INSTINCT 2 
80-hit combo for young Jago: 
L, D, DR+FP then D, DR, R, FP 

then DR, D, DL (D DL L + FP) 

then D, DL, L, DL + FK then R, D, 

DR + MP. 

SIM CITY 2000 
Here's a way to get all the rewards 
and, what's more, up to 5,000 f 

smackers as well: 

1. Press Ctrl-F3 
2. Click on Rotate Counter- 

clockwise icon. 
3. Click on the Resize box (lower 4 

ringing if you’ve done it 
correctly. Press Start. On the 

title screen hold A and 
then press Start. 

\ ” SONIC 3 
Level Select - When 

Sonic is in a ball just after the Sega logo 
press Up, Up, Down, Down, Up, Up, Up, 
Up. You'll hear a ring if you’ve done it 
correctly. (You'll have to do it fast.) Now 

press Up on the title screen and you will 
find a sound test. It isn’t really a 

sound test, it’s a level select. 

bi SONIC 3D 
Level Select - at the Press Start 
screen press Back, A, Right, A, 

C, Up and Down. Now hold A 
and press Start. 

b % roy story 
Level Skip — At the press Start 

screen press A, B, Right, A, C, A, 

Down, Right and A. You should 
hear a laugh. During play pause 
the game and press A to miss out 

a level. 

, 9 COMMAND 
Bi @ conquer: ff. 
‘, RED ALERT 4/ 

Speed up slow G 
vehicles - Take (7 

sy) an MCV and \ 
* group it with 

any vehicles which are slower 
than it. Now press CTRL+] and 
they'll speed up. 

    

  

   
    
   

    

    

    

    

    

right corner of City Window). 
4. Click on the Status Window. 
5. Click on the Population icon. 
6. Click anywhere inside the 
City Window. 
7. Pull down the Disasters menu and select 
the horizontal line between Riots and No 
disasters. 
Believe me, this one does work!! 

Type in PO RN to hear a guy say “I can’t 

get enough!”. 
Type in DAMN, DARN, HELLor HEC 
K and all your residential zones will form 

into churches. (But don’t do this as a cheat 

as there’s no way of reversing the process). 

Guarding — Select a vehicle and press 
CTL+ALT, then select a building you want 
to guard. , 

é DUKE NUKEM 3D 
To get everything type DNSTUFF when 
the game has been paused. 
Duncan Pratchett, Worcs 

== COMMAND & CONQUER 
This is a little something for fans of this 
top class war strategy. On the GDI 
disc, on the password screen, type in 

PATSUX and that will give you some 
brand spanking new missions. Also 

To get $500,000 and all the rewards click 
on the toolbar like you were going to move 
it and then type BUDDAMUS. 
And finally, a way to get over one million 

pounds every single year (beware because 
this one’s very complicated). 
Start a new city in 2000 but don’t do any 
building or other stuff yet. 
Type FUND and take the bond at 25% 
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type in GODZILLA to give GDI 

ingame troopers some very 
whacky vices... 
Luke Donegan, Isle of 
Wight 

é9 JEDI KNIGHT: 
DARK FORCES 2 
Hey look what | found! Some 

great Jedi Knights tips. For 
you to enjoy. 
KILL — Kill Yourself 

| REDS - All weapons 
WAMPRAT - All items 

SITHLORD — Dark Lord Master 
DEEZNUTS — Next force level 
YODAJAMMIES - Full force 
ERIAMJH — Fly mode 
JEDIWANNABE ON - God 

mode 
THEREISNOTRY — Next level 
RACCOONKING - Both 

light and dark force powers. 
in McCubbine, e-mail 

eS) THEME PARK 
Buy all the first cheap rides 
and put them everywhere 
with paths. Then get loads 
of cleaners, mechanics and / 

policemen and open. Then 
put the speed up to the ‘ 5) 
fastest and leave the Mega “= 
Drive on all night, The next day sell your 
park at the end of the year and you should 
get £1,000000 or more. You can do this as 

many times as you want. 

bg SONIC SPINBALL 
The level select is on the option screen: press 
A, Down, B, Down, C, Down, A, B, Up, A, 

C, Up, B, C, Up. Then press A=level 2, 

B=level 3, C=level 4. 

Daniel Twigg, Hove 

€9) TRANSPORT TYCOON 
If you are not able to bulldoze a road 
because it’s owned by another company, lay 
a railway track over it and then bulldoze it. 
The owner will not rebuild it afterwards. 
Matthew Storey, Romsey 

&F LAST BRONX 
To get a secret character: 
Complete it with everyone in Saturn mode 
and when yoy’ve done that go fo tne 
character select screen and highlight Joe or 
Yusaku and then press Up) Ging you will see 
the secret character Redeye: 

y 

. Shau Wai Wong; London 

4 X-MEN: CHILDREN OF 
THE ATOM 

To play as Akuma, go to 
Spiral and wait three 
seconds. Then without 
stopping go to S. 

Samurai, Psylocke, 
Colossus, Cyclopse, 
Wolverine then S, Samurai 

again. Wait three seconds 
and press Z+C+A together. 
Arnon, Israel 

4 FIGHTERS 
MEGAMIX 

Hidden move for Sanman 
Up close: f, b, x, b, Fx 

Semicircle b to f and x 

&# ALIEN TRILOGY 
Invincibility - FYNKEYG1BBON 

All weapons — F1SHINGFORGVNS 
Full ammo — FI1LLMYPOCI1TS 
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Go to level — FLYTO xx (xx is the number of 
the levels, the highest being 35.) 

William Edwards, Birmingham 

9 sim CITY 
Make sure you have no money and your 
taxes are on 0%. At the end of the year 
when your faxes come up, hold down R and 
exit the screen. Re-enter the screen (still 

holding down R) put your taxes up to 100%. 
You should now recieve 99999. 

°° DONKEY KONG COUNTRY BS 

Right keep this one close to your chest, it’s a 
few class tips for my all time favourite game 
of all time. To get all 75 Kremcoins, enter 

Pirate Panic. Go into the room with the extra 
life and exit the room without getting extra 
life. When you get out jump over the two 

bananas and get the first bunch of 
bananas. Go back to the room 
with the extra life (still missing 
the two bananas), this time get 

the extra life and go out. Get 
the first bunch of bananas 

then go to the room 
with the extra life, miss 

the two bananas and 
@ then go into the extra 

Se life room and there 
should be an icon with 

ms 75 Kremcoins. 

i, Martin Childs, 
Surrey 

  

Come on, be a 
Game Spong! 
This is your chance to join the ranks of the 

GM Secrets Service and prove what a 
thoroughly sinful gamesplaying bloke/lass 

you are. Send us your tips, cheats, codes, 
hints and just plain old in-game quirks and 

we'll print them each issue. All of us know 
at least one game a bit too well — our Robin 

knows Resident Evil just a bit too intimately 
for instance — but that’s something to be 

proud of. So go on, prove to everyone what 
a top game spong YOU are! This is set to 

become THE most comprehensive source of 
tips you can get your sweaty little hands 
on... 
Tips by ink: 

Secrets Service 

GamesMaster 

Future Publishing 

Beauford Court 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA] 2BW 

Tips by wire 

mhawkins@futurenet.co.uk 
ellis@futurenet.co.uk
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Simply send us a photograph of you, a 

copy of GamesMaster and someone 
really famous! It’s easy. The star prize is 

this N64 and runners up will win one 
some of the top goodies shown above. So 

get out there with your cameras, your 
copy of GM and get snapping! 

Closing date for entries is the 7th March. Please state your second and third choice 
of prizes. This competition is not open to employees of Future Publishing or their 

families. Judges decision is final. 

Happy Snapping!   
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The Ultimate Fans’ Mag 

    

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 

This man’s goals can win England the World Cup. We're banking 
on him and so is Glenn Hoddle. TF meets a striker On a mission... 
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Dear GM 
| am writing to complain about the amount of sexism 
in games. Most of the characters in computer games 
are male and those who are female, all have gigantic 
breasts and the IQ of a flea. 

There is one exception — Lara Croft. All right, she 
does have a male manipulated figure. But at least 
she’s got a high IQ level 

It’s just really unfair that women don’t get enough 
respect. WE WANT MORE RESPECT! (| am speaking 
on the behalf of women across the world.) 

Amy Parker, Shiple 
PS. It’s obvious that the people who write the captions 
in your mag are all men. For example, “More guns, 
bigger guns, better buns!” 

Something tells me that you wouldn’t have 
appreciated last months free calendar titled; “Woman 
and their Weapons”. | don’t suppose that even the 
sight of Princess Daisy firing off a shell, lis the 
Rapper's female co-stars exhibiting their own brand of 
Girl Power or the Spice Girls being their imitable- 
selves would have appealed. Most games are aimed 
towards blokes, and the combination of girls and 
violence is an easy and effective marketing device. 
Our calendar was supposed to be a little tongue in 
cheek, as is most of a you'll find in GM. 
Yes, computer games are inherently sexist, as are 
videos, newspapers, adverts, etc... We promise we'l 
try to avoid comments like the one above, partly 
because its a little sexist, but mainly because it just 
isn’t that amusing. So there you go, another milestone 
Seren Soy th we're all in ay! of soe 3! 
rights! Especially i re ,, wear fHouncy dresses 

al Ey pack han ey pid to. 

Dear GM 
After buying issue 63 | was relieved to find that there 
are more SNES owners than just me. But more to the 
point | have some help for Suzanne Leeming, who 
was looking for some tips for Super Mario Kart, | 
hope these are of use... 

1. Little driver: On the driver selection screen hold Y 
and press A and the driver will shrink. 
2. Turbo Driver: When the man in the cloud lowers 
with the traffic lights at the start of the race, wait until 

the first light turns on, count to one and hold B. It may 
take time to perfect this. 

By the way Suzanne, | found two cheats in issue 
60 of GM! 
Ross Taylor, Leicester 

  
r G Zverrens 

Valentine’s Day messages 

Tales of daring do! 

Joshing, joking and fun! 

Tell us your troubles and woes! 

Make us an offer we can’t refuse! 

Hacking our w throught the morning t- 

contributors, what an honour! _ PMS ia dates : 

Anne ae ee eee 

Well Ross, what a guy! You truly are a knight in 
shining armour! said chivalry was dead? It’s 
good to know that the community of GM readers are 
always ready to help a fellow reader at a moments 
notice. Don’t forget that by simply using the GM 
Special Handshake you should be able to get off a 
whole range of criminal charges, walk into high paid 
jobs and gain the yi of your peers! Well, maybe 
not... but you will at least be able to get your hands 
on the juiciest tips, hints, reviews and news! 

First GamesMaster, 
Let me thank you for your mag, 
It really is quite cool, 
Don’t throw it in the bag, 
| would like a PlayStation for Chrissy 
| think that they are fab. 
But mum says | can’t have one 
And that makes me mad, 
Tomb Raider 2, | want to play, 
Me and Lara kickin’ butt all day. 
But when | play Crash Bandicoot, 
People stop and stare. 
They eich me whizz right through the levels, 
And | complete the game, oh yeah! 
And since | have a MegaDrive, 
| must admit it’s true, 
Any chance that | could have some cheats 
For Mortal Kombat 22 
James Crossley, East Sussex 

Aah, James the power of poetry! You've reduced our 
Cathy to a pulp. She IT 
is putty in your 
hands! You have a 
great gift young Mr 
Crossley, buhoes it 
wisely! Oh, and 
take a look in 
Secrets Servicel 

     

    
Cathy goes into putty overload at her 
twenty-first reading of your fine prose. 

Dear GM 
Why do you always put down the Saturn? When it 
comes to great games like VC2, NiGHTS, Sonic Jam, 

Sonic R,SWWS ‘98 you always give them low scores 
when other mags like Edge rave on about them. 

       As for your free 
video why 
were there 
no Sega 
games on 
it? Why 
don’t you 
have many games 
for the Saturn on your 
preview pages? Oh, | forget 
you're biased aren't you? 
Adrian Batour, St Albans 

Adrain mate, cool down! We love the Saturn, and 
often pop up to see our mates on Saturn Power for a 
quick session of Fighters MEGAMiX, Sega Rally or 
Exhumed. Take Sonic R for example, we gave it 90% — 
higher than we rated Diddy Kong Racing — Edge only 
gave it eight out of ten. 

Unfortunately there aren’t a lot of Saturn games 
being produced at the moment, which we think is a 
great shame and it’s reflected in the previews pages. 

Dear GamesMaster 
We've read issue 59 of your mag which a friend 
brought us from England. We really enjoyed it, 
especially the article that talked about game 
censorship in Germany. But you are wrong to say that 
blood in games is never red over here, take Resident 
Evil for example. Games that feature green blood are 
often 3D shooting games, like Alien Trilogy and 
Disruptor. We're trai that games like Resident Evil - 
The Directors Cut will be banned (Resident Evil was 
rated 18). We 
can’t play 
Duke Nukem 
3D or Doom 
anymore. 
Gamers in 
England don’t 
know how 
good they've 
got it! 
Jan and 
Daniel,     Germany Hi Ralph, have you met George and Tracey? They 

li We that live on Nuclear Avenue, let me take your coat! 

this letter will have brought most of our readers in the 
UK out in a cold sweat. “No Duke? No Doom? How 
do you survive without these gaming staples?” they 
will be asking themselves, “You poor people!” Yes 
we've got it good over here! Time to count our lucky 

Valentine’s Day Massacres 

Sho-be-do-be-do! 

Turning up at the office weilding a gun! 

I’ve got a lump on my head that glows! 

My names BB King and | play the blues! 

 



  

stars before launching into the next red blooded- 
bout of Doom, just the way nature intended it. 

Dear GM 
| think that the mag is great and | buy it every 
month. So, as a loyal reader, could you please 
tell my mate Qwain to sell me Twisted Metal or | 
will knock his block off? 
Osian, e-mail 
Well this is strange request, and not one 
we're used fo handling on the pages of 
G-Mail. Normally, we'd suggest 
blackmail or getting your big brother to 
‘lean on him’. Then again why don’t you just go out 
and buy it for yourself? 

Dear GM 
Novermber the 24th, picture the scene... the new 

issue of GM and a bright foil wrapper! Driving home 
like David Carradine in the film Deathrace 2000 (by 
the way | scored 25 points), | couldn’t wait to get 
home and peel away it’s silvery outer layer to reveal 

the smooth, satisfying, games- illed centre and NINE 

free gifts! The first an advent calendar looks great in 
my Gihics (I'm 37 by the way but very young at heart), 
the giant poster and the Sony stickers went fo my 
daughter as did the Croc and Pandemonium ones. But 
then | came to the GAME voucher, who the hell are 
they? | checked with Directory Enquires but they 
couldn't find a single store in Scotland! 
Chris Sullivan, West Lothian 

GAME tell te eet yg bo 0 mail 
order service, unfortunately that won’t be happening 
until well into next year. So it looks like your voucher 
is currently, slightly less valuable than the paper it is 
written on. But you could do one of the folowing: 
1. Send it to a pal South of the border! 
2. Give it to your daughter for Christmas as a Junior 
Origami kit. she : 
3. Save if unti pay a visit to some part o} 
the United Kingdom 
4. Send it to GAME with a threatening letter 
demanding freedom and equal retail status for 
Scotland, a la William Wallace. 

Dear GamesMaster 
Ever since | first bought the SNES I’ve been obbsessed 
by racing games. Now | own an N64 and | can’t get 
enough of games like Mario Karts (thanks for all the 
cheats by the way) and Wave Race. | was wondering 
if you could reccomend any other high speed games 
that aren’t racers? | also want to know whether there 
will be any any other fighting games for the Ninny 
other than War Gods, Killer Instinct Gold and Mortal 

Kombat Trilogy? By the way, great mag! 
Wasef El-Kharouf, Switzerland 

    

   

        

      

  

   

    

As you probably know, we're always looking to improve 
GamesMaster even more and as it’s your magazine, we 

want to know what you think of its development. So, 
please name your three favourite bits of this issue in 
order of preference — they can be specific pages or 
sections in general. Whatever — just be honest... 

3 

And let us know which bit you didn’t like this 
month (and why)... 

Well Wasef, we've had a little think. 
Extreme-G is an obvious high speed game 
but that’s another racer of course! So, 
what about Shadows of the Empire, 

Lylat Wars, Turok or ISS 642 They all 
get the thumbs up in the GM office. 
As for beat-em-ups why don’t you 

try Fighter’s Destiny! 

Also, tell us which three areas of GamesMaster 
you’d improve (and how)... 

1 

Dear GM 2 
After reading and enjoying 

your Christmas issue, | suddenly 
came to a harrowing realisation. 3 
| bought PlayStation Power and read the 

review for MDK. It scored 4/5 for lastability 
and 9/10 overall. So, | quickly nipped out and 
bought the game on the Friday. But, even with 
the setting on Hard, | had finished it by Sunday 
afternoon. The following day | bought 
GamesMaster and read the following. MDK, in 
your fine publication, only scored 70% and was 
quoted as being just too easy! 

So how did one game get two vastly 
different scores from teams who work at the 
same publishing company. 
Neil Lewis, Wolverhampton 

Please cut out or photocopy this completed form and 
send it to: Revolutionaries, Letters, GamesMaster 
Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. It'll help 
us to help you. 

Every issue we'll put the Revolutionaries replies in 
a dirty great bag - the first one plucked receives a 
hoofing pile of gaming gear! 

    AND DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS    

   

  

   

    

        
   

      
   

    

    
   

      

  

   

   

    

You've pet us there Neil! Games reviewing is a 
subjective thing. The reviews that you read 
one person's opinion. In this case, it 

looks as though your opinion is closest fo that 
of GamesMaster’s reviewer Andy Smith. Need 
we say more? 

Dear gorgeous GM 
ny i 
The pictures of the 
Smashed Cyber Pet 
in issue 63 we're 
brilliant! At first they 
were always out of 
stock, now everyone 

hates them! By the 
way the 55 games in 
one gaming console 
sounds great. | 
gotta get me 
one of those! 

| got 
Tomb Raider 2 for Christmas, so when 

are you going to start pinting cheats for it? 
What about a huge game guide for it. 

By the way I’m selling my Mega 
Drive with loads of game. And | 
wanted to know, what do you think | 
should get for it? 
Mark Wood, Essex 

So, you liked the pictures of the 
Tamagotchi being sent fo ifs cyber- 

  

grave, did you? We've ben inundated with 
similar pictures from other readers, but that 
was the best set we received. 
Rhine stat pee saa . ray de Well, 

could be your luc use 
nestled away, and hiding where the guide 
normally hangs out, is a special pull out 

guide to the game. It looks like life just 
Better don't if? As for 

Andy having super-glued his 
finger to his chin... 
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TIPS BOOK MISERY! 
Dear GM 
A few weeks a go | went to the 
supermarket to get my copy of GM. In 
the car on the way home | noticed that 
the 9th tips book wasn’t included. The 
thing is, the same thing happened with 
his book five only a few months earlier. 
What's going on GamesMaster? 
Paul Webster, Newton Abbot 

Paul, we could write 
this off as one of 
life’s hard lessons 
that we all learn. 
Experience is the 
reatest teacher of 
on all and 
hopefully now 
you've learnt to 
check your copy of 
GM before you buy 
it. You'll need to in 

EDITOR Marcus Hawkins 
(mhawkins@futurenet.co.uk) 
ART EDITOR Chris ‘Fixed’ Bates 

DEPUTY EDITOR Les Ellis 
(ellis@futurenet.co.uk) 
PRODUCTION EDITOR Matt Swaine 
STAFF WRITER Robin Alway 

DEPUTY ART EDITOR Cathy McKinnon 
CONTRIBUTORS. Scott Purnell, Will 
Groves, Andy Smith, Dan Griffiths, Wil 
Overton, Dan Wallace, Christian Day, 
Tim Weaver, Colin Nightingale, Rob 
Pegley, Brad Merrett 
JAPAN CORRESPONDENT 

Nicolas Di Costanzo 

   

  

the big games 

NEXT MONTH IN 

ASTER 
MARCH ISSUE 66 

_ Always first with 

the next few months because as you can 
see the tips books are making a 
pte and we'll be giving away 
loads of great stuff over the coming 
months. As it is we'll stick those tips 
books in the post, but do careful in 
future! 

Dear GM 
I've had an Apple Macintosh for the last 
three years. | regularly buy games for it 
but I’ve noticed that it has never been 
mentioned in your magazine. The Mac 
is 15% faster than a PC of the same 
speed and the games are of a higher 
quality. All the popular PC games are 
ported onto the Mac, like Quake, Duke 
Nukem 3D. All I'm asking is would 
you have a look at game for the Mac 
or at least say if PC games will also 
work on them. 
Antony Mitchell, Sussex 

AD MANAGER Jo Paget 
(jpaget@futurenet.co.uk) 
CLASSIFIED SALES Tarik Browne 
PUBLISHER Alison Morton 
PUBLISHING DIRECTOR Jane Ingham 
MANAGING DIRECTOR Greg Ingham 
CHAIRMAN Nick Alexander 
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PRODUCTION CO-ORDINATOR 
Peter Travers 
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Mark Gover, Chris Stocker, Simon Windsor, 
Jason Titley, Oliver Gibbs 
COLOUR ORIGINATION Pheonix 

We all use Macs here in the GM office, 
and can often been found linked up to 
the Future netwok playing Quake 
against our bitter vcs on PC Gamer, 
Edge and Saturn Power. So you want us 
to mention Macs? We'll do it then — M- 
A-C, Mac! As for future references fo 
the machine, we'll you'll just have to 
wait and see! 

KENYA BELIEVE IT! 
Dear GM, 

How was yer Christmas then? I'm 
sure you're alll still tinkering with your 
new toys and especially Les. What did 
he get for Chrimbo? A voodoo doll? A 
spawn doll? A barbie doll? 

Anyway | want to say that your 
great mag ies provided me endless 
jours or reading fun - keep it up! 

Attempted bribery you say? How ‘bout 
the fact that out here in Kenya they 
have the guts to sell the Playstation at 

PRINTING Southern Print (Poole) Ltd 
UK AND OVERSEAS NEWSSTAND 
DISTRIBUTION Future Publishing LTD 

EDITORIAL/ ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES 
GamesMaster Future Publishing LTD, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA] 2BW 

Tel: 01225 442244 
CUSTOMER SERVICES Future Publishing LTD 
FREEPOST BS4900, Somerton, Somerset 
TA11 6BR Tel: 01225 822510 

OVERSEAS LICENSES Please contact Chris 
Power at Editorial/Advertisement address. 
THANKS! Bristol Zoo even though we didn’t 
use the pictures, sorry for the trouble we 
caused. Cathy made me do it: 1 didn’t want to 

go! She bullies us all! 

QP
 

30000 shillings? Sounds alot 
doesn't it? Well it is. 30000 shillings 
converted to pounds is approximately 
290 pounds! Ridiculous. Well | didn't 
try to bribe them into giving me one for 
cheap because | already have one. Yes 
| bought it in England, HMV Level one, 
Oxford Street on 29th September 1995. 
Remember that day? 

Genetic Mutation? Well then how 
about a Saturn becoming the World's 
most famous doormat?! Think about it! 
Zeeshaan Raza, Nairobi, Kenya 

Zeeshaan Raza? 29th September 1995? 
Oxford Street? HMV, Level one? Can it 
really be? | remember it like it was 
yesterday. It’s been a long time ole pall 
Why has it taken you so long to get in 
touch? Nice fo see you haven't had to 
fork out foo many shillings or resorted 
to bribery. Plenty of visits to the good 
ole U of K makes console agame 
buying more affordable!   
GAMESMASTER MAGAZINE © 1997 Future 

Publishing LTD. GamesMaster TV Show ¢ 
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I NINTENDO® | Officially Authorised for Nintendo Officially Authorised for PlayStation 

Ll ARE THESE BRITAIN’S BEST CONSOLE DEALS? 
If you don’t fancy our full Membership offers you can take a Trial Membership for just 50p 

I ntendo 64 with 3D Controller Play Station 

99, 99 less £10 off any other item* Valve Pack 

  

with 
TWO Sony controllers. 
Sony Memory Card, 

BLAST CORPS 
CLAYFIGHTER 63 1/3 
DIDDY KONG RACING 

Demo CD and RF Lead Cakes eee: 

Official UK Nintendo complete’ with official EXTREME G. 
3D controller and RF lead. F1 POLE POSITION ) less off any other item A CENeVe 

INTERNATIONAL 

SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 
LYLAT WARS 
WITH RUMBLE PACK 

MACE 
MARIO KART 64 
SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 
SUPER BOMBERMAN 64 
SUPER MARIO 64 

TOP GEAR RALLY 
TUROK - DINOSAUR HUNTER 
WAVE RACE 64 

WCW VS NWO: WORLD TOUR 

e 

Nintendo 64 with PlayStation TWO Gory conirollors; 
e TWO Nintendo 3D controllers, Sony Memory Card, 

Fire Pack Game Pac Worms 92% & Tekken 95% 1 MB Memory Card 

132.99 less £10 off any other item* 159.99 less £10 off any other item* 

and RF Lead 

*Deduct £10 off the 
price of any one 

item bought at the 
same time as a 

® Nintendo 64 and PAY LATER if 

your total purchase is over 

  

  

    

    

Pla yStation TWO Sony controllers 
Sony Memory Card 

S pert Pac International Track & Field 93% ACTUA GOLF 2 
ACTUA SOCCER 2 
BROKEN SWORD 2 

] £10 COLONY WARS 
less off any other item COMMAND & CONQUER 

& Actua Soccer 94% 

  

       
    

A £250, subject to status - RED ALERT 
\ CRASH BANDICOOT 2 

“Deduct £10 off the price of any one item bought at CROC - N64 TV 7: 
( \ SERIO LEAR mine ; i the same time as a PlayStation and PAY LATER if ONS denebes 

" TV LEAD -SVHS TV or video ...9.99 your total purchase is over £250, subject to status puKe NUKEM 

256K MEMORY CARD (12 slots) 7.99 MEMORY CARD (15 slots) .. 769 ee 
1 MB MEMORY CARD (48 slots) 9.99 SONY MEMORY CARD (15 slots) w:14.99 THE WORLD CUP 
OFFICIAL 256K MEMORY CARD (12 slots) 14,99 HIGH CAPACITY MEMORY CARD (120 slots) ...15.99 FiAL FANTASY 7 
NINTENDO 64 DELUXE CARRY CASE 24,99 HIGH CAPACITY MEMORY CARD (720 slots) ...29.99 FORMULA 197 

PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES To extend four DUST COVER FOR PLAYSTATION 799 Pre TRACK a FIELD 
controller leads by an additional 1.5 metres each ...9.99 LINK CABLE - PlayStation to PlayStation 8.99 TERNATIONAL 

PACK OF FOUR EXTENDER CABLES 16.99 SCART LEAD PlayStation RGB 8.49 cUPERSTAR SOCCER PRO 
OFFICIAL RUMBLE PACK 14.99 STICKER KITS Spice up your PlayStation 9.99 JURASSIC PARK 

: A - LOST WORLD Nintendo 64 Controllers PlayStation Controllers MICRO MACHINES 3 
ARCADE SHARK STICK _...34.99 MOTO RACER 
5 fire buttons, view control, analogue OFFICIAL ANALOGUE NUCLEAR STRIKE ; ; et CONTROLLER 22.99 OODWORLDS 
an aire cirecona a : oe Dual analogue control sticks, digital © ABE'S ODDYSEE 

cl angeab le joystick, auto-fire ant directional pad RESIDENT EVIL 

Slow motion - DIRECTORS CUT PREDATOR LIGHT GUN STREETFIGHTER 
OFFICIAL 3D CONTROLLERS 25.99 EX PLUS ALPHA 

Available in many different colours FOR ert re he TIME CRISIS + LIGHT GUN 
f low | TOCA TOURING CARS 

Black, ibe, <ereen, Grey, Hed &:Yelow 3 speed: autofire, bullet autoload <a TOMB RAIDER 2 

  

    

  

     

     
   

   
    
   

    

      

  

     

  

   

  

SHARK PAD PRO 21.99 ] GAMESTER STEERING = BAL 
5 fire buttons, 4 way view control, WHEEL & PEDALS 59.99 . 
analogue and digital directional True analogue Saturn Games 
control, auto-fire function, slow progressional steering ACTUA GOLF 
motion function | accelerator and brake CROC 

~ ‘ 8 digital action buttons DUKE NUKEM 
SUPER PAD PLUS ...19.99 | fu ENEMY ZERO 

  

5 fire buttons, view control, analogue FIGHTING FORCE Oe | 
    

fig = JONAH LOMU RUGBY aati aca | OFFICIAL SONY PLAYSTATION 22% QUAKE 
. CONTROLLERS ...17.99 RESIDENT EVIL 

Available in grey, black and white SONIC JAM 

TRIDENT PRO PAD ...19.99 See ae 

8 way directional thumb controller, 3D TOMB RAIDER 
analogue stick, 9 fire buttons, autofire. TOURING CAR 

HYPERBLASTER slow motion and LED display panel 
LIGHT GUN 

WARCRAFT 2 
WORLDWIDE SOCCER 98 

Cheat Books 
BOOK OF 2001 CHEATS 

COMMAND & CONQUER 
OFFICIAL GUIDE 

DISCWORLD 2 GUIDE 
DUNGEON KEEPER CLUES 
NINTENDO 64 SECRETS 

-.24.99 

  

    

    Special Reserve ZZAP.net 
| Pentium P200 MMX 999.99 

* Complete Multimedia System 
* Intel CPU & Motherboard 

oe 
if 

u 
Ee i Ze * Internet ready with 

a a 6 

Sony KV14-M1 14” 
FST colour TV 179.99 

¢ 14” FST Trinitron picture tube 

Front A/V inputs * Simple menu 

Loop aerial * Remote control 

  

        
     

   
   
    

       
     

Widescreen option 
SUPER MARIO 64 GUIDE 

Tilt and swivel stand detachable TUROK DINOSAUR HUNTER 
OFFICIAL GUIDE 

Works & Encarta 
40 great games 

      
  

   CHELMSFORD 
43 Broomfield Road, 
Chelmsford, Essex. 

Just around the corner from 
the bus station 

Tel: 

BRISTOL 
351 Gloucester Road (A38), 

Bristol. 
1 '/, miles from the City Centre 
and just up from Kwik Save 

Tel: 0117 924 5000 

Trinitron picture * Loop aerial fax/modem PLAYSTATION SECRETS. 

Rear scart input 3D Diamond Stealth STRATEGIES AND SOLUTIONS 
Windows 95 QUAKE! AUTHORISED GUIDE 

   

  

    

  

   

  

MayStation 

Nintendo 64 Games 
40.99 
47.99 
40.99 
46.99 
45.99 
48.99 
44.99 
40.99 

44.99 

48.99 
46.99 
40.99 
47.99 
41.99 
40.99 
43.99 
49.99 
44.99 
44.99 

PlayStation Games 
31.49 
29.99 
29.99 
37.99 

34.99 
35.99 
33.99 
36.99 
35.99 
32.99 

35.99 
34.99 
37.99 
40.99 

37.99 
18.99 
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It's easy to join, just phone 01279 600204 or send in the order form. 
There's no obligation to buy anything, you can be any age, and it only costs £6.00. 

1. Thousands of products to choose from - all at big 
discounts, many at below trade price or under half price. 
There is no obligation to buy & you can join at any age. 

2. Members receive 10 issues of our colour Club { 
Magazines per year, including our full catalogue of over /@ 
2,000 discounted products and great prizes to be won. 

3. The incredible Special Reserve Book of 2001 
Cheats (all formats) will be sent to you with your Family 
Membership Card. 

4. AND choose any one of the FREE GIFTS below if you 
buy just one item at the same time as you join. All of our 
gifts are worth the membership fee or much more. 
You can extend (renew) your membership for £5.50 
just to get more gifts if you want them. 

FREE MINI BOY KEYRING CONSOLE 
Miniature hand-held console with 55 variations of 4 
classic games. Includes a Tetris style game 

OR FREE VIRTUAL MEGA PET 47>, 
8 electronic virtual pets in one. 

Choose to look after a Chicken, Bird, 
Dog, Cat, Dinosaur, Crab, Fish or\% .« 

Butterfly. Pets may vary \~ 

OR FREE PERSONAL 
STEREO WITH HEADPHONES AND 
CARRY CASE 
Personal stereo cassette player with headphones 
plus a padded carry case for tapes & accessories 

OR EIGHT GAMES FREE FOR PC 
Desert Strike, Jungle Strike, Actua 

Soccer semi-final edition, Normality Inc 
playable demo, Zool 2, Lotus 3, Toyota 

Celica GT Rally and Team Suzuki. ALL 8 
GAMES ABSOLUTELY FREE 

OR FREE 
COMMANDER 2 
JOYPAD FOR PLAYSTATION 
8 independent fire buttons & turbofire functions 

OR FREE NINTENDO 64 MEMORY CARD 
256K memory card. 120 slots. Slots into controller | 

Other offers available. Offers subject to stock 
availability. Overseas members add £2 postage 

   

  

     

   

    

    
     

  

  
   

       

          

   
    

   

  

   

  

   

     

  

  

    
    

Ask at our P shops or phone 01279 600204 - eblest to status 
20% deposit. Pay the balance after 6 months or commence payments 
from £9 per month @ 29.8 APR. Either way there’s no interest for the 

first 6 months - that’s 0% APR. 
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~ Special Reserve 

01279 600204 
OR FAX YOUR ORDER ON 01279 726842 - WE'LL FAX BACK TO CONFIRM 
OPEN 9.30am To 8Pm (MoN-SaT) 10am TO 5PM (SUN & BANK Hotipays) 

  
   

    

   
    

   

  

  

Members only - Join as you order - no obligation to buy anything 

TRIAL MEMBERSHIP JUST 50P (ONE MAGAZINE, ONE ORDER) 

OR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP £6 (UK), £9 (EC) £12 (worto) 
Annual Membership includes 10 Club Magazines and our Book of 2001 

Cheats. AND there's a choice of fabulous free gifts if you buy just one item 
when yout ie out a £6 Membership. 

MOST UK mainland addresses. 

GAMESMASTER 

  

  

Postcode __ Phone No__ Machine. 

Enter membership number (if applicable) or 

j NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK £6.00)   
| 

item 
  

01245 348777 

NOTTINGHAM 
164 Derby Road, 

Stapleford, Nottingham. 
2 miles from junction 25 of the M1, 

near Kwik Fit and Pizza Hut 

Tel: 0115 949 1000 

      168 High Street, 
Egham, Surrey. 

Near Windsor and Staines 
Just 1 mile off junction 13 on the M25 

Tel: 01784 473444 
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SAWBRIDGE WORTH. 
The Maltings, Station Road, 

Sawbridgeworth, Herts. 
Not far from the M11, just around 
the corner from the train station 

Tel: 01279 600399 j 

Inevitably some products listed may not yet be available and prices may change. Please phone 01279 600204. Some items carry a £1 surcharge 

UPMINSTER 
209/213 St Mary’s Lane, 

Upminster, Essex. 
2 miles from junction 29 of the M25. 

Opposite Somerfield Supermarket 

Tel: 01708 225544 
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VAL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT 
| Cheque/P.O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa       
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SIGNATURE ISSUE NO__ 
' Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. Overseas surcharge £2.00 per item 

! Hardware items (battery or mains) are only supplied to the UK mainland 

  

  

Immediate cheque clearance 

| Cheques payable to Special Reserve at 
_PO Box ees rtd CMI 9PH       

   
    



STREET CULTURE™ 
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For sports gear that’s as crucial on the streets as well 

as in the professional arena, get along to Intersport. 

Nike, adidas, Reebok, Ellesse, Fila, Mizuno, Kappa... 

the latest ranges, the leading brands, all available 

from Intersport, the world’s biggest sports retailer. 

For your nearest Intersport call 0800 7832016 or to 

check out what’s new, get interactive with us on: 

http://www.intersport.co.uk 

WHATEVER YOU'RE IN. 

® 

STORES NATIONWIDE


